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Development and study of a microprocessor automatic control system for a mono-switch tie
type with a linear inductive electric motor and a discrete speed controller
Introduction. The article is devoted to the development of the microprocessor automatic control system for a gearless controlled
electric drive of a mono-switch tie based on a linear inductor electric motor. This solution provides control the position of the switch
point, to carry out the transfer process with a smooth drive of shanks to the frame rail, to protect electric motor elements from
overloads. Goal. Development and study of the behavior of microprocessor automatic control system for mono-switch tie type with
linear inductive electric motor and discrete PID speed controller which coefficients are adjusted according to Chien-HronesReswick method to meet modern traffic safety requirements and improve operational reliability factors. Methodology. On the basis
of electric drive theory, a kinematic line of a mono-switch tie type with nonlinear friction characteristic is presented. Using
differential equation theory and Laplace transformation, a mathematic description of a linear inductor electric motor has been made.
Using the z-transform method, a difference equation for describing a discrete PID speed controller is obtained, the coefficients of
which are derived using the Chien-Hrones-Reswick method. A simulation mathematical model of the electric drive mono-switch tie
type as the microprocessor automatic control system with linear inductive electric motor and discrete PID speed controller and
nonlinear friction characteristic was built in MATLAB. Results. Simulation modelling of a mathematical model of the
microprocessor automatic control system of the electric drive mono-switch tie type with the linear inductive electric motor and
discrete PID speed controller and nonlinear friction characteristic have been developed and performed. Studies of dynamics of
switch point movement have shown that, a drive time of less than 0.7 s at a constant speed motor armature of 0.2 and 0.3 m/s
provides to meet modern requirements for railway switch points. The application of discrete PID speed controller has shown
improved dynamics of switch point. Originality. First for the electric drive of the mono-switch tie type with linear inductive electric
motor a mathematical model of the discrete PID speed controller and nonlinear friction characteristic as an object of speed control
of switch point movement, has been developed. Practical value. Mathematical model of a railway track switch of the mono-switch tie
type with linear inductive electric motor and discrete PID speed controller has been developed to carry out the control of the
position of the switch point, process with a smooth drive them to the frame rail, to protect electric motor elements from overloads.
References 25, tables 2, figures 12.
Key words: electric drive with linear inductive electric motor, electromechanical system, control system, discrete PID speed
controller.
Робота присвячена розробці мікропроцесорної системи автоматичного керування безредукторним регульованим
електроприводом стрілочного переводу моношпального типу на базі лінійного індукторного двигуна. Таке рішення дозволяє
контролювати положення гостряків, здійснювати процес переводу з плавним доводом гостряків до рамної рейки,
захистити елементи електродвигуна від перевантажень. Запропоновано структурну схему дискретного ПІД-регулятора
швидкості, синтезованого в z-зображенні та отримано діаграми розподілу його коефіцієнтів за методом Чина-ХронсаРесвіка. Наведені результати комп’ютерного моделювання показали, що час переводу гостряків менший ніж 0,7 с при
сталому рівні задавання швидкості якоря 0,2 і 0,3 м/с, що дозволяє реалізувати сучасні вимоги до стрілочних переводів
залізничного транспорту. Бібл. 25, табл. 2, рис. 12.
Ключові слова: електропривод з лінійним індукторним двигуном, електромеханічна система, система керування,
дискретний ПІД-регулятор швидкості.

Introduction. The transport system is an important
component of the economic growth of the national
economies of the world economy. The development of
railway international transport networks contributes to the
integration of trade between the European Union (EU)
and Ukraine. Therefore, the renewal of the transport
infrastructure of Ukraine is one of the main directions of
the implementation of the National Transport Strategy of
Ukraine for the period until 2030 [1], which lays the
foundation for changes in the transport sector for the next
8 years, namely the development of new high-speed
interregional connections, connections with EU countries
and the renewal urban transport infrastructure [2].
Turnouts are an integral part of the railway
infrastructure. The development of their automation
systems and the improvement of service technologies
contribute to a large extent to the increase of traffic safety
and the improvement of economic indicators of railway
activity [3–5].
Global companies are working on the creation of
new types of turnouts [6, 7], namely, their mono-switch

tie implementation. Their general concept, both for
normal and high-speed traffic, comes down to ensuring
maximum reliability and safety, with minimal ongoing
maintenance costs. Modern turnouts are equipped with
new electric motors [7–10] and control systems [4, 11].
In Ukraine, the lack of adjustable electric drives for
turnouts requires the creation of specialized electric
drives. To increase their efficiency, there is a need to
create new types of electric drives [12–14]. In [15], the
questions of the development of the functionality of the
railway turnout by introducing an electric drive with a
valve-inductor motor were considered, which is justified
by the simplification of the mechanical part of the turnout
by replacing the gearbox with a ball-screw pair and
placing the entire kinematic line of the turnout on one
sleeper.
The replacement of rotary electric motors with linear
ones provides even more simplification of the design,
which ensures an increase in efficiency, a decrease in
maintenance costs, and an increase in the reliability of the
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operation of turnouts. A distinctive feature of such motors
is their ability to convert electrical energy into mechanical
translational movements of the executive mechanisms of
the turnouts – points and movable cores of the crossbars,
directly, without intermediate mechanical converters. The
electric drive taking into account linear electric motors of
the electromagnetic type (LMEMT) was considered in
[16]. The rationality of such a technical solution consists
in the reserve of excess energy, which takes place at the
end of the cycle of the electric drive of the turnout, in
order to use it later at the beginning of the movement of
the turnout. This article is devoted to the improvement of
the microprocessor system of automatic control of the
gearless adjustable electric drive of the mono-switch tie
type based on the linear motor of the inductor type to
obtain a given law of control of the movement of the
sharps and reduce the time of the switch transfer.
The peculiarity of turnouts of this type is that, thanks
to the unique properties of the structures and the
capabilities of the control systems, they ensure high
accuracy of the positioning of the spikes and the
necessary controllability of the traction force, taking into
account the increase in speed and cargo flow of
transportation.
Thus, the way proposed in the article to create a new
control system for the electric drive of the turnout is
relevant from the point of view of the need to transition to
a new modern element base of automation systems and
new design solutions.
The purpose of the article is the development of a
microprocessor-based system for automatic control of a
mono-switch tie type turnout with a linear inductive
electric motor (LIEM) and a discrete proportionalintegral-differential (PID) speed controller with adjusted
coefficients according to the Chien-Hrones-Reswick
method to ensure modern traffic safety requirements.
To achieve the intended goal, the following tasks
are set:
 development of a system of automatic control of a
mono-switch tie type turnout with LIEM, which allows
the transfer process to be carried out with a smooth
approach of the spikes to the frame rail, protection of the
motor from overloads and control of the position of the
spikes for high-speed and ultra-high-speed electric
transport railways;
 synthesis of a discrete PID speed controller for an
electric drive with an inductive motor, as an element of
improvement of the microprocessor system of automatic
control of the turnout transfer to improve its operation
both in regular and non-stationary modes.
Research material. The functional diagram of the
electric drive of the turnout is shown in Fig. 1, which
includes three units: a LIEM, a speed regulator with a
power converter as part of the control unit, and a sensor
for the position of the spikes, which monitors the
movement of the spikes and their close fit to the
frame rail.
Figure 2,a shows the cross-section of the LIEM,
which is placed in the sleeper as shown in Fig. 2,b.

4

Control unit

LIEM

Power
converter

Speed
regulator

Spike
position
sensor

Fig. 1. Functional diagram of the electric drive of the turnout
with LIEM

a
Frame rail

Longitudinal
thrust

Transverse
thrusts
LIEM

Spike
position
sensor

Control
unit

b
Fig. 2. Design of LIEM (а)
and placing it in one sleeper (b):
1 – stator; 2 – pole tips of the external stator;
3 – poles; 4 – armature; 5 – phase coils; 6 – housing

The linear electric motor has four phases A, B, C, D
and consists of two stators 1 (internal and external), which
makes it possible to obtain a minimum air gap in the
inter-tooth area with small dimensions of the machine,
concentrating the magnetic flux in the tooth area.
Alternating switching on of the phases of the electric
motor (А, B, C, D) ensures a uniform distribution of the
electromagnetic force during the movement of the
armature 4. When increasing the number of coils (phases),
it is possible, if necessary, to significantly reduce the
fluctuation of the force acting on the armature during its
movement. Additional armature advantage of this design
of the induction motor is the relatively long length of the
armature compared to the electromagnet, which will allow
to easily implement the movement of the spikes without
changing other overall dimensions of the motor.
Depending on the signal from the sensor of the
position of the spikes, which are installed on the outside
of the frame rail and provide control over the tight fit of
the spike to it, the power converter, located in the control
unit and made on the basis of field-effect or IGB
transistors, connects the stator coil to the power source.
Electrical Engineering & Electromechanics, 2022, no. 5

And the electric motor converts electrical energy into
mechanical energy, setting the armature in motion.
Such an electric motor requires a different automatic
control system than LMEMT and, as a result, another
solution, but provides reverse operation without the use of
additional springs [16].
The mathematical description and simulation model
of LIEM based on the solution of the Lagrange equation
is given in [17] and in the normal Cauchy form has the
form:
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where UA, UB, UC, UD is the voltage of power sources;
rA, rB, rC, rD, iA, iB, iC, iD are the active resistances and
currents in the corresponding phases of the stator;
A, B, C, D are the flux linkages of the respective
phases; x is the displacement of the armature; Fоп is the
resistance force;  is the coefficient of friction between
the guide and the armature; v is the armature movement
speed; m is the mass of the armature; Fel is the driving
force of the electric motor.
An electronic switch is required to connect the
motor phases to the power source and adjust the voltage
on it. Since the operation of the LIEM does not depend on
the direction of the current in the phase, a half-bridge
circuit is usually used to switch the current in it [18].
A fragment of the circuit of the electronic switch (for
phase A) is shown in Fig. 3.

VT3 – VT4; phase С – VT5 – VT6; phase D – VT7 – VT8)
operating in PWM mode depending from the position of
the spikes and the direction of their movement. Protective
diodes (for phase А – VD1 – VD2; for phase В – VD3 –
VD4; for phase С – VD5 – VD6; for phase D – VD7 –
VD8) ensure the flow of current after closing the upper or
lower switches in the phases.
To control the LIEM, a digital PID speed controller
was synthesized, which is described by the transfer
function:
T z
z 1
,
(2)
W p z   K p  Ki 0  K d
z 1
T0 z
where Kp is the transfer coefficient of the proportional
component; Ki is the transfer coefficient of the integral
component; Kd is the transfer coefficient of the
differential component; Т0 is the period of discretion, s.
Based on the transfer function (2), a difference
equation was obtained that describes the algorithm of the
discrete PID controller:

un  K p en  K i un  1  T0 en 


Kd
en  en  1 
T0

(3)

Kd
en  en  1  K i un  1 .
T0
According to (3), the structural diagram shown in
Fig. 4 is built.
 K p en  K iT0 en 

Fig. 4. The structure of the discrete PID controller

Phases (A, B, C, D) are included between
semiconductor switches (phase А – VT1 – VT2; phase В –

Since the LIEM is described by a nonlinear
function [17], the standard methods used for adjustment
of linear objects are not suitable for adjustment of the
coefficients of the PID controller [6, 19]. Therefore,
their calculation was performed according to the ChienHrones-Reswick method [20], which allows obtaining a
larger stability margin than the traditional ZieglerNichols method [21, 22].
According to the Chien-Hrones-Reswick method
for calculating the coefficients of the PID controller the
response of the control object to the step input signal is
observed. The elements of the control object, which
have an aperiodic characteristic (Fig. 5), are
approximated by the serial connection of the aperiodic
link and the delay link.
From Fig. 5 it can be seen that two parameters а and
L are used to calculate the coefficients of the PID
regulator using the Chien-Hrones-Reswick method. Their
calculation was performed under the conditions of the
absence of overregulation (CHR0%) and its presence in
20% (CHR20%). The formulas by which the coefficients
Kp, Ki and Kd are calculated are given in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of phase A of the electronic switch
for a 4-phase LIEM

Fig. 5. An example of the acceleration curve of the control
object
Table 1
Calculation of the coefficients of the PID regulator according to
the Chien-Hrones-Resvik method in the absence of
overregulation and its presence
Method

Kp

Ki

Kd

CHR0%

0 ,6
a

L
Kp

0 ,5 L
Kp

CHR20%

0 , 95
a

1,4L
Kp

0,47 L
Kp

The calculated parameters of the PID controller were
adjusted manually to improve the quality of the control,
since the analytical expressions are based on simplified
models of the object and give an error. Adjusting the
parameters of the regulators is performed according to the
following rules: an increase in the proportional coefficient
Kp increases the speed of operation and reduces the
margin of stability; with a decrease in the integral
component Ki, the adjustment error decreases faster over
time; reduction of integration constant Тi reduces the
margin of stability; increasing the differential component
Kd increases the speed.
After adjusting the coefficients of the PID speed
controllers, they take the form shown in Fig. 6.

v, m/s

From Fig. 6 it can be seen that all coefficients
depend on the speed of movement of the spikes, namely:
the coefficient of the proportional link Kp increases
sharply from 0.25 to 1 at speed above 0.3 m/s;
the coefficient of the integral link Ki has a sharply
decreasing linear characteristic at low speeds of
movement up to 0.08 m/s and changes in the range from
0.7 to 0.2; the coefficient of the differential link Kd has a
gentler characteristic and varies from 0.3 to 0.5 at the
speed of movement of the spikes above 0.2 m/s.
Taking into account this Fig. 4 will look as shown in
Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The structure of the discrete PID speed controller
with adjusted coefficients according to the Chien-Hrones-Resvik
method

The detailed functional scheme of the turnout
transfer is shown in Fig. 8, where LIEM with a sensor of
the position of the spikes, an electronic switch (Fig. 3), a
distributor with a pulse converter and a speed regulator
(Fig. 7), which are parts of the control unit, is separated
by dashed line.
The control system of the mono-switch lie type
turnout is considered as a two-loop system of subordinate
coordinate regulation with a PID speed controller, which,
together with the LIEM, is reduced to a general
simulation model in MATLAB [23, 24], taking into
account all elements, parameters and relationships
between them in Fig. 9, and Fig. 10 shows the diagram of
the mechanical part.

Fig. 6. Coefficients of the PID regulator
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Fig. 8. Expanded functional scheme of the electric drive of the turnout with LIEM
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Speed
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Mechanical
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Power
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Fig. 9. Generalized simulation model of turnout with LIEM
in the MATLAB environment

Fig. 10. Structural diagram of the mechanical part of the turnout
with LIEM

Fig. 12. Transients in mono-switch tie type with PID speed
controller when setting the speed vз = 0.3 m/s

In the feedback of the system, there is a load block
v = f (Fс), which reflects the friction characteristic [25],
since the turnouts operate in different weather conditions
under the influence of random factors (fallen leaves, rain,
snow, substances that spill from the cars, etc.).
The average values of the coefficient of friction on the
rail-cushion surface (steel-steel) are given in the Table 2.

From the obtained graphs of transients, it was
established that the PID controller supports the set speed
of movement of the spikes of 0.2 m/s (Fig. 11) and
0.3 m/s (Fig. 12), which allows control of the position of
the spikes. It also provides a transfer process with a
smooth transition of the spikes to the frame rail, which
protects the elements of the electric motor from
mechanical overloads.
The graphs of the transients of the movement of the
spikes show their impact-free tweaking to the frame rail,
which is confirmed by the speed curves at the end of the
transfer process at t > 0.6 s.
Conclusions.
1. A microprocessor-based system for automatic
control of a mono-switch tie type with LIEM and a
discrete PID speed controller was proposed and
researched, which made it possible to improve the quality
of the dynamics of its operation.
2. On the basis of the analytical methods of
z-transformation, a discrete PID speed controller was
synthesized and its simulation model was developed
taking into account the nonlinear characteristic of friction,
which confirmed the improvement of the dynamics of the
operation of the turnout drive with LIEM.
3. Using the Chien-Hrones-Resvik method, distribution
diagrams of the PID regulator coefficients were obtained
depending on the speed of the armature movement: the
coefficient of the proportional link increases sharply from
0.25 to 1 at speeds above 0.3 m/s; the coefficient of the
integral link has a sharply decreasing linear characteristic
at low speeds of movement up to 0.08 m/s and varies
from 0.7 to 0.2; the coefficient of the differential link has
the smoothest characteristic and varies from 0.3 to 0.5 at a
speed of movement of spikes above 0.2 m/s.
4. On the basis of the study of the transients of the
movement of the spikes, the possibility of shock-free
bringing them to the frame rail is shown, which is
confirmed by the speed curves at the end of the turnout
transfer process, which go to 0 as well as the possibility of
obtaining the transfer time of the spikes in less than 0.7 s

Table 2
Coefficient of friction at rest and sliding
Coefficient of friction
Friction
at rest
in a sliding state
materials
without
with
without
with
lubrication lubrication lubrication lubrication
rail –
0.8
0.5-0.4
0.15-0.3
0.05-0.18
cushion

Figures 11, 12 show the transients of the electric
drive of the turnout, namely the movement of the spikes
and the speed of the turnout with a PID speed controller,
taking into account the nonlinear characteristic of friction
at different settings of the speed of movement of the
spikes.

Fig. 11. Transients in mono-switch tie type with PID speed
controller when setting the speed vз = 0.2 m/s
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at a constant setting level of speed of 0.2 and 0.3 m/s of
armature movement for LIEM.
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Direct torque control based on second order sliding mode controller
for three-level inverter-fed permanent magnet synchronous motor: comparative study
Introduction. The permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) has occupied a large area in the industry because of various benefits such
as its simple structure, reduced moment of inertia, and quick dynamic response. Several control techniques have been introduced for the
control of the PMSM. The direct torque control strategy associated to three-level clamped neutral point inverter has been proven its
effectiveness to solve problems of ripples in both electromagnetic torque and stator flux with regard to its significant advantages in terms of
fast torque response. Purpose. The use of a proportional integral speed controller in the direct torque control model results in a loss of
decoupling with regard to parameter fluctuations (such as a change in stator resistance value induced by an increase in motor temperature),
which is a significant drawback for this method at high running speeds. Methods. That is way a second order sliding mode controller based
on the super twisting algorithm (STA) was implemented instead of PI controller to achieve a decoupled control with higher performance and
to insure stability while dealing with parameter changes and external disturbances. Results. The simulation results carried out using
MATLAB/Simulink software show that the model of direct torque control based on a three-level inverter-fed permanent magnet synchronous
motor drive has better performance with second order sliding mode speed controller than the proportional integral controller. Through the
response characteristics we see greater performance in terms of response time and reference tracking without overshoots. Decoupling,
stability, and convergence toward equilibrium are all guaranteed. References 9, table 2, figures 9.
Key words: permanent magnet synchronous motor, direct torque control, second order sliding mode controller.
Вступ. Синхронний двигун з постійними магнітами (СДПМ) зайняв велике місце в промисловості завдяки різним перевагам, таким
як його проста конструкція, зменшений момент інерції та швидкий динамічний відгук. Для керування СДПМ було введено декілька
методів керування. Стратегія прямого управління крутним моментом, пов'язана з трирівневим інвертором з фіксованою
нейтральною точкою, довела свою ефективність для вирішення проблем пульсацій як електромагнітного крутного моменту, так і
магнітного потоку статора, враховуючи його значні переваги з точки зору швидкої реакції крутного моменту. Мета. Використання
пропорційно-інтегрального регулятора швидкості моделі прямого управління крутним моментом призводить до втрати розв'язки
по відношенню до коливань параметрів (таких як зміна значення опору статора, викликане підвищенням температури двигуна), що є
істотним недоліком для цієї моделі на високих робочих швидкостях. Методи. Таким чином, замість ПІ-регулятора був реалізований
ковзний регулятор другого порядку, заснований на алгоритмі суперскручування (STA), для досягнення розв'язаного управління з більш
високою продуктивністю та забезпечення стабільності при роботі зі змінами параметрів та зовнішніми збуреннями. Результати
моделювання, виконаного з використанням програмного забезпечення MATLAB/Simulink, показують, що модель прямого керування
крутним моментом, заснована на трирівневому приводі синхронного двигуна з постійними магнітами з інверторним живленням,
має кращу ефективність з регулятором швидкості з ковзним режимом другого порядку, ніж пропорційний інтегральний контролер.
Завдяки характеристикам відгуку бачимо більш високу ефективність з точки зору часу відгуку та відстеження посилань без
перерегулювання. Розв'язка, стабільність та збіжність до рівноваги гарантовані. Бібл. 9, табл. 2, рис. 9.
Ключові слова: синхронний двигун з постійними магнітами, пряме керування крутним моментом, контролер режиму
ковзання другого порядку.

Introduction. In recent years, thanks to the rapid
development of power electronics technology, permanent
magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) has taken a wide
space in the industry due to many advantages such as
higher energy efficiency and higher torque to weight
ratio. In the term of its control, several techniques have
been presented in the literature; such as voltage/frequency
control, which is limited to low-performance uses, and
field oriented control, which has a complex process and is
highly sensitive to parameter changes. nevertheless, the
direct torque control (DTC) has been the most attractive
control due to its notable advantages regarding its
simplicity and its rapid torque response [1], This
command need an external loop to control the speed
either by the classic PID controller [8] or through other
methods of control such as: fuzzy logic control [9],
sliding mode [2], as well as the second order sliding mode
controller (SOSMC) [2] which is designed to achieve high
performance for systems with parametric variation and to
ensure closed loop stability.
The purpose of this work is to compare between
the PI and the second order sliding mode speed
controllers in a direct torque control for three-level neutral
point multilevel inverter-fed permanent magnet
synchronous motor drive system.

In this paper, the mathematical model of PMSM has
been introduced. In order to obtain a better performance
for the PMSM, the technique of DTC associated to threelevel neutral point clamped (NPC) multilevel inverters
with a PI controller has been used. However, this solution
has a major drawback represented by the speed's
sensitivity to load variation. In order to remedy this
problem, the DTC with the sliding mode controller
(SMC) was generally used to improve its robustness and
its insensitivity to parameter variations and external
disturbances. However, the presence of the chattering is a
major drawback for conventional SMC controllers. In
order to minimize the phenomena, a SOSMC was used.
For the purpose of evaluating and testing the different
control techniques proposed for the PMSM fed by threelevel NPC inverters drive system, a simulation study was
carried out. The comparison study based on the obtained
simulation results confirms the efficiency of the second
order sliding mode controller over the PI controller under
different operating conditions. [2].
Model and equations of the PMSM. The two-phase
model of the PMSM is carried out by a transformation of
the real three-phase reference into a fictitious two-phase
reference, which is in fact only a change of base on the
physical quantities (tensions, fluxes and currents), it leads
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to a reduction of the machine equations. The transformation
best known by electrical technicians is that of Park, the
representation is shown in Fig. 1.

t

ˆs   (Vs  Rs I s ) dt ;

0
(10)

t
ˆ
 s   (Vs  Rs I s ) dt ,
0

where Vsα, Vsβ, isα, isβ, are the αβ components of the stator
voltage and current, respectively.

Fig. 1. Two-phase representation of PMSM

The stator voltage equations are given by the
following equations in the matrix form [3]:
d
*
Vdq  Rs  idq   dq  p    dq
,
(1)
dt
where
Vd 
Vdq    ,
(2)
Vq 

 

 

 

 

 

R
Rs    s
0

0
,
Rs 

(3)

idq   iid  ,

(4)

 q 

 dq    d ,

  q 
*
 dq

.
 d 

(5)
 q 
We note also that:
 d   Ld 0  id   f 
(6)
 
     .
 q   0 Lq  iq  0 
where Vd, Vq, id, iq, Ld, Lq, d and q are the dq
components of the stator voltage, current, inductance and
flux linkage, respectively; Rs is the stator resistance; f is
the rotor flux linkage generated by the permanent
magnets; p is the pairs of poles.
The electromagnetic torque expression is given by:
(7)
Te  3 2  p  Ld  Lq  id  iq   f  iq .



Fig. 2. The synoptic of DTC control

Once the 2 flux components are obtained, the
electromagnetic torque can be estimated by the formula below:
3
Cˆ e  p ˆS I S  ˆS I S .
(11)
2
Moreover, in order to obtain the sector, the rotor flux
angle is determined by:
ˆS
  arctg
.
(12)
ˆ





S

This model is updated with 3 level hysteresis controller
for the flux and 5 level for the torque in order to build the
optimized switching table as illustrated in Table 2 that led to
determine a vector between 27 state vectors to apply to a
three level NPC inverter (Fig. 3) noting that those vectors are
distributed on 12 sectors of the stator flux plane Fig. 4.





In the case where the machine has non-salient poles
(Ld = Lq), this equation (7) is simplified to:
(8)
Te  3 2  p   f  iq .
DTC with three-level inverter. The principle of the
DTC is to maintain the stator flux within a specific range
[3, 4]. This technique is based on the direct determination
of the commands sequences applied to the switches of a
three level inverter. This strategy is generally based in the
use of hysteresis comparators whose role is to control the
amplitudes of the stator flux and the electromagnetic
torque. The synoptic of DTC control is shown in Fig. 2.
The stator flux equation is expressed as:
  ˆ  jˆ ,
(9)
s

s

Fig. 3. One leg of 3 level inverter layout

s

where
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Fig. 4. 12 sectors with switching vectors
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In 3-level NPC inverter there are 3 switching state
for each leg (S1, S2); (S1, S1’); (S1’, S2’) which result in
3 voltages levels respectively Vdc, Vdc/2, 0. Consequence
of these switching possibilities, 27 state vectors will be
obtained as shown in Table 1 [5, 6].
Table 1
Distribution of the 3-level inverter voltage vectors into 4 groups
Zero state
V1 V8 V15
(0, 0, 0) (1, 1, 1) (–1, –1, –1)
vectors
V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7
(1, 0, 0) (1, 1, 0) (0, 1, 0) (0, 1, 1) (0, 0, 1) (1, 0, 1)
Short
V8 V9 V10 V11 V12 V13
Vectors
(0, –1, –1) (0, 0, –1) (–1, 0, –1) (–1, 0, 0)
( –1, –1, 0) (0, –1, 0)
V16 V17 V18 V19 V20 V21
Long
(1, –1, –1) (1, 1, –1) (–1, 1, –1) (–1, 1, 1)
vectors
(–1, –1, 1) (1, –1, 1)
V22 V23 V24 V25 V26 V27
Medium
(1, 0, –1) (0, 1, –1) (–1, 1, 0) (–1, 0, 1) (0, –1, 1)
vectors
(1, –1, 0)
Table 2
DTC modified switching table
Stator flux sectors
Φ Te
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
+2 22 17 23 18 24 19 25 20 26 21 27 16
+1 22 3 23 4 24 5 25 6 26 7 27 2
+1 0 1 8 15 1 8 15 1 8 15 1 8 15
–1 27 2 22 3 23 4 24 5 25 6 26 7
–2 27 16 22 17 23 18 24 19 25 20 26 21
+2 23 18 24 19 25 20 26 21 27 16 22 17
+1 23 4 24 5 25 6 26 7 27 2 22 3
0 0 1 8 15 1 8 15 1 8 15 1 8 15
–1 26 7 27 2 22 3 23 4 24 5 25 6
–2 26 21 27 16 22 17 23 18 24 19 25 20
+2 18 24 19 25 20 26 21 27 16 22 17 23
+1 4 24 5 25 6 26 7 27 2 22 3 23
–1 0 1 8 15 1 8 15 1 8 15 1 8 15
–1 6 26 7 27 2 22 3 23 4 24 5 25
–2 20 26 21 27 16 22 17 23 18 24 19 25

PI speed controller. The PI controller determines
the reference torque in order to maintain the
corresponding speed [2]. The speed dynamics is given by
the following mechanical equation:
T  TL
,
(13)
 e
JP  f r
where Te, TL, J, fr, P are the motor torque, load torque,
moment of inertia, viscous friction factor and Laplace
operator, respectively.
The functional diagram of speed controller is shown
in Fig. 5.

The controller parameters KP, Ki become as:
 K i  2   2  J ;
,
(15)

 K p  2    J  f r ,
where ρ represents the module of the real part and
imaginary part of the 2 poles.
Conventional sliding mode controller. The sliding
mode controller has been built to control the speed to
ensure good tracking, accurate response and insensitivity
to changes in drive system [2, 7]. The sliding surface has
been selected as:
(16)
S = ref – .
In addition, the electromechanical equation of the
motor is expressed by:
d
J
 f r    Te  TL .
(17)
dt
By considering (17), the derivative of (16) becomes:
1

S  
(18)
ref   Te  TL  f r    .
J
The reference control variable is written such as:
Tref = Teq – Tn,
(19)
where Teq and Tn are the equivalent and switching
components of the control variable, respectively.
In the sliding mode (Ṡ = 0), the equivalent
component is determined by:

(20)
Teq  J  
ref  TL  f r   .

Moreover, the switching component is written by
Tn  K   sign S  ,
(21)
where KΩ is the positive coefficient.
Second order sliding mode controllers (SOSMC).
The conventional sliding mode controller is known by the
chattering phenomena, to address this issue, we proposed to
extend the basic SMC model to a second derivative of the
sliding surface (SOSMC), with the objective of minimizing
the chattering band [2]. The equivalent component remains
the same, the switching component become:



Tn  K 1 S sign ( S )  K  2 sign ( S )dt ,

(23)

Adopting the pole placement method considering
that the closed loop speed transfer function is given by:

K 
K p  P  i 

K p 



FC 
. (14)
 ref
J  P 2  f r  K p  P  Ki

where KΩ1 and KΩ2 are the positive constants.
Simulation results. Digital simulation using
MATLAB/Simulink has been used to test the techniques
described in this paper. In this simulation, the frequency
is 50 Hz, stator resistance is 2.3 , inductance
Ld = Lq = 7.6 mH, moment of inertia is 0.032 kgm2,
permanent flux is 0.4 T and number of poles is 4. The
PMSM starts with a constant reference speed equal to
100 rad/s. At t = 0.2 s the rotor speed decreases to
80 rad/s. At t = 0.5 s a reverse of rotation to –100 rad/s
was performed finally at t = 0.7 s, a nominal load torque
TL = 5 Nm was applied, then removed at t = 0.9 s.
In the instant t = 0.7 s when applying the load, a
speed drop from –100 rad/s to –101 rad/s was noticed
with the PI controller unlike the SOSMC model where the
speed remains in an excellent range maintaining its
reference (Fig 6, 7). Also an overshoot of the speed is
observed when decreasing the speed to 80 rad/s (t = 0.2 s),
contrary to the SOSMC results where the speed keep
tracking the reference without overshooting (Fig. 6, 7).
As can be seen, compared with model of PI-DTC,
the model of SOSMC-DTC has a better dynamic response
for both speed and torque indicating that SOSMC
controller was less sensitive to the load disturbance.
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Fig. 5. Speed control loop





The return to the equilibrium point was 0.02 s less than the
proportional integral controller. In the other hand, the
dynamic performance and steady-state accuracy of the PI
controller were not very satisfactory since the motor speed
sensitivity to load disturbance and motor variations was very
high (1 rad/s) then it was improved and reduced to 0.1 rad/s
with the sliding mode controller.
Conflict of interest. The authors declare that they
have no conflicts of interest.

Speed, [rad/s]

t, s
Fig. 6. Rotor speed response with PI controller
Speed, [rad/s]

t, s

Fig. 7. Rotor speed response with SOSMC

When the rotation was reversed, the motor torque
required longer time to reach equilibrium (0.06 s), this
time was clearly reduced in SOSMC model (Fig. 8, 9).
Speed, [rad/s]

t, s

Fig. 8. Motor torque response with PI controller
Speed, [rad/s]

t, s

Fig. 9. Motor torque response with SOSMC

Conclusions. In this paper a comparative study of
proportional integral and second order sliding mode
controller in a direct torque control system based on a 3-level
neutral point clamped inverter-fed permanent magnet
synchronous motor drive has been presented.
Simulation results prove that second order sliding
mode controller provide better tracking performances than
the proportional integral in terms of rise time and overshoot
as well as less sensitivity of motor speed to load disturbance.
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Impact of fractional filter in PI control loop applied to induction motor speed drive
Introduction. One of the main problems of electrical machine control systems is to obtain a satisfactory performance in the rejection of
load disturbances, as well as in the set-point tracking tasks. Generally, the development of control algorithms does not take into account
the presence of noise. Appropriate filtering is, therefore, essential to reduce the impact of noise on the output of the controller, in
addition to the machine output. Recently, there has been a great tendency toward using fractional calculus to solve engineering
problems. The filtering is one of the fields in which fractional calculus has received great attention. The importance of filters in signal
processing and other engineering areas is unquestionable Novelty. The proposed work is intended to be a contribution in the recent
works conducted on the influence of the fractional filtering on the control robustness of induction machines control. Purpose. The main
contribution of this research is the application of fractional filtering to the standard PI control loop for an induction motor speed drive.
Methods. In order to assess its impact and benefit, different structures for introducing the filters are investigated, A first order filter is
considered in different positions, whether before or after the controller or even in both positions at the same time, with a noise source. A
review of the index performance evolution (the Integral Square Error, Integral Absolute Error and Integral Time Absolute Error) has
allowed a configuration design of the filter. Results. Intensive simulations were performed with a control setup using integer and
fractional order filters, which permitted to conclude that the fractional filters give better performance indices compared to the integer
one and thus improve the dynamic characteristics of the system. References 27, tables 4, figures 12.
Key words: fractional filter, first order filter, index performance, induction machine, PI controller.
Вступ. Однією з основних проблем систем керування електричними машинами є отримання задовільних характеристик при
придушенні збурень навантаження, а також завдання відстеження уставок. Зазвичай, при розробці алгоритмів керування
наявність шуму не враховується. Тому потрібна відповідна фільтрація для зниження впливу шуму на вихідний сигнал контролера
на додаток до вихідного сигналу машини. Останнім часом спостерігається чітка тенденція до використання дробового
обчислення для вирішення інженерних завдань. Фільтрація – це одна з областей, в якій дрібному обчисленню приділяється велика
увага. Важливість фільтрів у обробці сигналів та інших галузях техніки незаперечна. Новизна. Запропонована робота покликана
стати внеском у недавні роботи, присвячені впливу дробової фільтрації на надійність керування асинхронними машинами. Мета.
Основним внеском цього дослідження є застосування дробової фільтрації до стандартного контуру ПІ-регулювання для приводу
швидкості асинхронного двигуна. Методи. Щоб оцінити його вплив та користь, досліджуються різні конструкції для введення
фільтрів. Фільтр першого порядку розглядається в різних положеннях до або після контролера або навіть в обох положеннях
одночасно з джерелом шуму. Огляд розвитку показників ефективності (інтегральна квадратична помилка, інтегральна
абсолютна помилка та інтегральна абсолютна помилка за часом) дозволив розробити конфігурацію фільтра. Результати.
Значний обсяг моделювання був проведений з налаштуванням керування з використанням фільтрів цілочисельного та дробового
порядку, що дозволило зробити висновок, що дробові фільтри дають кращі показники ефективності порівняно з цілочисельним і
таким чином покращують динамічні характеристики системи. Бібл. 27, табл. 4, рис. 12.
Ключові слова: дробовий фільтр, фільтр першого порядку, показник ефективності, асинхронна машина, ПІрегулятор.

Introduction. In recent decades several scientific
research efforts have focused on the use of fractional order
systems in identification, modeling, and control
engineering. Applications cover a wide number of physical
science fields, including mechanics, electricity, chemistry,
biology, economics, modeling, and notably control theory,
mechatronics and robotics [1, 2]. Fractional order control is
nowadays one of the emerging research topics gathering a
growing number of works [3, 4]. The main reason is that
fractional order systems allow more powerful control
performances and robustness compared to classical integer
order ones [5, 6].
Actually, one of the main issues in machine control
systems is often to achieve a satisfactory performance in
the load disturbance rejection and in the set-point
following tasks, simultaneously. The PID algorithm is the
core function in low-level controllers. The majority of
design strategies ignore measurement noises [7, 8].
Filtering the control loop signals is one possible solution
to this problem. In [9], authors investigate how filtering
the observed signal affects unwanted control actions
caused by measurement noises, the load disturbance
response and process uncertainty. The analyses are
reduced to a set of design rules.
In another work, Hägglund has proposed a signal
filtering in PID control loop [10]. Set-point, process output,

and measurable load disturbances are the three basic analog
input signals for the controller. Before entering the PID
controller, these signals should be filtered. The process
output filter is used to remove unwanted components from
the signal such as measurement noise and to compensate for
undesirable process dynamics.
With the successful implementation of non-integer
order fractance devices, interest in using fractional order
filters has grown. Seminal works on fractional order
filters presented in [11, 12], were concerned with
applying filter design theory to the fractional-order
domain. Since then, several studies on the design of
fractional order filters have been conducted, including
[13, 14]. In [15] discussed the design and optimization of
fractional filters, as well as their use in adaptive control of
industrial processes [16].
Recently, the concept to «fractionalization» was
proposed in [17]. It consists in replacing the classical
integrator in a control loop by a combination of two
fractional order integrators, which adds in fact fractional
order filters in the feedback control loop, hence, improving
the robustness against noises. Consequently, fractional
order filters better approximate the ideal response than the
classical ones; this fact makes their generalization for
industrial control systems very advantageous.
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This present work aims for the improvement of the
induction machine speed control robustness applying
fractional order filters in a simple PI feedback control
scheme. Different structures of introducing the filters are
investigated, whether before or after the controller or even
in both positions at the same time (see Fig.1).

Fig. 1. The basic feedback loop with process, controller and the filters

Fundamentals of fractional calculus. Definitions.
The concept of fractional calculus has been there since the
inception of regular (integer-order) calculus, with the first
reference most likely attributed to Leibniz and l'Hopital in
1695 [18], where the half-order derivative was discussed.
The generalization of integration and differentiation is
fractional calculus.
Fractional-order fundamental operator aDt is
defined as in (1), where a and t are the limits and α is the
order of the operation [19]
 
d
 dt if   0;

 
(1)
a Dt  1 if   0;
t


 d  if   0.
 a
The most commonly used definitions for fractionalorder integral and derivative are Grunwald-Letnikov
(G-L) and Riemann-Liouville (R-L) definition.
Definition of Riemann-Liouville (R-L). The
fractional-order integral, in the sense of Riemann–
Liouville, is defined as
I t f (t ) 
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where the poles, zeros, and gain are computed from [18]:
 'k  lu (2.k 1 )/ N ;
(9)

k  lu (2.k 1 )/ N ;

(10)

C  h ,

(11)

where u  h l is the unity frequencies’ gain and
the central frequency of a band of frequencies distributed
geometrically; ωh and ωl are respectively the upper and
lower frequencies, α is the order of derivative, and N is
the filter order.
Charef and al presented the singularity function
approximation method [22], which is very similar to
Oustaloup’s method basing on the function approximation
of the type s by a quotient of polynomials in s in a
factorized form as follows [24]
N

 (1  s z )
i

s  Kd

i 0
N

,

(12)

(3)

 (1  s p )

(4)

computed on the frequency interval   [l, h], such
that
Kd = c,
(13)
where ωc is the cutting frequency computed as

where Γ(x) is the Euler’s Gamma function; t0 and t are the
operation bounds; α is the number identifying the
fractional order;  is the time constant
In this paper, α is taken as a real number that
satisfies the restriction 0 <  < 1 [2, 19]. Besides, it is
assumed that a = 0 and the convention aDt = Dt is used.
Definition of Grunwald-Leitnikov (G-L). The
fractional-order integral, in the sense of GrunwaldLeitnikov, is defined as [19, 20]:
a It

N

 s 
k 1



with the Gamma function given by
t

s  C

(2)

and the fractional order derivative is expressed as


For many engineering applications, the control laws
are implemented in the frequency domain, using the
Laplace transform method. The Laplace transform of the
G-L and R-L fractional derivative/integral, under zero
initial conditions for order α is given by [21]:
L( Dt f (t ))  s  F ( s ) .
(7)
Approximation methods. One of the most difficult
aspects of dealing with fractional order operators and systems
is figuring out how to implement them using rational
functions. Many researchers have concentrated on this
problem and many approximation strategies, such as
Oustaloup’s recursive algorithm and Charef’s singularity
Function approximation method, have been presented [18, 22].
The Oustaloup approximation algorithm is based on
the approximate transfer function of a continuous filter for
sα with rational functions as follows [23] by a rational
function:

(5)

and the fractional order derivative is expressed as

i

i 0



1)

(14)
,
and the coefficients are calculated to obtain a maximum
deviation of  (dB) from the original magnitude response
in the frequency domain defining
(

c =l 10 10.

a  10 101 , b  10 10 ,
(15)
The poles and zeros of the approximated rational
function are obtained applying
(16)
z 0  c . b .

(6)

zi  z0 .(a.b)i , pi  a.z0 .(a.b)i .
(17)
The number of poles and zeros is related to the
desired band-width and the error criteria formulated by
the expression:
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where h is the sampling period.

log(h / p0 )
+1 ,
(18)
log(a.b)
where  is the acceptable error chosen by the designer
following the desired precision such that   3 dB.
Fractional order filters. Fractional-order lowpass filter. The generalized transfer function of a
fractional order low pass filter was proposed in [11] as:

dids
 eds ,
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diqs
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 eqs ,
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d  dr
Vdr  0  Rr .idr 
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dt
d  qr
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dt
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J
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K
d
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where d = K/ and a = 1/.
To determine the characteristics of this filter, a
frequencies analysis is deemed necessary. For this
purpose, the operator s is set as s = jω to obtain
d
. (20)
F ( j. )  
 .cos( . 2)  a  j.  .sin( . 2)
The magnitude response and phase of the filter is
expressed as
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Figure 2 shows the Bode representation of different
approximations of the fractional filter and the original one
with

eqs 

(25)

M
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(27)
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Thus the induction machine model is illustrated by
the causal informational graph (Fig. 3) [26]. All symbols
from figures are described in Appendix.
eqr  (s  p.). qr 

Vds

ids
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eds

a

(24)

 auto drive equation:
s  r  p. .
(26)
The ed and eq terms are the consequence of
electromechanical and electromagnetic coupling between
the windings, which is analogous to the electromotive
forces produced by a direct current machine, expressed as
follows:
M . Rr
M
eds  
. dr   .Ls .s .iqs  . p.. qr
2
Lr
Lr

K
F ( s) 
(K  1,  =0.006 ,   0.6) .
1   . s

From the frequency representation (Fig. 2), it can be
seen that singularity function approximation method
provided a better fit, hence this latter is the one to be
opted for in this paper.

(23)

s

eqs
Vqs



Tem

iqs

dr

Rotor

Vdr

r

eqr
Vqr

b
Fig. 2. Bode representation of the filter transfer function:
a – oustaloop recursive algorithm;
b – singularity function approximation

Cr

edr

qr

s

Fig. 3. Causal informational graph representation of the
induction motor

Induction machine model and control strategy.
The dynamic model of the induction machine described in
the arbitrary Park referential considering state variables
stator current and the rotor flux [ids iqs Φdr Φqr]T is given
as follows [25]:
 voltage equations:

Strategy of control. The flux and the current
creating the torque must be decoupled in order to control
the induction machine. To do this we use a control known
as vector control or field oriented drive, which directs the
flux along the Park referential’s axis.
The rated flux is aligned along the d-axis for rotor
field orientation, thus Φdr = Φref and Φqr = 0. Using the
voltage equations of the rotor, we will come to
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M .ids   dr 

Lr d  dr
Rr dt

(28)
M . Rr
iqs
Lr
The q-axis current is used to adjust the torque as follows:
M
Tem  p. .( dr .iqs ) .
(29)
Lr
Two magnitudes, the flux and its position, are to be
controlled using (28), (29). The current ids govern the flux, so
Vds, while the torque is controlled by the current iqs, so Vqs.
For an indirect control, we impose: Φdr = Φref = const.
The scheme control is depicted in Fig. 4 with speed
and currents controllers [26] using the principles of
inversion of the causal informational graph. Thus the
induction machine model with oriented control field

r . dr 

proposed and the filters are illustrated by Simulink
scheme block in Fig. 5. The parameters of the induction
machine are shown in Table 1.
ids_mes

Vds_ref

eqs_est
Vqs_ref

s
Tem_ref

r

s

_me

ids_ref

eds_est

ref

C

iqs_ref

r

iqs_mes
Fig. 4. Control scheme of the induction machine

Fig. 5.Simulink model of the induction machine with field control and filters

Design of controllers. One important feature of the
proposed method is the use of standard and simple PI
controllers, which are very easy to tune.
For the speed control, we have considered the
MATLAB tuner for PI controller; whereas, for the current
control we have considered the pole assignment approach
for the PI parameters’ adjustment. The resulting
controllers gains are given in Table 2.
Table 1
Parameters of the induction machine
Stator resistance
Rs = 1.02 Ω
Rotor resistance
Rr = 0.495 Ω
Stator inductance
Ls = 0.035 H
Rotor inductance
Lr = 0.032 H
Mutual inductance
M = 0.032 H
Friction coefficient
f = 0.0000620 Ns/rad
Moment of inertia
J = 0.000494 kgm2
Reference flux
0.2 Wb
Reference speed
1200 rpm
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Table 2
Parameters of the controllers
Kp
Ki
Current controller
3.3068
80.9024
Speed controller
135.6340 445.692

Design of filters. There are several performance
indexes that can be used for this purpose. The most
frequently used are the integral absolute error (IAE)
index, the integral square error (ISE) index or the integral
time absolute error (ITAE) index [27] respectively
defined as follow.
The integral absolute error (IAE):





J IAE  | e(t ) |.dt  | r (t )- y (t ) |.dt .

(30)

The integral square error (ISE):





J ISE  e 2 (t ).dt  ( r (t )- y (t ))2 .dt .

(31)

The integral time absolute error (ITAE):
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J ITAE  t.|e(t )|.dt  t.|( r (t )- y (t ))|.dt ,

(32)

where r(t) and y(t) are respectively the desired value and
the output value of closed control loop.
For the PI control, the filter time constant is a
fraction of the system time constant. Thus, the considered
integer filter is
K
F ( s) 
(33)
,
1   .s
with K = 1.01 for  = 6 ms.
To configure the filters to be introduced in the
control loop, the model is simulated with different
positions of integer filters, then the three performance
indexes are evaluated. It is, therefore, noticed that for a
standard PI controller, the minimum value of JIAE
performance index is obtained when the additional filter is
placed after the controller, as shown in Fig. 1.
Simulation results are carried out using the
MATLAB/Simulink environment. To evaluate the added
filters, the test of the process in a noisy environment is
proposed with PI controllers tuned as in Table 2. For this,
the process is simulated in the feedback control closed
loop injecting random noise with mean value magnitude
of 5 % added to the system output. Considering a
fractional 1storder-like low pass filter of transfer function:
K
F ( s) 
(34)
,
1   . s
with K = 1.01 and τ = 6 ms and the order α varies from
0.05 to 1 with a step of 0.05 as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. Response of the machine safe case

Fig. 8. Response of the machine: noisy case without filter

Fig. 9. Response of the machine noisy case with integer filter

Fig. 6. Performance Index representation vs the fractional order α

From the simulation results represented in Fig. 6,
minimum values of JIAE, JISE and JITAE performance
indexes are obtained for the order α values 0.85, 0.8 and 1
respectively.
Simulation results for the machine speed control
without additional filters are represented in Fig. 7, 8 for the
safe and noisy cases, respectively, while Fig. 9 illustrates
the system response with an integer order filter.
Table 3 shows that the optimal index performance
values for JIAE or JISE are obtained with a fractional filter
order α = 0.85 (filter 1), α = 0.8 (filter 2), respectively,
and the third criterion JITAE is minimized in case of integer
value α = 1.
According to these values, the response of the
machine is depicted in Fig. 10, 11. The dynamic
characteristics are shown in Table 4.
A comparative output response for these different
cases is given in Fig. 12. It indicates an improvement of
the dynamic characteristics (overshoot and oscillations)
when using the second fractional order filter minimizing
the JISE criterion.
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Fig. 10. Response of the machine: noisy case with fractional
filter 1

Fig. 11. Response of the machine noisy case with fractional
filter 2
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Table 3

Table 4

Performance indexes evaluation
JIAE

JISE

JITAE

7.8722
7.6084
5.0743
4.7587
4.8903

388.6414
354.8585
292.8749
245.1812
244.6224

1.2588
1.2262
0.4876
0.6070
0.6589

Rise time, s Settling time, s Overshoot, %

Safe case
Noisy case
Noisy case with integer filter
Noisy case with fractional filter 1
Noisy case with fractional filter 2

Speed(rpm)

Safe case
Noisy case
Noisy case with integer filter
Noisy case with fractional filter 1
Noisy case with fractional filter 2

Dynamic characteristics evaluation

t, s

Fig. 12. Machine speed response for different filter fractional orders

Conclusions. The main contribution of this paper is
the application of fractional filtering to standard PI
control loop for an induction motor speed drive. To
evaluate its impact and benefit, intensive simulations have

0.0445
0.0454
0.0149
0.0194
0.0221

0.4811
0.5800
0.3111
0.3559
0.3913

12.0944
11.8373
23.2262
11.4581
10.0467

been realized with a control configuration using an integer
and fractional order filters.
As a result of the conducted simulation, it is
concluded that the fractional filters give better index
performances (JIAE = 4.7587 and JISE = 245.1812 for the
fractional filter 1 and JIAE = 4.8903 and JISE = 244.6224
for the fractional filter 2), as compared to integer one
(JIAE = 5.0743 and JISE = 292.8749), which improves the
system robustness against noises and disturbance.
As regards the dynamic characteristics and though a
slight degradation of the rise and the settling times, a
significant amelioration of the overshoot is obtained,
namely a lesser overshoot of 10.04 %, compared to a
result of 23.22 % and 11.83 % with integer filter and
without filtering, respectively.
This study may provide an opportunity for further
research on considering other sources of disturbance.
Conflict of interest. The authors declare that they
have no conflicts of interest.

APPENDIX
Rs
Rr
Ls
Lr
M
p
f
J

  1
V
i
(d,q)
Xds
Xqs

M2
Ls  Lr

Stator resistance
Rotor resistance
Stator inductance
Rotor inductance
Mutual inductance
Number of pole pairs
Friction coefficient
Moment of inertia

Xdr
Xqr
X_mes
X_est
X_ref
Փ
Փref
Tem

Rotor variable on the d axis
Rotor variable on the q axis
Measured variable
Estimated variable
Reference value
Flux
Flux reference
Electromagnetic torque

Blondel’s dispersion coefficient

Cr

Load torque

Voltage
Current
Park axis
Stator variable on the d axis
Stator variable on the q axis

s
r

ref


Stator pulse
Rotor pulse
Speed
Speed reference
Time constant
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The method of multi objective synthesis of stochastic robust control
by multimass electromechanical systems under non-gausian random external disturbances
Aim. Development of the method of multi objective synthesis of stochastic robust control by multimass electromechanical systems to satisfy
various requirements for the operation of such systems in various modes under non-gausian random external disturbances. Methodology.
The problem of multi objective synthesis of stochastic robust control by multimass electromechanical systems to satisfy various
requirements for the operation of such systems in various modes under non-gausian random external disturbances solved based on the
choosing of weight matrices in the robust control goal vector.The calculation of the target vector is performed based on the solution of the
zero-sum vector antagonistic game. The components of the game payoff vector are variable quality indicators that are applied to the
system operation in various modes. The calculation of the components of payoff vector game are performed based on the simulation of the
initial system closed by the synthesized stochastic controllers in various operating modes and under various external influences and
variations in the parameters of the uncertainty of the initial plant. Results. The results of multi objective synthesis of stochastic robust twomass electromechanical servo systems modes under non-gausian random external disturbances in which differences requirements for the
operation of such systems in various modes were satisfied are given. Based on the results of modeling and experimental studies it is
established, that with the help of synthesized robust nonlinear controllers, it is possible to improve of quality indicators of two-mass
electromechanical servo system in comparison with the system with standard regulators. Originality. For the first time the method of multi
objective synthesis of stochastic robust control by multimass electromechanical systems to satisfy various requirements for the operation of
multimass systems in various modes is developed. Practical value. From the point of view of the practical implementation the possibility of
solving the problem of multi objective synthesis of stochastic robust control systems to satisfy various requirements for the operation of
multimass electromechanical systems in various modes is shown. References 38, figures 3.
Key words: multimass electromechanical systems, stochastic robust control, multi objective synthesis, zero-sum vector game
solution, computer simulation, experimental research.
Ціль. Розробка методу багатокритеріального синтезу стохастичного робастного керування багатомасовими
електромеханічними системами для задоволення різноманітних вимог до роботи багатомасових систем в різних режимах при
негаусових випадкових зовнішніх збуреннях. Методологія. Задача багатокритеріалного синтезу стохастичного робастного
керування багатомасовими електромеханічними системами для задоволення різноманітних вимог до роботи систем в різних
режимах при негаусових випадкових зовнішніх збуреннях вирішена на основі вибору вагових матриць у векторі цілі робастного
керування. Обчислення вектору цілі виконується на основі рішення векторної антагоністичної гри з нульовою сумою.
Компонентами вектора ціни ігри є показники якості, які пред'являються до роботи системи в різних режимах. Обчислення
компонентів вектора ціни гри виконано на основі моделювання вихідної системи, замкненої синтезованими стохастичними
регуляторами в різних режимах роботи та при різних зовнішніх впливах та варіаціях параметрів невизначеності вихідної
системи. Результати. Наведено результати багатокритеріалного синтезу стохастичних робастних двомасових
електромеханічних сервосистем при негаусових випадкових зовнішніх збуреннях, в яких задовольняються вимоги до роботи таких
систем у різних режимах. На основі результатів моделювання та експериментальних досліджень встановлено, що за допомогою
синтезованих стохастичних робастних регуляторів можна підвищити якісні показники двомасової електромеханічної
сервосистеми в порівнянні з системою зі стандартними регуляторами. Оригінальність. Вперше розроблено метод
багатокритеріального синтезу стохастичного робастного керування багатомасовими електромеханічними системами для
задоволення різноманітних вимог до роботи таких систем у різних режимах. Практична цінність. З точки зору практичної
реалізації, показано можливість вирішення задачі багатокритеріалного синтезу стохастичних робастних систем керування для
задоволення різноманітних вимог до роботи багатомасових електромеханічних систем в різних режимах. Бібл. 38, рис. 3.
Ключові слова: багатомасові електромеханічні системи, стохастичне робастне керування, багатокритеріальний синтез,
рішення векторної антагоністичної гри з нульовою сумою, комп’ютерне моделювання, експериментальні дослідження.

Introduction. The central problem of the modern
theory of robust control is the creation of systems that can
function effectively under conditions of uncertainty in the
values of parameters, and possibly also in the structure of
models of the plant, disturbances and measurement noise.
To date, impressive results have been obtained in the
synthesis of robust controllers, which make it possible to
obtain guaranteed results in control and identification
problems and are designed for the most unfavorable case.
However, the payoff for obtaining a guaranteed result in
the most unfavorable case is the excessive «caution» of
such regulators.
Recently, the theory of stochastic robust control has
been intensively developed [1–4]. Stochastic robust
control systems have a number of advantages. First, they
are robustly stable, i.e. maintain stability when changing
the parameters of the control object within certain limits.

Secondly, they have a significantly lower sensitivity to
changes in the parameters of the control object compared to
optimal systems, despite the fact that the dynamic
characteristics of stochastic robust systems may differ slightly
from the corresponding characteristics of optimal systems.
Therefore, the issues of designing control systems operating
under random setting and disturbing influences are relevant.
The problem of designing an anisotropic controller
minimizing the anisotropic norm of a closed system was
posed and solved in [1–4]. This refers to the synthesis of
controllers for systems whose model parameters are fully
known. However, there is no complete information about
the object model, which entails the need to develop
methods that are robust not only to external disturbances,
but also robust to the model parameters.
When creating methods for the synthesis of robust
control, a new area of application of the theory of
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dynamic games has appeared, when one of the players is
the control, with the help of which the norm of the goal
vector is minimized, and the other player is an external
influence, which is considered independent during the
synthesis of the system is determined from the condition
maximum «evilness» (worst-case disturbance) – the
maximum deviation of the norm of the same goal vector.
When synthesizing an anisotropic controller that
minimizes the anisotropic norm of a closed system, it is
assumed that the goal vector of robust control is given. In as
a result of the synthesis, a control is found, with the help of
which the anisotropic norm of the target vector, i.e. a scalar
value, is minimized. However, for multimass
electromechanical control systems, in addition to the
requirements for the accuracy of processing or compensation
of random input signals, certain requirements are often
imposed on the quality requirements of its work in various
modes of operation.
Until now, in the theory of synthesis of anisotropic
controllers, the problem of multicriteria synthesis of
anisotropic controllers, robust to inaccuracies in setting
the parameters of the object model of multimass
electromechanical systems has not been solved [5, 6].
Therefore, the development of a method for the
multicriteria synthesis of anisotropic controllers those are
insensitive to the parameters of the object model of
multimass electromechanical systems and allows taking
into account all the requirements for the operation of such
systems in various operating modes is an urgent problem.
The purpose of the work is to develop the method
of multi objective synthesis of stochastic robust control
by multimass electromechanical systems to satisfy various
requirements for the operation of multimass systems in
various modes under non-gausian random external
disturbances.
Statement of the problem. The current state of the
theory of robust systems is characterized by a wide
variety of problem statements and formulations of criteria
for the synthesis of robust controllers. It is customary to
distinguish between classes of parametric (structured) and
non-parametric (unstructured) uncertainties. In practice,
there are cases of joint uncertainty (both parametric and
non-parametric) [7–10].
Non-parametric uncertainty is understood as such
uncertainty in the control object, which affects the
structure of the object, changing its order [11–14].
Parametric uncertainty is understood as changes in the
coefficients of an object in a certain area [15–19].
The main approach to the synthesis of robust control
in the time domain is based on solving the optimal control
problem [20–23]. However, unlike the classical approach
to the synthesis of optimal control systems, with robust
control, in addition to the control vector, the equation of
state of the original control object also includes the vector
of external influences [24, 25]. Moreover, the vector of
external influences characterizes the change in the state of
the system due to parametric and structural changes in the
model of the control object.
For a discrete robust plant of a multimass system with
state vector xk, control vector uk, the vector yk of measurable
variables and the vector zk of the robust control target the
difference equation of state is represented in the standard
form adopted in robust control theory:

22

 xk 1  Axk  B0k  B2uk ,

   k   (1)
 zk  C1xk  D12uk ,
y  C x  D  .
2 k
21 k
 k
The anisotropic regulator is adopted in the form of a
discrete dynamical system, which is given by the
difference equation:
 k 1  Aˆ  k  Bˆ yk ,
(2)
u  Cˆ  .
k

k

The input of this dynamic system (2) is the vector yk
of measuring variables, and its output is the control vector
uk of the control object (1).
An advanced system that includes a control object
(1) closed by a controller (2) has a state vector that
includes the state vector xk of the control object and the
state vector k of the controller. The input vectors of this
extended system are the vectors k of external signal and
parametric perturbations, and the output vector of the
system is the target vector zk of robust control. We
introduce the matrix of this extended system in the state
space is taken as
 A
B2Cˆ
B0
B1 
ˆ

Aˆ
Bˆ D21 0   
 BC2
 C
(3)
0
0
D12Cˆ
 1

 A Bt Ft 
  t
.
Ct 0 0 
When synthesizing an anisotropic controller that
minimizes the anisotropic norm of a closed system, the
vector zk of the robust control goal is specified as a vector
of some variables that are functions of time and represent
a linear transformation of the variables of the state vector
xk and control vector uk, of the original system (1). In as a
result of the synthesis, a control uk is found, with the help
of which the anisotropic norm of the target vector zk, i.e. a
scalar value, is minimized.
Notice, that when synthesizing a robust deterministic
controller, the target vector is also specified as a vector
function of time, however, during the synthesis, a scalar
variable is minimized in the form of the H norm of this
target vector. We also note that under the classical
optimal control, a scalar variable is minimized in the form
of a H2 norm of a linear transformation of the variables of
the state vector and control of the original system.
However, for multimass electromechanical control
systems, in addition to the requirements for the accuracy
of processing or compensation of random input signals,
certain requirements are often imposed on the quality of
transient processes – the time of the first coordination, the
time of regulation, re-regulation, etc. Thus, in addition to
the requirements for the operation of the system with
random input signals, there are certain requirements for
working out by the system of deterministic influences –
stepwise signals. Moreover, these requirements can differ
significantly for transient processes when the system
works out «small» and «large» impacts.
In addition, certain requirements are often imposed
on multimass electromechanical systems for processing
harmonic signals of fixed frequencies, or a given
frequency range, which are also deterministic signals.
Electrical Engineering & Electromechanics, 2022, no. 5

These requirements can be satisfied with a deterministic
approach to the synthesis of the designed system.
Naturally, the designed system must simultaneously
satisfy all the requirements for the operation of the system
in various modes and with various input signals.
When designing a system, it is necessary to set the
goal vector of robust control in such a way that the
designed system must simultaneously satisfy all the
requirements for the operation of the system in various
modes and with various input signals.
Solution method. Consider the method for
calculating the target vector of anisotropic robust control
that the designed systems satisfy all the requirements for
the operation of the system in various modes and with
various input signals.
Let us introduce the vector of the desired parameters ,
the components of which are the elements of the С1 and D12
matrices in (1), with the help of which the goal vector zk of
the stochastic robust control is formed in the form of a linear
combination of the variables of state vector xk of the original
system and of the component of control vector uk.
Let us introduce the vector J of quality indicators that
apply to the operation of the system in various operating
modes. The components of this vector, in particular, can
be: the transient times are usually specified when certain
input signals are applied: the accuracy of working off the
specified minimum speed value the uneven movement of
the working body at the minimum speed: minimum value
of the stabilization dispersion of a given random change in
the reference action is usually required under the action of
random disturbing influences caused, for example, by a
random change in the road profile.
Let us also introduce the vector B of binary preference
relations for pairwise comparison of performance indicators
of the system in different modes, with different input signals
and with different uncertainty parameters of the original
multimass system.
In addition, we introduce a vector G of limitations, the
components of which can be the limiting values of voltages,
currents, rates of change of currents, moments, elastic
moments, rates of change of moments (jerks), speeds of
various elements of a multimass electromechanical system,
their positions, etc.
We also introduce the vector  of uncertainties in the
parameters of the initial system and external influences.
The components of this wind, in particular, can be
changes in the moments of inertia of the working body.
The dynamic characteristics of the synthesized
stochastic robust system are determined by the molel of the
initial system, external master and disturbing influences, and,
of course, the parameters of the synthesized stochastic robust
controllers. The control system designer can only change the
stochastic robust control target vector.
For a given value of the vector  of the desired
parameters, with the help of which the goal vector of the
stochastic robust control is formed, a stochastic robust
controller can be calculated. For this synthesized
stochastic controller, the values of the components of the
vector J of quality indicators, the vector G of of
restrictions and the vector of B of binary preference
relations can be calculated in the course of simulating the
operation of a closed system in various operating modes,

for various input signals and for various values of the
vector parameters of uncertainties of the initial system.
Then, using the given value of the vector  of these
desired parameters, the vector J of the values of quality
indicators that are imposed on the system operation, and
the vector G of the restrictions when the system is
operating in various operating modes and for various
setting and disturbing and for various values of the vector
 of the uncertainty of the initial system parameters and
external influences the problem of multi objective
synthesis of non-linear robust control can be formulated
as the zero-sum vector antagonistic game [25, 26].
J  ,    J1 ,  , J 2  ,  ,...
(4)
...J m  ,  T .
In this game, the first player is the vector of the
desired parameters , the components of which are the
elements of the С1 and D12 matrices (1), with the help of
which the goal vector zk of the stochastic robust control is
computed, and it strategy is to minimize the game pay
vector J. The second player is the vector  of uncertainties
in the parameters of the initial system and external
influences, and it strategy is to maximize the same game
pay vector J. This approach is the standard approach in
the robust control synthesis for the «worst» case.
Naturally, in this case, it is necessary to take into
account restrictions on the strategy vectors of the first and
second players in the form of a vector inequality
G  ,    Gmax
(5)
the components of which are the limiting values of voltages,
currents, rates of change of currents, moments, elastic
moments, rates of change of moments, speeds of various
elements of a multimass electromechanical system.
To correctly calculation of solution of this vector
antagonistic game from the set of Pareto-optimal solutions,
binary preference relations of local performance criteria B
are used.
In conclusion, we note that the computation of the
payoff game vector J, the constraint vector G, and the
vector B of binary preference relations is algorithmic in
nature and requires large computational resources. First,
to calculate the stochastic robust control. Then, in order to
calculate the values of payoff game vector J, the
constraint vector G, and the vector B of binary preference
relations it is necessary to simulate the initial non-linear
system closed by synthesized stochastic robust controllers
for given system operation modes and for given driving
and perturbing influences at given values of the stochastic
vector certainty of the parameters of the original system.
The algorithm for calculating of the solution of a
multicriteria game. Let us consider the algorithm for
calculating the solution of a multicriteria game (4) with
constraints (5) from the set of Pareto-optimal solutions,
taking into account binary preference relations [26–30],
based on the particle multiswarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm [31–34]. To date, a large number of particle
swarm optimization algorithms have been developed –
PSO algorithms based on the idea of collective particle
swarm intelligence, such as gbest PSO and lbest PSO
algorithms. The use of stochastic multi-agent optimization
methods to solve vector antagonistic game today causes
some difficulties and this area continues to develop
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intensively. To solve the initial vector antagonistic game
with constraints, we construct an algorithm for stochastic
multiagent optimization based on a set of swarms of
particles, the number of which is equal to the number of
components of the pay vector game.
In the standard optimization algorithm by a swarm
of particles, the change in particle velocities is usually
carried out according to linear laws [35–38]. To increase
the speed of finding a global solution, a nonlinear
optimization algorithm by a multiswarm of particles,
proposed in [36], is used, in which the motion of i particle
– of j swarm is described by the following expressions
vij t  1  w1 j vij t   c1 j r1 j t  *
(6)
* H p1ij ( t)  1ij t  yij t   
  xij t   c2 j r2 j t H p2ij (t )  

where ij(t), ij(t) position and vij(t), uij(t), velocities of i
particle of j swarm.
Note that due to the fact that the solution of the
multicriteria game (4) are two vectors of strategies of the
first  and second  players, each i particle of j swarm has
two position components ij(t), ij(t), and two velocity
components vij(t), uij(t), to find two vectors strategies of
the first and second players.
In (6) – (7), yij(t), zij(t) and yj*, zj* are the best local
and global positions of i particle found, respectively, by
only one i particle and all i particles by j swarm.
Moreover, the best components of the local yij(t) and
global yj*(t) position i particle of the j swarm are
understood in the sense of the strategy of the first player
ij(t) to minimize the components of the vector payoff (4).
However, in this case, the best components of the local
zij(t) and global zj* position of the same i particle of the
same j swarm are understood in the sense of the strategy
of the second player ij(t) to maximize the same
components of the vector payoff (4). This approach
corresponds to the motion of particles along the gradient
and antigradient when using deterministic algorithms for
solving games [24].
Four independent random numbers r1j(t), r2j(t), r3j(t),
r4j(t) are in the range [0, 1.0] and determine the stochastic
components of the particle velocity components.
Positive constants c1j, c2j and c3j, c4j determine the
cognitive and social weights of the particle velocity
components.
Note that the peculiarity of the solution of this game
is that the components of the strategy vector ij(t) of the
first player are the components of which are the elements
of the С1 and D12 matrices in (1), with the help of which
the goal vector zk of the stochastic robust control is
formed in the form of a linear combination of the

variables of state vector xk of the original system and of
the component of control vector uk.
Therefore, the values of these constants c1j, c2j and
c3j, c4j are chosen taking into account the range of possible
changes in the strategies ij(t), ij(t), of the players.
A feature of the solution of this multicriteria game
(4) with restrictions (5) is the presence of «ravines» and
«ridges» in the vector payoff (4). This is due, firstly, to
the fact that the values of the components of the strategies
ij(t), ij(t), of the players and differ by more than an order
of magnitude. Secondly, a change in some components of
the players' strategies leads to insignificant changes in the
vector payoff of the game (4).
Therefore, to improve the speed of finding a global
solution with small increments of the vector payoff (4) to
determine the strategies ij(t), ij(t), of players, in (6) – (7)
a non-linear search algorithm (Cuckoo Search) [34] is
used for stochastic optimization by a multiswarm of
particles. The Heaviside function H [35] is used as a nonlinear function for switching the particle motion to the
local yij(t), zij(t) and global yj*(t), zj* optima, respectively.
The switching parameters p1ij, p3ij cognitive and
social p2ij, p4ij components of the particle velocity
components to the local yij(t), zij(t) and to the global yj*(t),
zj* optima were taken as increments of changes in the
components of the vector payoff (4) for the strategies of
the players ij(t), ij(t), when moving, respectively, to the
local and global optima.
Random numbers 1ij(t), 2ij(t), 3ij(t) and 4ij(t)
determine the parameters for switching the motion of
particles, respectively, to the local and global optimums.
If p1ij < 1ij(t) and p2ij < 2ij(t), then the component vij(t) of
the velocity of movement of i particle of j swarm does not
change at the t step, and this particle moves in the same
direction as at the previous optimization step. Similarly, if
p3ij < 3ij(t) and p4ij < 4ij(t), then the component uij(t) of
the velocity of movement of i particle of j swarm does not
change at the step t either.
To improve the quality of the process of finding a
solution, inertia coefficients w1j, w2j are used, in the range
(0.5 – 0.9).
Note that the solutions of the original vector game
(4) are the Pareto set of optimal solutions. The narrowing
of this set occurs at the stage of search by taking into
account constraints (5) on the state variables and control
of the original system. As limitations G (5) in this game,
first of all, the the limiting values of voltages, currents,
rates of change of currents, moments, elastic moments,
rates of change of moments (jerks), speeds of various
elements of a multimass electromechanical system, their
positions, etc are taken into account.
In the considered problem of synthesis of the servo
system, in particular, the limitations on the armature
current of the drive motor and the speed of rotation of this
motor is hindered to decrease the time of the first
coordination in the mode of working out large angular
mismatches by this servo system.
The maximum particle velocities vij(t), uij(t) were
also limited, based on the desired accuracy of obtaining
solutions to the corresponding components of the strategy
vectors ij(t) and ij(t), as well as to improve the
convergence of the solution to the game (4).
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 * z*j t    ij t  ;

 ij t  1   ij t   vij t  1 ,

 ij t  1   ij t   uij t  1 ,

(8)
(9)

To find the global optimum solution of the
multicriteria game (4) in the course of searching for local
optimal solutions to this game, individual particles and
swarms exchange information with each other. At the
same time, to calculate the speed of a particle of one
swarm, information about the global optimum obtained by
particles of another swarm is used, which makes it
possible to identify all possible Pareto-optimal solutions.
To do this, at each step t of the movement of i particle of j
swarm, the functions of binary preference relations of
local solutions obtained by all swarms are used.
The solution j*(t) obtained in the course of solving
the game J(j(t), (t)) with the help of j swarm is more
preferable than the solution k*(t) of the game
J(k(t), (t)) obtained with the help of k swarm, if the
condition



 

B J ( j  t ,  t   B J ( k 

(10)
t ,  t .
In this case, as the global optimal solution k*(t)
obtained by the k swarm, the global solution j*(t)
obtained by the j swarm is used, which is more preferable
than the global solution k*(t) obtained by the k swarm
based on the binary preference relation (10).
An example of such a binary preference can be a
situation where a decrease in the time of the transient process
when working out small mismatches leads to an increase in
the dispersion of the tracking error. Due to an increase in the
component of the dispersion for measurement noise due to
the expansion of the system bandwidth. In this case, it is
more preferable to reduce the dispersion of the tracking
error. Since it is this quality indicator that determines the
potential accuracy of the tracking system and the possibility
of capturing and auto-tracking the target.
In fact, this approach implements the main idea of
the method of successively narrowing the area of
compromise solutions – Pareto-optimal solutions from the
initial set of possible solutions based on information
about the relative importance of local solutions that
cannot be chosen in accordance with the -formation about
binary preference relations (10).
Solutions are removed until a globally optimal
solution is found. As a result of applying this approach,
the potentially optimal solution will not be removed at
each stage of the narrowing. Note that the art of applying
the multiswarm particle optimization (PSO) algorithm lies
in the reasonable choice of its tuning constants.
In conclusion, we note that the original multicriteria
game (9) – (10), taking into account the algorithm for
solving it (11) – (13), is a multicriteria stochastic dynamic
game, since it clearly has time and random search [26].
Calculation of the Anisotropic norm. Stochastic
approach to H-optimization of automatic control systems
based on the use of the quality criterion of the stochastic
norm of the system. Such a norm quantitatively
characterizes the sensitivity of the system output to
random input disturbances, the probability distribution of
which is not known exactly. The concretization of this
approach, obtained by combining the concept of the
stochastic norm of the system and the average anisotropy
of the signal [1 – 4], leads to a special version of the
stochastic norm – the anisotropic norm.
Electrical Engineering & Electromechanics, 2022, no. 5

Average anisotropy is a characteristic of the space-time
coloring of a stationary Gaussian signal, which is closely
related, on the one hand, to the information-theoretic
approach to the quantitative description of chaos using the
Kolmogorov entropy of probability distributions, and on the
other hand, to the principle the isotropy principle of a finitedimensional Euclidean space. The anisotropic norm of a
system characterizes its sensitivity to input Gaussian noises,
the average anisotropy of which is limited from above by
some non-negative parameter.
This norm is used when a priori information about
the input disturbance is that the disturbance is a Gaussian
random sequence with zero mean and mean anisotropy
bounded from above [4]. The latter is a measure of the
correlation of the components of a random vector in a
sequence (or, as they say, «coloring») or, which is the
same, a measure of the deviation of a sequence of a
random variable from Gaussian white noise.
The main concepts of the anisotropic theory of
stochastic robust control are the anisotropy of a random
vector, the average anisotropy of a random vector, and the
anisotropic norm of the system. The anisotropy functional is
an entropy measure of the deviation of a probability
distribution in Euclidean space from Gaussian distributions
with zero mean and scalar covariance matrices.
The average anisotropy of a stationary random
sequence characterizes the magnitude of the statistical
uncertainty, understood as the discrepancy between the
inaccurately known actual noise distribution and the
family of nominal perturbation judels in the form of a
stationary discrete Gaussian white noise.
The anisotropic norm of a discrete linear stationary
system quantitatively determines the capabilities of the
system to suppress disturbances by the largest ratio of the
power norm of the output of the system to the power norm
of its input, provided that the average anisotropy of the
input signal does not exceed a given non-negative level.
The keypoint is the definition of the anisotropy of a
random vector, the mean anisotropy of a Gaussian
sequence, and the anisotropy norm of the transfer function
of a closed system. Covariance matrix, therefore, to
calculate the anisotropic norm, it is necessary to solve the
Ricatti equation – as a necessary condition for the
minimum Kullback-Leibler informational deviation [3].
Consider the original system (1) closed by a
stochastic controller (2) in the form of the state equation
of discrete system
 xk 1  Axk  Bk ;
(11)

 zk  Cxk  Dk .
To calculate the anisotropic norm of this system
must solve the Ricati equation with respect to the matrix
R  R nn ;

(12)

R  ARAT  BBT  T ,

where





  ARC T  BDT  1 ,
T

  CRC  DDT .
Then the average anisotropy is calculated based on
the following expression


1
m
,
(13)
A G    ln det
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2

Trace
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where P is the controllability Gramian that satisfies the
Lyapunov equation
P  APAT  BBT .
Calculating of the payoff vector of the game. To
calculate the values of the vector of quality indicators, the
initial nonlinear system is modeled, closed by the
synthesized anisotropic controller in various operating
modes and under various input influences. The central
idea of the synthesis of robust control systems is related to
the synthesis of a system that minimizes the quality
criterion according to the control norm, but maximizes the
same criterion according to the norm of the vector of
external influences. At the same time, due to the
introduction of the norm of the vector of external
influences with a minus sign into the Hamilton function,
the synthesized system minimizes the sensitivity of the
system to the variable parameters of the control object,
and therefore ensures the robustness of the system.
This approach corresponds to the game approach to the
optimization problem, when the first player «control»
minimizes the goal function, and the second player
«undefined parameters of the plant» maximizes the same goal
function. Moreover, since the original system is described by
a system of differential equations - a matrix equation of state,
and both players use the same goal function, then such a
game is called a zero-sum differential game.
We synthesize a complete anisotropic controller of
multimass electromechanical systems with parametric
uncertainty by reducing it to the solution of the
optimization problem without parametric uncertainty by
introducing an additional input, so that the obtained
problem is a mixed / optimization problem.
We use the results of differential games to solve the
problem of synthesis of anisotropic regulators. To find the
worst input, forming vector of structural perturbations,
that maximizes the anisotropic norm of the system, solve
the following first Riccati’s equation
~
~
Y  AtT Y At  LTt Lt  Q ,
(14)
where
~
~
Lt   1 FtT Y At ,     FtT Y Ft ,
To find the worst input, forming vector of parametric
perturbations, that maximizes the anisotropic rate of the
system, solve the following second Riccati’s equation
R  AT RA  qCT C  LT  1 L ,

where


  I

(15)



L   BT RA  qDT C ,



1
T
.
m1  B RB

For the synthesis of anisotropic observers of the
state of multimass electromechanical systems with
parametric uncertainty, which are necessary for the
realization of anisotropic regulators of complete order, we
solve the third Riccati equation
~ ~T ~ ~T
S  A11SA11
 B1B1  T ,
(16)
where
~ ~T ~ ~T
  C 21SC 21
 DD ,
~ ~ T ~ ~ T 1
  A11SC 21  B1D  .
To synthesize the optimal anisotropic state regulator
that minimizes the anisotropic norm of the system, we
solve the fourth Riccati equation
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T  AuT TAu  CuT Cu  N T N ,

(17)

where
T
  BuT TBu  D12
D12 ,





T
N   1 BuT TAu  D12
Cu .
The obtained algorithm for the synthesis of
anisotropic regulators is reduced to an iterative solution of
the problem of stochastic robust optimization. The
solution of the problem begins for fixed values of
tolerance parameters, the values of which must be large
enough for the equations to have solutions. Then we solve
a system of four related Riccati equations (14) – (17),
Lyapunov equation and special expression (13). This
system of equations is numerically solved using the
homotopy method, which includes vectorization of
matrices and iterations according to Newton's method.
The optimal anisotropic controller of the complete
order is the optimal estimator of the optimal control law
in the problem with complete information about the
system state vector for the case of the worst input. The
principle of separation in the mixed problem of robust
control does not mean the independence of the Riccati
equations. Unlike classical H2 and H optimization, the
problem of estimator synthesis and the problem of
synthesis of the optimal static regulator in the form of
feedback cannot be solved independently of each other.
This generalized distribution principle allows us to
interpret the results obtained in terms of the theory of
differential games. Control of the system in the presence
of external perturbations is considered as a differential
game between two players – nature and the regulator. The
optimal strategy of the first player – the regulator, is to
obtain optimal control, and the optimal strategy of the
second player – nature, is to obtain the «worst»
perturbation in the form of parametric uncertainty of the
control object. At the same time, each of the players
knows about the optimal strategy of his opponent.
Simulation results. Let us consider multi objective
synthesis of stochastic robust control by two-mass
electromechanical servo systems to satisfy various
requirements for the operation of such systems in various
modes under non-gausian random external disturbances. One
of the most stressful modes of operation of such a servo
system is the guidance mode with a random velocity celm
under the action of random non-Gaussian perturbations on
the plant. On Fig. 1 are shown the implementation of random
processes of state variables: rotation speed M(t) of the motor
(a), rotation speed P(t) of the plant (b) and the disturbances
MD(t) acting on the plant (c).
An analysis of these implementations shows that the
system accurately processes the low-frequency components
of the master random process; however, when processing the
high-frequency components, the system error is about 20 %.
In this example anisotropic controllers demonstrated
the best quality of suppression of external disturbances and
tracking at the lowest control costs, and closed systems with
anisotropic controllers have greater noise immunity.
Taking into account apriori information about the
input action, which consists in the limitation from above
of the functional of the average anisotropy of the input
perturbation by a known parameter, makes it possible to
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obtain controllers that are more robust with respect to the
specified action than H2 controllers and less conservative
than H regulators, which makes them very attractive for
practical use instead of classical LQR regulators
4

 M , s 1  10 2

Experimental research. For experimental research
of the dynamic characteristics of synthesized stochastic
systems the research stand of a stochastic two-mass
electromechanical system was developed. The scheme of
this stand of a stochastic two-mass electromechanical
system is shown in Fig. 2.
Mechanical part
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Fig. 2. The scheme of research stand of a stochastic two-mass
electromechanical system

Note that the solutions of the original vector game
(4) are the Pareto set of optimal solutions. The narrowing
of this set occurs at the stage of search by taking into
account constraints (5) on the state variables and control
of the original system. In particular, the decrease in the
time of the first coordination in the mode of working out
large angular mismatches by the servo system is hindered
by limitations on the armature current of the drive motor
and the speed of rotation of this motor.
Further narrowing of this set at the search stage
occurs on the basis of binary preference relations. In
particular, in the mode of working out small mismatch
angles, with a decrease in the time of the first matching,
the dispersion of the tracking error increased due to the
expansion of the system bandwidth at the amplification of
the noise of the meters. For the tracking system under
consideration, the error variance is a more preferable
criterion, since it determines the potential accuracy of the
tracking system. Therefore, the solution corresponding to
the shorter time of the first matching in the mode of
working out small angles was discarded.

The mechanical part of the stand is made on the
basis of two identical micromotors of direct current motor
– DCM 25-N2.
The converter of electric motor into mechanical is
the micromotor M1, and the micromotor M2 forms the
amount of load for M1. The shafts of engines M1 and M2
are connected by an elastic transmission. With the help of
the second motor M2 the loading moment is created.
The angle of turn of shaft of motors M1 and M2 is
measured the optical sensors of angle of turn S1 and S2.
The sources of power of P1 and P2 provide the power of
current load of motors M1 and M2. Forming of controls
influence for the sources of power is executed in the
regulator of position (G). To simulate a random effect on
the system at the input of the M2 is a random signal from
the output of the forming filter (FF) in the form of an
oscillating link. A white noise signal from a random
signal generator (RSG) is fed to the input of the
generating filter. Characteristics of random change of
loading moment are defined by parameters of the forming
filter and actually the motor M2.
Experimental studies of the dynamic characteristics
of a two-mass electromechanical system with typical
regulators and with synthesized anisotropic regulators
were carried out at the stand.
On Fig. 3 are shown the implementation of random
processes of state variables of research stand of a
stochastic two-mass electromechanical system. In Fig. 3
are shown the following state variables: rotation speed
M1(t) of the motor M1 (a); rotation speed M2(t) of the
motor M2 (b), the armature current IM1(t) of the motor M1
(c) and the armature current IM2(t) of the motor M2 (d).
It is shown that the use of stochastic robust control
of the stand of a two-mass electromechanical system with
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Fig. 1. The implementation of random processes of state
variables of two-mass electromechanical servo systems

a random change in the load moment allows to reduce the
control error of the rotation speed of the second motor by
more than 1.5 times and to reduse the error in regulating
the angle of rotation of the shaft of the second motor by
more than 2 times in comparison with a system with
typical regulators.

Discussion. The construction of various robust
controllers under the action of external uncontrolled
disturbances showed that these controllers, along with a
number of undeniable advantages, also have disadvantages.
The main feature of H-regulators is the fact that in the
process of functioning of a robust system only a priori
information about possible external disturbances is used.
This leads to the fact that robust control systems are
characterized by some conservatism.
This is explained by the fact that robust systems
must remain operational (maintain robust stability and a
given level of quality) under the maximum permissible
perturbations, without «having information» about when
this perturbation will occur, i.e. the regulator is «always
ready» for the worst case.

This is a common characteristic feature of all
minimax controllers (which include H-regulators).
When using anisotropic controllers built at an
appropriate level of average anisotropy of the input signal, a
significantly smaller control achieves almost the same
quality of transient processes in terms of controlled variables
compared to a H controller. The calculation of anisotropic
robust controllers and anisotropic robust observers is similar
to the calculation of deterministic robust controllers and
deterministic robust observers in the four Ricatti approach.
The solution of the Ricatti equation used as a necessary
condition for the extremum of the corresponding quality
criterion in the corresponding variables. When synthesizing
an anisotropic robust controller and an anisotropic robust
observer, a game approach is used.
The first game related to the synthesis of a robust
anisotropic controller. The payoff of the first game is the
anisotropic norm of the target vector. In this game, the
first player is the anisotropic controller and its strategy is
to minimize the anisotropic norm of the control goal
vector. To calculate this controller, the fourth Ricatti
equation (17) is solved. The second player in this game is
the vector of external structural disturbances acting on the
original system, and its strategy is to maximize the same
anisotropic norm of the target vector over the vector of
external disturbances in accordance with the wirst case.
To calculate this vector of external perturbations, the first
Ricatti equation (14) solved.
The second game related to the synthesis of a robust
anisotropic observer. The payoff of the second game is the
anisotropic norm of the error vector of restoring the state
vector of the original system with the help of an observer.
In this game, the anisotropic observer is the first player, and
his strategy is to minimize the anisotropic norm of the error
vector of restoring the state vector of the original system
with the help of the observer from the gain vector of the
synthesized aniso-triple observer. To calculate this
observer, the third Ricatti equation (16) is solved.
The second player in this game is the vector of
external noise measuring the output vector of the original
system and acting on the observer, and its strategy is to
maximize the same anisotropic norm of the vector of the
error vector of restoring the state vector of the original
system with the help of the observer from the vector of
external parametric disturbances in accordance with the
wirst case by chance. To calculate this vector of external
paramrtric disturbances, the second Ricatti equation (15)
is solved. Thus, the solution of the stochastic robust
optimization problem is reduced to the calculation of four
algebraic Riccati equations, the Lyapunov equation, and
an expression of a special form for calculating the level of
anisotropy of the input signal.
Thus, with zero average anisotropy of the input
signal corresponding to a signal of the white noise type,
the anisotropic controller is the optimal stochastic
controller that minimizes the H2 norm. With an infinite
average anisotropy of the input signal corresponding to a
fully defined deterministic signal, the anisotropic
controller is the optimal deterministic robust controller
that minimizes the H norm. With values of the average
anisotropy of the input signal in the 0 < a <  range, the
anisotropic controller occupies an intermediate position
between the controllers that minimize H2 and H norms.
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Fig. 3. The implementation of random processes of state
variables of research stand of a stochastic two-mass
electromechanical system
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Conclusions.
1. For the first time the method of multi objective
synthesis of stochastic robust control by multimass
electromechanical systems to satisfy various requirements
for the operation of such systems in various modes under
non-gausian random external disturbances is developed.
2. The problem of multi objective synthesis of
stochastic robust control by multimass electromechanical
systems to satisfy various requirements for the operation
of such systems in various modes under non-gausian
random external disturbances is formulated by solving a
zero-sum vector antagonistic game.
3. The computation of the game payoff vector, the
constraint vector, and the vector of binary preference
relations is algorithmic in nature and requires large
computational resources. To calculate the stochastic robust
control it is need to solve the algebraic Riccati equations, the
Lyapunov equation, and an equation of a special form for
calculating the level of anisotropy of the input signal. Then
as a result of modeling a closed system, the vector of the
values of the quality indicators that are imposed on the
system operation, and the vector of the restrictions, when the
system is operating in various operating modes and for
various setting and disturbing and for various values of the
vector of the initial uncertainty of the system parameters and
external influences are calculated.
4. The results of multi objective synthesis of stochastic
robust control by servo two-mass electromechanical systems
under non-gausian random external disturbances in which
differences requirements for the operation of such systems in
various modes were satisfied are given. The results of
modeling and experimental studies of and realizations of
state variables of of servo two-mass electromechanical
system under random external influences are presented.
5. Based on the results of modeling and experimental
studies of a servo two-mass electromechanical system
with a random change in the load moment it is
established, that with the help of synthesized robust
stochastic controllers, it is possible to reduce the error of
the rotation speed of the plant by more than 1.5 times and
to reduse the error in regulating the angle of rotation of
the shaft of the plany by more than 2 times in comparison
with a system with typical regulators.
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Design of single switch-boosted voltage current suppressor converter
for uninterrupted power supply using green resources integration
Introduction. Uninterrupted power supply is the major requirement in the areas since it involves human lives. In the current scenario the
demand and price of fossil fuels is increasing rapidly and availability also is not sufficient to the needs, an alternative identification to
power generation is solar and wind energies. The purpose of designing an aimed, single switch boosted voltage and current suppressor
(SS-BVCS) converter topology that interfaces both the wind and solar hybrid model. The method involves in the proposed chopper
converter is derived by simply merging a switch and a pair of diodes and CLC filter which is used in realization of zero voltage
switching for the main switch and a reversing diode to extract high voltage gain. The designed SS-BVCS converter topology can able to
have a tight self-control on two power-processing paths. The novelty of the SS-BVCS converter module is designed to ensure maximum
throughput, feeding to the load with high quality uninterrupted output, by boosting the DC voltage to a required amount and thereby
supressing the current. Practical value obtained by the developed model utilizes both the sources for supply to the load individually or
combined based on the extraction availability of the feeder. Also, the proposed SS-BVCS module delivers with efficient lesser component
count and gaining maximum power from the harvest of green energy. References 30, tables 1, figures 13.
Key words: single switch-boosted voltage current suppressor converter, green energy, switch smoothening, uninterrupted
power supply.
Вступ. Джерело безперебійного живлення є основною вимогою в галузях, що пов'язані з людськими життями. У поточній
ситуації, коли попит та ціна на викопне паливо швидко зростають, а їх доступність також недостатня для задоволення
потреб, альтернативною технологією виробництва електроенергії є сонячна та вітрова енергія. Метою є розробка
цільової топології перетворювача з підвищеною напругою та пригнічувачем струму з одним перемикачем (SS-BVCS), яка
взаємодіє як з вітровою, так і з гібридною моделлю сонячної енергії. Метод включає запропонований перетворювач
переривника, отриманий шляхом простого злиття перемикача, пари діодів і CLC-фільтра, який використовується для
реалізації перемикання при нульовому напрузі для основного ключа і реверсивного діода для вилучення високого коефіцієнта
посилення по напрузі. Розроблена топологія перетворювача SS-BVCS може забезпечити жорсткий самоконтроль на двох
ланцюгах обробки енергії. Новизна модуля перетворювача SS-BVCS призначена для забезпечення максимальної пропускної
здатності, живлення навантаження з якісним безперебійним виходом шляхом підвищення напруги постійного струму до
необхідної величини і, таким чином, придушення струму. Практична цінність, отримана завдяки розробленій моделі,
дозволяє використовувати як джерела живлення навантаження окремо, так і комбіновано залежно від можливості
відбору фідера. Крім того, запропонований модуль SS-BVCS забезпечує ефективне використання меншої кількості
компонентів та отримання максимальної потужності за рахунок збирання зеленої енергії. Бібл. 30, табл. 1, рис. 13.
Ключові слова: перетворювач напруги струму з одним перемикачем, зелена енергія, згладжування перемикань,
джерело безперебійного живлення.

1. Introduction. An attentiveness of green
revolution over the years has been greatly increased due
to the reducing availability of the ground supplies such as
coal and other fossil fuels. To overcome this problem, the
role of producing energy from the solar and wind power
plays vital. If also the energy is harvested from the natural
resources there is a need for the efficient utilization of the
generated power there by integrated power converters are
designed using the semiconductor switches to attain the
solid conversion for the desired application with compact
structure at low cost. The nature of the solar and wind
plants outputs is inconsistent and it cannot be directly fed
to application, hence it requires an efficient conversion
topology with a battery backup is normally required.
Nowadays the large wind turbines are increased in
numbers and are more efficient. A group of wind turbines
collectively forms a grid. The appealing of the system
turns to much higher cost. On looking to the smaller
applications like road signs, small buildings, there is need
for small wind turbines for the closest customers [1, 2].
The flawless working of a small wind turbine (SWT)
is a major issue due to its poor throughput and high cost.
As discussed in [3], the SWT throughput falls on several
factors which include power converters, the integration of
low-cost power converters leading to a poor efficiency of
SWTs. The another important factor expands in [4], is the

power generator, comparatively to all generators,
permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs) have
a greater efficiency due to the cu losses in the rotor are
small and a larger energy density, PMSGs allows the
generator to directly coupled with the wind turbine and
can be used at low varying speed applications [5, 6].
The overall design topology for the proposed model
is shown in the Fig. 1 where inputs from renewable
energy resources are fed to the proposed converter
through a filter for the ups application.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed model

Viewing solar energy as one of the vital resources in
green energy, standalone photovoltaic panels are used for
this energy source. To grasp a continuing energy from the
source a string of PV arrays is integrated. In order to
supply to the load which is generated from the
photovoltaic (PV) array, their voltage level must be
increased while converted in to another form. Due to the
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limited power generation by the PV panels because of
maximum radiation at the day time only, and energy
production costs higher. Key to note the efficiency of
these structures is viewed seriously [7-9].
For low level power applications, simple PV
systems development and precise control approach of
converter provides higher efficiency. In addition, grid is
deployed for storing the excessive power generated at the
peak hours by gaining maximum power using tracking
approach and AC inverter module is much needed for
conversion and energy storing in grid it matches the
losses between the PV arrays and efficiency is improved
comparatively [10-14].
Regulated voltage can be supplied to the load by
integrating the inverter stage and the converter module
through a transformer will adjust the galvanic isolation
between the converter and inverter stage [15, 16]. To
reduce the overall system size and cost factor of the
proposed multiple source input DC-DC conversion
module, it requires multiple inverter module for DC-AC
(two-stage) inverter. To overcome this issue, the chopper
topology and inverter module are merged and maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) provides the increased
voltage level to the single converter [17, 18].
In [19, 20], a system with more than one input
module of solar and wind is discussed, the drawback of
non-isolation provides increase in leakage current which
causes its application limited. In [21, 22] proper choice for
high power applications is a multiple input inverter using
multi-string have discussed. A single-phase multi-input
single output system with a new converter introduced in the
[23-26] have a greater number of semiconductor switches
since both the converters are magnetically coupled lead to
increase in the cost and system structure size. Followed in
[27] without reducing the number of semiconductors
switches the transformers of N number of inverters are
merged. In [28] a multiple input system is evaluated and for
each input an individual chopper boost converter is
proposed and output is produced by paralleled the
converter circuits, which increases the number of
semiconductor elements thereby increasing the cost of the
system thereby two auxiliary circuits are necessary to
provide soft switching.
The objective is to develop a low-cost, reliable, and
efficient wind energy conversion system (WECS) and PV
array power supply unit and integration of both the unit
by using the proposed converter for uninterrupted power
supply applications. A new boost converter module with a
freewheeling diode produces the blocking of reverse
current flow and to obtain the protection of the converter
switch and by using high stability IGBT switching device
is used in the topology. This configuration results in
increased in the output voltage level and produces
continuous voltage and minimum current by tracking the
renewable system efficiently.
2. Methodology.
2.1. Energy Conservation Process. The WECS is
made of a permanent magnet synchronous machine. The
PMSG wind turbine produces torque from wind power.
Then the generated torque is shifted through the generator
shaft to the rotor of the generator. Then the electrical
torque is produced by the generator, and the mechanical
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torque from the wind turbine differences with the
electrical torque from the generator determines the
mechanical system gaining speed, lowering speed or no
change at constant speed. The maximum power at base
wind speed 12 m/s produced is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Turbine power characteristics for different values of wind
speed

In [29] a Darrieus vertical axis wind turbine is
analyzed. The generator receives the mechanical power
output from the turbine is expressed as
1
Pt  C p    Pw   C p ( ,  )    A  Vw3 ,
(1)
2
where Pw is the power supplied by the wind, W; A is the
area of the turbine, m2; Vw is the wind speed, m/s; ρ is the
air density (around 1.2 kg/m3 in the usual condition of
temperature and humidity); Cp is the power coefficient of
the turbine; λ is the turbine shaft speed, rad/s; β is the
blade pitch angle, deg.
The power coefficient Cp can be estimated by a
fourth-order polynomial is expressed as
C p   

4

 C  k  k ,

(2)

k 0

where k refers to the gain.
2.2. MPPT of the solar panel. The tracking method
of solar is modelled as switching frequency (fs) is
modulated with a carrier of sinusoidal variation, input
voltage (Vin) and reference voltage (Vref) are detected.
Then by gain parameter β is used to scale Vin and made it
compared with Vref. The AC component is obtained from
Vin by using a peak detector obtained in Vref. The low-pass
filter removes the switching frequency component in Vin.
The required value of duty cycle d is obtained by utilizing
the error amplifier which controls the pulse width
modulator to adjust of internal resistance Rin. This process
will have record of the output characteristics of solar
panel by not evaluating the V-I relationship [30].
Figure 3 reflects the characteristics output of current
to voltage and power to voltage waveforms of the
proposed solar panel.

Fig. 3. I-V and P-V characteristics of 1Soltech ISTH 220-P
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2.3. Proposed high step up boost converter. The
proposed integrated single switch boosted voltage and
current suppressor (SS-BVCS) module is made of IGBT
switch, Cn, L1, input side filtering followed by a
conversion IGBT switch along with charging capacitor
C1 with reverse blocking diodes D1 and D2, the output
filtering uses C2, L2, C3 components followed by a RL
load to determine the output voltage. Figure 4 represents
the overall block model and Table 1 represents the
parameters of the proposed model.

The switching triggering pulse applied to the switch
SW1 is tracking back from the proposed SS-BVCS
converter output voltage and compared with the voltage
required and along with MPPT algorithm is evaluated in
order to extract the maximum possible output, since the
input varies according to the irradiation of wind and solar
the switching sequence to the switch also varies based on
the algorithm designed. The switching PWM pulse is
shown in the Fig. 7.

t, s

Fig. 7. PWM pulse to the switch
Fig. 4. Proposed model structure
Parameters of the proposed model
Input rated voltage, V
Capacitor Cin, C1, C2, μF
Inductor L1, mH
Capacitor C1, μF
Diode 1, Diode 2 (Lon, H)
Forward voltage Vf, V
Snubber resistance Rs, Ω

71.97
100
3
100
0
0.8
500

Table 1

Snubber capacitance Cs, nF 250
Resistance Ron, mΩ
1
Inductor L2, mH
3
RL load resistance, Ω
20
RL inductance, mH
1
Output boosted voltage, V 114.4

2.4. Operating principles of the proposed boost
converter. In the operating mode 1 (Fig. 5), when the
voltage is applied it follows through the path (L1–SW1–
C1–D2–(C2, L2, C3)–Load) the inductor L1 charges the
current and switch on the switch SW1, the capacitor C2
charges and flows through the diode D2 and it charges the
capacitor C2 which allows through the LC filter produces
the boosted output across the load.

3. Simulation results. The proposed SS-BVCS
converter with the integrated renewable sources model
has stimulated using MATLAB software for evaluation.
The proposed simulated model is shown in the Fig. 8. The
PV and PMSG are fed as an input source to the proposed
SS-BVCS converter, since the output of both the sources
is not constant all the time due to climatic and seasonal
changes. The MPPT is implemented to track the
maximum power from the input renewable resources.
According to the input is sampled from both the energy
sources, the frequency to the switches is tuned to gain the
maximum power output from the proposed model.

Fig. 8. Overall Simulink model for the proposed design

Fig. 5. Operating mode 1

In the operating mode 2 (Fig. 6), when voltage is
applied it flows through the inductor (L1–(C2, D2, D1)–
C2–L2–C2–Load), though in the reverse voltage it
follows the path that is already charge inductor current L1
flows through the mentioned path to produce the
uninterrupted power supply to the load.

Fig. 6. Operating mode 2
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The proposed SS-BVCS converter has been tested
with constant and also with varying wind and solar
energy. The duty cycle achieved in the Fig. 8 is for the
generated power from the wind speed equal to 12 m/s and
PV array power of 850 W.
1Soltech 1STH-215-9 PV module is utilized as a
solar energy generation system and its model parameters
are next. The proposed solar of 1Soltech 1STH-215-9
module with a irradiance of [1000, 500, 100] (W/m2),
produces the maximum power of 213.15 W, 60 (Ncell)
cells per module, produces a voltage Vmp at maximum
power point 29 V and current Imp at maximum power
point of 7.35 A. The permanent magnet synchronous
machine is used for wind energy generation system.
Further, its electrical and mechanical specifications are as
follows. The PMSG produces a mechanical output power
of 1.5106 VA with the base power of the electrical
generator is 1.5106 VA/0.9 pu, produces a base wind
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speed of 12 m/s with a maximum power at base wind
speed is 0.73 (pu of nominal mechanical power).
Figure 9 shows the simulated wind generator output
voltage and current, and Fig. 10 represents the rotor speed
of the PMSG generator. Figure 11 shows the rotor angle
of the PMSG turbine generator, and Fig. 12 shows the DC
output after rectification from wind turbine generator.

t, s

Fig. 9. Wind output voltage and current waveforms

4. Conclusions.
In this work an adequate modelling of permanent
magnet synchronous generators wind energy and solar
power conversion process has been presented. A
maximum power point tracking was designed, which
permanently controls the duty cycle of the boost converter
by retrieving the variable input from the renewable
resources to improve the power supply to the load, by
viewing the simulation results verifies that it attains zero
voltage switching by makes use of the input filter and also
produces the high voltage gain by suppressing the current
in the output, the overall output show the output rated
voltage is step up conveniently for the uninterrupted
power supply by using renewable energy resources.
Conflict of interest. The authors declare that they
have no conflicts of interest.

Fig. 13. a – PV input voltage; b – PV input current; c – boosted
output; d – output current; e – wind output waveform
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Single phase transformerless inverter for grid connected photovoltaic system with reduced
leakage current
Introduction. Transformerless inverters are of vital importance in the field of grid connected solar photovoltaic systems offering
higher efficiency than the conventional one. i.e., using transformer. General grid connected inverters are constituting of transformers
requires more area besides the loss in them. Problem. Eliminating transformers can cause leakage current due to the variation of
common mode voltage which in turn due to parasitic capacitance effect. Research literature in transformerless inverters has
addressed the problems of common mode leakage current issues by offering the study of different inverter topologies like H4, H5, H6
and HERIC etc. utilizing variety of modulation strategies like unipolar, bipolar pulse width modulations. Goal. The paper
significantly presents a new transformerless inverter topology, analyzes common mode voltage and leakage current behavior of the
system. The simulation is carried out for comparing the leakage current profiles with other transformerless inverter topologies in
literature. Novelty. This paper gives an impression of the efficient transformerless inverter for grid connected photovoltaic system.
Results. The various inverter topologies full bridge with different pulse width modulation techniques are analyzed and to determine
the common mode voltages and leakage currents. References 13, tables 2, figures 17.
Key words: transformerless inverter, leakage current, photovoltaic system.
Вступ. Безтрансформаторні інвертори мають життєво важливе значення в області сонячних фотоелектричних систем,
підключених до мережі, та забезпечують більш високу ефективність, ніж звичайні, завдяки трансформатору. Підключені до
загальної мережі інвертори, які складаються з трансформаторів, потребують більшої площі через втрати у них. Проблема.
Усунення трансформаторів може спричинити струм витоку через зміну синфазної напруги через вплив паразитної ємності.
Дослідницька література з безтрансформаторних інверторів присвячена проблемам синфазних струмів витоку, пропонуючи
дослідження різних топологій інверторів, таких як H4, H5, H6, HERIC та ін., з використанням різних стратегій модуляції,
таких як уніполярна, біполярна широтно-імпульсна. Мета. У статті докладно подано нову топологію
безтрансформаторного інвертора, проаналізовано поведінку синфазної напруги та струму витоку в системі. Моделювання
проводиться для порівняння профілів струму витоку з іншими топологіями безтрансформаторних інверторів, описаних у
літературі. Новизна. Ця стаття містить ефективний безтрансформаторний інвертор для фотоелектричної системи,
підключеної до мережі. Результати. Проаналізовано різні топології інверторів з повним мостом та різними методами
широтно-імпульсної модуляції, а також визначено синфазну напругу та струми витоку. Бібл. 13, табл. 2, рис. 17.
Ключові слова: безтрансформаторний інвертор, струм витоку, фотогальванічна система.

Introduction. Fossil fuels are getting depleted over
past few years. Renewable energy sources are facing a huge
demand despite the rise in energy requirements of the world.
Photovoltaic (PV) generation is the highest among all the
renewable energy sources due to its simplicity and little or no
maintenance. PV systems are of two types of standalone, and
grid connected. Grid connected PV system has been widely
in commercial use due to its modularity in scaling and ease
in its energy conversion process. As per a study by council
on energy, environment and water, India set a goal of raising
450 GW to reach by the year 2030 [1]. Conventional grid
connected inverters will use a transformer which will provide
galvanic isolation. It can be a low or power frequency
transformer on ac side of the inverter i.e., grid side, or a high
frequency transformer is used on DC side of the inverter.
Transformer will increase the size of the inverter and will
cause loss in transformer by which efficiency of the inverter
would be reduced. By eliminating the transformer galvanic
isolation will not be available.
It causes leakage currents from PV panel to ground due
to the parasitic capacitance effect between PV panel and
ground. The range of parasitic capacitance will be 7 nF/kW
to 220 nF/kW. As shown in Table 1 the leakage currents are
indicated against the time within which circuit must be
isolated. However, protection equipment will be engaged to
protect the circuit from leakage currents [2].
It is expected to break the circuit within 0.3 s if the
leakage current exceeds 300 mA and a sudden change in
the current must be within the range of prescribed limits
and it also advisable to monitor grid frequency for the
reliable and stable grid. The reduction in leakage currents
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Table 1
Leakage currents against the time
Leakage current
Time
i > 300 mA
300 ms
∆i > 30 mA
300 ms
∆i > 60 mA
150 ms
∆i > 150 mA
40 ms

can be achieved either by incorporating the hardware
changes i.e., different inverter topologies or software
manipulations i.e., different pulse width modulation
(PWM) techniques. Basic half bridge inverter produces a
constant common mode voltage resulting zero leakage
current. But the output voltage 50 % of the output voltage
given by full bridge inverter for the same input voltage [3].
The full bridge inverter with bipolar switching
technique will give constant common mode voltage results
zero leakage current. Unipolar PWM with full bridge
inverter will cause leakage currents though it has higher
conversion efficiency. Based on isolating DC side to ac side,
different inverter configurations are broadly classified into
two types. First that uses switches to isolate on DC side and
the second using switches on AC side [4]. The variation in
capacitor voltage will cause larger change in leakage
currents. Figure 1 indicates an inverter connected to PV on
DC side and is connected to grid on ac side. Figure 2 shows
some of transformerless inverter topologies.
Common mode voltage Avoiding transformer in grid
connected PV systems will result in common mode leakage
currents which are caused because of variable common
© G. Janardhan, N.N.V. Surendra Babu, G.N. Srinivas
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mode voltage that is given by (1) i.e. average of the
voltages of mid points of respective legs of an inverter with
respect to negative of DC bus point as shown in Fig. 3:
(1)
VCommon mode = (VAN + VBN)/2,
where VAN is the voltage at midpoint of the first leg of the
single-phase inverter with respect to neutral point; VBN is
the voltage at midpoint of second leg of the single-phase
inverter with respect to neutral point.
C1

G
R
I
D

FILTER

PV
PANEL
CONVERTER

C2

Fig. 1. Schematic of transformerless inverter

Main aim is to reduce the ripples in common mode
voltage and achieve constant voltage such that leakage
current limited to very small value
(2)
VCommon mode = (VAN + VBN + VCN)/3,
where VAN, VBN and VCN are the inverter leg midpoint
voltages with respect to negative of DC bus.
Equation (2) shows common mode voltage of a three
phase inverter circuit.
Transformerelss inverter topologies The widely
used common mode topologies are H4, H5, H6, HERIC
(Highly Efficient and Reliable Inverter Concept) as
shown in Fig. 2. H5 inverter topology is adding a switch
on DC side to a basic full bridge inverter, H6 topology is
formed by incorporating two switches on DC side of full
bridge [5]. H5 inverter shown in Fig. 2,a configuration is
formed by adding one extra switch on DC side of the full
bridge inverter with one capacitor on DC side. The use of
this type of transformerless inverter circuit is limited due
to the variable common mode voltage resulting
considerable magnitude of leakage current, besides it
gives good performance under resistive loads. Figure 2,b
indicates HERIC is framed by explicitly adding extra leg
of switches on ac side of the inverter. It will isolate the
PV from grid on ac side unlike H5 inverter which
disconnects the circuit on PV side [6] H6 inverter circuit
is two DC link capacitors.

capacitances across each device as shown in Fig. 2,d. As
the circuit contains capacitors and inductors resonance in
the circuit will occur for common mode voltage. Though
capacitances at the junction would cause oscillations and
the effect of stary capacitances on the board may also have
an influence [8-13]. The mentioned circuit topologies in
Fig. 2 indicate transformerless inverter topologies for
handling common mode voltage, leakage current of the
system and isolating DC (i.e. PV) from grid.
Proposed T2D4 inverter topology The proposed
T2D4 inverter topology shown in Fig. 3 uses 4 diodes in
upper half of the circuit and 2 IGBTs in lower half of the
circuit. The respective diodes acts in forward mode and
will act as freewheeling diodes during which IGBT
switches are in on and off position respectively. The
switches are operated at high frequency and their operation
is complementary. The operating principle mentioned in
terms of phases in the next section of the paper.
L1

P
D1

D2

D3

D4

A
B

PV

C1

C

Vg
T1

T2
L2

N

Fig. 3. T2D4 inverter topology

The power dissipation in this type of inverter is
smaller compared to H5 circuit [7]. In H6 inverter circuit
switching scheme will be unique to the switches position
and it is not complementary to the other switches.
Because of the usage of diodes reverse operation of the
diodes will cause reverse recovery time delay. Common
mode can be made invariable with the help of the

Operating phases of the circuit.
Phase 1. During positive half cycle the switch T2 is
turned on and the current flows in the direction P–D3–
L1–Grid–L2–T2–N yielding a voltage VAN = VPV and
common mode voltage is 0.5VPV.
Phase 2. T2 is switched off during freewheeling
action and the current closes its path via diodes D2,
instead of T2 and the current paths will be as follows D2–
D3–L1–Grid–L2–D2 so that VAN = VBN = VPV, VAB = 0 and
VCM = 0.5VPV.
Phase 3. In this phase of negative half of grid
current flows via P–D4–L2–Grid–L1–T1–N. Switch T1 is
switched on during this phase, so VAN = 0, VBN = VPV,
VAB = VPV and VCM = 0.5VPV.
Phase 4. In this phase D1, D4 will be in forward
biased and form freewheeling path so that current through
the grid held constant isolating PV from the inverter via
the path D1–D4–L2–Grid–L1–D1, so VAN = VBN = VPV,
VAB = 0 and VCM = 0.5VPV.
In T2D4 inverter topology the 2 switches T1, T2 are
switched alternately at grid frequency and the diodes are
conducted during freewheeling period. However, diodes
D3 and D4 will be conducted during the turn on period of
T1, T2 respectively [9, 10]
Control scheme. Figure 4 shows control flow of grid
connected transformerless inverter which is fed with PV at
the input side. The gate pulses to the inverter are fed from
PWM pulses that are generated from  to dq
transformation. The d axis current is controlled by the
reference input as shown in Fig. 4.
Perturb and observe MPPT is being used to track the
peak power point in PV.
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a

c

b

d

Fig. 2. a – H5 inverter topology; b – HERIC inverter topology;
c – H6 inverter topology; d – improved H6 inverter topology
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Fig. 6. Bipolar PWM
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Fig. 4. Control structure for single phase transformerless inverter

Bipolar PWM technique is used to design a
controller that controls the output voltage of the inverter
following reference value set. A phase locked loop (PLL)
gives the phase angle after it receives grid voltage as the
input. PLL used to synchronize the output voltage of the
inverter with grid voltage (Fig. 5).

t, s

Fig. 7. Unipolar PWM

a



b

Fig. 5. a – PLL for measuring phase angle;
b – generation of Id and Iq

t, s

Simulation results. MATLAB simulation is carried
for analysing various inverter configurations and observe
common mode voltage and leakage currents. The
parameters to perform the simulation are shown in Table 2.

Fig. 8. Common mode voltage using bipolar PWM

Table 2
Simulation parameters
Parameter
Values
Parameter
DC bus voltage
400 V
Filter inductor
Grid voltage
230 V
Rated power
DC bus capacitor
Filter capacitor
1000 F

Values
3.6 mH
3.6 kW
3.1 F

Bipolar PWM is the common method sinusoidal
PWM in which a sinusoidal of supply frequency is
compared with a high frequency carrier signal so that the
resulting modulating signals are fed as gating signals to
IGBTs of a H bridge inverter. It gives 2 levels of output
voltage of the inverter +Vdc and –Vdc. Bipolar PWM
technique results in greater total harmonic distortion when
compared to its counterpart i.e. unipolar PWM.
Unipolar PWM technique is pursued by considering
two sinusoidal signals which are phase shifted by 180 are
compared with a high frequency triangular waveform to
obtain the gating signals to IGBTs of the inverter.
Figure 6 indicates bipolar PWM and Fig. 7 – unipolar
PWM. Common mode voltage and leakage current using
bipolar PWM is shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9. Common ode voltage
is constant when used bipolar PWM whereas it is varying
when used unipolar PWM as shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 11.
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t, s

Fig. 9. Leakage current using bipolar PWM

t, s

Fig. 10. Common mode voltage using unipolar PWM

t, s

Fig. 11. Leakage current using unipolar of H bridge inverter
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Common mode voltage and leakage currents of H5
inverter is shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, indicating the leakage
current is getting varied in terms of hundreds of milliamp.
Common mode Voltage

350

Voltage In Volts

300

t, s

250

Fig. 16. Common mode voltage for T2D4 inverter

200
150
100
50
1

t, s
1.05

1.1

1.15

1.2

Fig. 12. Common mode voltage of H5 inverter
Common mode Leakage Current

0.4

t, s
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The common mode voltage and leakage current of
H6 inverter are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. It is
observed that the variation in common mode voltage is
small in H6 inverter when compared to H5 and H4 bridge
inverter unipolar PWM.
Common mode voltage

Voltage (Volts)

205

200

Conclusions.
The common mode voltage profile is the measure of
efficiency of the inverter topology which describes the
performance of the system. The various inverter topologies
full bridge, H5, H6 and H2D4 with different pulse width
modulation techniques are analyzed and to determine the
common mode voltages and leakage currents.
The performance of the H2D4 inverter in terms of
leakage current is found to be superior with constant
common ode voltage of 200 V and leakage current in the
order of nano Amps when compared to other inverter
configurations. In addition to the inverter topologies
discussed in the paper, there are various other configurations
are also present in the literature for which evaluation is not
pursued in this paper.
Conflict of interest. The authors declare that they
have no conflicts of interest.

The main focus is on T2D4 inverter topology whose
inverter common mode voltage and the leakage current
profiles are compared with other Transformerelss inverters.
From Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, it is observed that T2D4
transformerless inverter topology found to give constant
common mode voltage in zero or in the order of micro amps
of leakage current so that H2D4 inverter found to be one of
the efficient transformerless inverter. This indicates that the
leakage current profile of T2D4 inverter offers superior
leakage current profile.
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Sensors placement for the faults detection and isolation based on bridge linked configuration
of photovoltaic array
Introduction. The photovoltaic market has been increased over the last decade at a remarkable pace even during difficult economic
times. Photovoltaic energy production becomes widely used because of its advantages as a renewable and clean energy source. It is ecofriendly, inexhaustible, easy to install, and the manufacturing time is relatively short. Photovoltaic modules have a theoretical lifespan of
approximately 20 years. In real-life and for several reasons, some photovoltaic modules start to fail after being used for a period of 8 to
10 years. Therefore, to ensure safe and reliable operation of photovoltaic power plants in a timely manner, a monitoring system must be
established in order to detect, isolate and resolve faults. The novelty of the proposed work consists in the development of a new model of
sensors placement for faults detection in a photovoltaic system. The fault can be detected accurately after the analysis of changes in
measured quantities. Purpose. Analysis of the possibility of the number and the position of the sensors into the strings in function of
different faults. Methods. This new method is adapted to the bridge linked configuration. It can detect and locate failure points quickly
and accurately by comparing the measured values. Results. The feasibility of the chosen model is proven by the simulation results under
MATLAB/Simulink environment for several types of faults such as short-circuit current, open circuit voltage in the photovoltaic modules,
partially and completely shaded cell and module. References 21, tables 6, figures 7.
Key words: sensors placement, fault detection and isolation, healthy and faulty operating, photovoltaic field.
Вступ. Ринок фотоелектричної енергії зріс за останнє десятиліття неймовірними темпами навіть у складні економічні часи.
Виробництво фотоелектричної енергії стає широко використовуваним через його переваги як відновлюваного та чистого джерела
енергії. Він екологічно чистий, невичерпний, простий в установці, а час виготовлення відносно короткий. Фотоелектричні модулі
мають теоретичний термін служби приблизно 20 років. У реальному житті з кількох причин деякі фотоелектричні модулі
починають виходити з ладу після використання протягом 8-10 років. Тому для своєчасного забезпечення безпечної та надійної
роботи фотоелектричних електростанцій необхідно створити систему моніторингу для виявлення, локалізації та усунення
несправностей. Новизна запропонованої роботи полягає в розробці нової моделі розміщення датчиків для виявлення несправностей
у фотоелектричній системі. Несправність можна точно виявити після аналізу змін вимірюваних величин. Мета. Аналіз
можливості кількості та розташування датчиків у рядках залежно від різних несправностей. Методи. Цей новий метод
адаптовано до конфігурації, пов’язаної з мостом. Він може швидко й точно виявляти та локалізувати точки збою, порівнюючи
виміряні значення. Результати. Здійсненність обраної моделі підтверджується результатами моделювання в середовищі
MATLAB/Simulink для кількох типів несправностей, таких як струм короткого замикання, напруга холостого ходу в
фотоелектричних модулях, частково та повністю затемнена комірка та модуль. Бібл. 21, табл. 6, рис. 7.
Ключові слова: розміщення датчиків, виявлення та усунення несправностей, справна та несправна робота,
фотоелектричне поле.

Introduction. Photovoltaic (PV) market has been
increased over the last years at a remarkable rate despite
the economic difficulties. Worldwide photovoltaic energy
production has surpassed 100 GW during the last decade
reaching 138.9 GW in 2013 [1]. PV energy production
becomes widely used because of its advantages as a
renewable and clean energy source. It is eco-friendly,
inexhaustible, easy to install, and the manufacturing time
is relatively short. PV modules have a theoretical lifespan
of approximately 20 years. In real-life and for several
reasons, some PV modules start to fail after being used
for a period of 8 to 10 years [2, 3]. Therefore, to ensure
safe and reliable operation of PV power plants in a timely
manner, a monitoring system must be established in order
to detect, isolate and resolve faults.
The goal of the paper is the use of the bridge linked
configuration to improve the performance of the photovoltaic
field. The current of each string is measured continuously,
however the voltage of each two successive modules and the
overall voltage are measured only when the current of a
string is reduced compared to the other strings. The
photovoltaic generator operates at the maximum power point
with the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) function
regardless of the environmental effects.
Subject of investigations. This paper carries out a
comprehensive study of the selection and the analysis of
different topologies of sensors placement in the
photovoltaic field. The conversion of solar radiation into
Electrical Engineering & Electromechanics, 2022, no. 5

DC occurs thanks to PV cell which represents the main
component of PV array. One diode PV cell model shown
in Fig. 1 is widely used regarding to its simplicity.
I L Rs
+
Id
Ish
I
ph

+
–

Rsh

VL

VD
–
Fig. 1. One diode model of PV cell

Several electric models have been proposed to
represent this model. PV cell is characterized by its
characteristic current-voltage (I/V) which represent all its
electrical configuration [4]. PV cell curve illustrated in Fig.
2 is defined by 3 essential variables: open circuit voltage
(Voc), short circuit current (Icc) and maximum power point
(MPP). Maximum power is obtained with an optimal
voltage (VPPM) and optimal current (IPPM) [5, 6]. Operating
the PV generator at its MPP is the role of MPP tracker.
The voltage generated by a PV cell is approximately
0.6 V. They should therefore be associated in series in
modules [7, 8] (Fig. 3). The experimental results obtained
from the 3 kinds of coupling series-parallel connection
(SP), total cross tied connection (TCT), bridge linked
© S. Latreche, A. Khenfer, M. Khemliche
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(BL) connection presented in [3], show that the TCT and
BL wiring schemes have lower mismatch losses
comparing to the SP structure leading to increase the
power supplied by the PV field.

By this way, the string fault can be detected by
current analysis of all strings and accurately locate the
fault according to Umn. In the healthy operating state, the
currents of each string in the same PV modules number
are identical and the voltages of each two successive
modules linked by node are identical.
Different topologies of connecting PV modules. Like
it is shown in Fig. 3, several PV module’s interconnection
topologies are proposed in the literature [9, 10].
Different types of faults. The main type faults and
their causes are detailed in Table 1 [2].
Table 1
Categories of faults

Fig. 2. Current-voltage (I/V) characteristic

In our case we are interested only in the BL
configuration shown in Fig. 3,f. This topology reduces the
number of connections between the modules by about half
compared to the TCT topology, which significantly
reduces the amount deducted and the length of the wiring
of the PV array.

Types of
faults

Causes

Increase of the series resistor Rs.
Decrease in shunt resistor Rsh.
Deterioration of the antireflection layer of the
cell.
This failure easily occurs in thin film cells
Short Cell
because the top and bottom electrodes are much
circuit
closer together.
Module Resulting faults in the manufacturing process.
Fragmentation of cells
Open Cell
circuit Module Loose wires
Hot point
Partial and total shading
Module
damage
(aging)

Method for voltage and current measurement.
The collection of measured values using current and
voltage sensors at different points of the PV field allows
to detect precisely the fault and to isolate it through
comparison of these measures with nominal data. A brief
summary of literature works in this context is presented in
Table 2. According to authors in Table 2, voltage and
current measurement methods focus on two axes:
a) methods designed for TCT coupling;
b) the proposed methods for SP coupling.
The following methods can be cited as follow.
Methods of voltage measurement. This method is
described by authors in Table 2.

Fig. 3. Main interconnection models of PV modules:
(a) serial connection, (b) parallel connection, (c) series-parallel
connection (SP), (d) total cross tied connection (TCT),
(e) honey-comb connection (HC), (f) bridge linked connection (BL)

Table 2
Methods of voltage measurement proposed in the literature
Methods of voltage and current measurement
Types of
Reference
Analysis
coupling
This model is used for coupling. In
each string is placed one voltage
Total cross
tied (TCT) [11, 12] sensor for measurement with parallel
connection. Each string is subdivided
connection
into group which use current sensor.
This sensor placement model is used
for PV field connected series-parallel.
SeriesEach bloc can present one group of
parallel (SP) [13, 14] PV modules with current sensor. The
connection
faults position can be located by
analyzing the current and voltage
variation of each branch.

Faults detection and isolation. The process of
voltage and current sensors placement is illustrated in
Fig. 4. One voltage sensor is placed for two successes PV
modules linked by node and one current sensor is placed
at the end of each string. For each field (M, N), N current
sensors and [(N–1)(N+1)/2] voltage sensors are needed.
If [(N–1)(N+1)] is odd we use the integer number for
voltage sensors which use (m, n) label as follows.
This new model allows detection and isolation of the
faults by comparing the following measured quantities:
 the current of each string (I1 ... IM);
 the overall output voltage U;
 the voltage of 2 successive modules connected by a
node Umn.

Method of an infrared imaging. The faults in PV
array can be precisely located using a thermal camera [15].
Method of operating point analyzing. This method
is based on analysis and comparison of the current with
the expected MPP [16].
Other methods. In [17], authors used artificial
neural networks analysis and in [18] and [19], fuzzy
control theory is used for diagnosis.
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New voltage and current measurement method.
This new method is adapted to the BL configuration.
Fault points can be detected and isolated quickly and
accurately by comparing the measured values.
Considering that a PV array consists of N strings
containing M modules per string, we can determine
[(M–1)(N–1)/2)] connections (if (M–1)(N–1) is an odd
integer is used [(M–1)(N–1)/2]). The connection is
labeled (m, n) if it is located below and to the right of the
(m, n) module [18, 20, 21].
Sensor’s placement technique. In this case, a
voltage sensor is placed for two successive modules
connected by a node, and a current sensor is placed at the
end of each string as illustrated in Fig. 4. Then a field for
(M, N) needs N current sensors and [(M–1)(N+1)/2]
voltage sensors (if (M–1)(N+1) is an odd integer is used
[(M–1)(N+1)/2]). Each voltage sensor takes the label (m, n)
with:

m  1...M  1.
 N : pair 
n  (2k )  (1  m mod 2).

(1)

where : k  1. N / 2(m : pair ).


k  1.( N / 2)  1(m : impair ).


m  1...M  1.
 N : impair 

n  (2k )  (1  m mod 2).
where : k  1N  1 / 2.


(2)

A criterion IS (standard current) is specified to
distinguish between real faults and small perturbations.
For example, in a (3, 3) PV array as it is shown in
Fig. 5, this criterion is given by:
IS = 90% Imax, where Imax = max {I1, I2, .., IM}.
If the first string is supposed to be faulty, then I1˂ IS, and
the standard current IS = 90%Imax, where Imax= max (I2, I3).

Fig. 5. (3, 3) PV array

 U12 and U21 are the voltage values of the first faulty
string.
 U12 and U23 are the voltage values of the second
faulty string.
 U14 and U23 are the voltage values of the third faulty
string.
 US = 2/3U is the standard voltage.
The result between U12, U21 and US allows locating
the faults in the faulty string.
Three cases are possible:

if U12  U S , U 21  U S and I1  I S then module1,1 is faulty;

if U12  U S , U 21  U S and I1  I S then module2,1 is faulty;(3)
if U  U , U  U and I  I then module3,1 is faulty.
S
S
S
21
1
 12

Fig. 4. New sensor placement scheme in PV array

According to this criterion, a fault in the string is
determined if the current is less than the standard current
IS when the faulty state is not confirmed.
The voltage Umn of two successive modules
connected by one node is identical to the healthy
operating state and vice versa.
After determining the kth faulty string, the fault point
location in this string is located in function of its voltage.
The values of i and j are given by the following
relationship:
i  1...M  1.

(4)
 j  k  i mod 2(k : impair )
 j  k  1  i mod 2(k : pair ).


Faults diagnosis principle. This new fault diagnosis
model is used to isolate the detected fault point by
comparing the following measured quantities:
The current of each string (I1 ... IM), the overall
output voltage U and the voltage of two successive
modules connected by a node Umn. The thong fault can be
detected by current analysis of all the strings and precise
location of the fault can be localized according Umn.
In healthy operating state, the current of each string
to identical number of PV modules is the same. Thus, the
fault in a string is confirmed if the current is dropped
compared to another healthy string.

The criterion for a fault point location is US = 2U/M,
where U is the output voltage of the PV field; M is the
number of modules per string. When Uij exceeds US, it
means that there is no fault in these 2 modules. Finally,
the fault point will be located after the comparison
between each voltage of Uij and US.
Faults detection and isolation algorithm. The
algorithm of the faults detection and isolation (FDI) is
illustrated in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. FDI algorithm

Simulation results. The feasibility of the sensor
placement model proposed in this work is proven by
simulation results under MATLAB/Simulink environment
for several types of defects.
The PV module used in this simulation is «Solarex
MSX-60» with 36 cells in series. The electrical
characteristics are represented in Table 3.
The criterion of the selection of the standard current
is specified in order to distinguish between the real fault
and the perturbations.
If the current decreases less than 10 % of the
nominal current then no fault was detected because this
situation cannot be dysfunction the model.
This criterion explains how the 90 % threshold was
chosen to distinguish a defective string from the string
with a maximum current.
The simulated model contains 9 (3, 3) modules (Fig. 7).
5 voltage sensors and 3 current sensors have to be placed.
The simulation is carried out under standard
conditions (solar irradiance is 1000W/m², atmospheric
mass is 1.5 and cell temperature is 25°C.
The BL configuration illustrated by Fig. 7 in the
paper with sensors placement is realized under
MATLAB/Simulink and after simulation of this model we
obtained the results of 3 scenario of Table 4 and 5. This
model can be realized in real time with more material tool
which is not available at our laboratory.
The simulation parameters of the module are chosen
as follows: serial resistor RS = 0.23 Ω, parallel resistor
RSH = 6720.65 Ω, photo-current Iph = 3.81 A and ideality
factor n = 1.29. In the simulation the module faults
(disconnected, short-circuited) and shadow faults (hot
point phenomenon) are considered.
Three different scenarios can be proposed: the
module is disconnected (scenario 1); short-circuited cell,
several short-circuited cells, short-circuited module
(scenario 2) and different levels of shading (scenario 3).
Table 3

Methods of voltage measurement proposed in literature
Faulty strings
String 1
String 2
String 3
Standard current IS
90% max(I2, I3)
90% max(I1, I3)
90% max(I1, I2)
Faulty string current
I1<IS
I2<IS
I3<IS
Faulty module
(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) (1, 2) (2, 2) (3, 2) (1, 3) (2, 3) (3, 3)
Standard voltage US
(2/3)U
(2/3)U
(2/3)U
Voltage of two successive U12<US U12<US U12>US U13<US U13<US U13>US U14<US U14<US U14>US
modules with faulty string U21>US U21<US U21<US U23>US U23<US U23<US U24>US U24<US U24<US

First scenario. In this scenario, we disconnect a
string of modules. All other elements of the field are in
normal conditions. From the results of Table 4, the opencircuit fault is confirmed due to the zero value of the firststring current of PV array.
The faulty module number is limited between (1, 1)
and (2, 1) as U12 < 2/3U, but the (2, 1) module is
confirmed flawless because U21 value is greater than
2/3U, this analysis can confirm that there is an opencircuit fault at the module level (1, 1).
Second scenario. In this scenario, three faulty states
are treated: a shorted cell, a group of short-circuited cells
(18 cells) and a short-circuited module (36 cells at a time).
According to the results in Table 4, the output
current and voltage decreased due to the short circuit
fault. It is found that the faultier cells increase over the
current and voltage also decreases.

However, the operating state is almost the same as
the healthy state when the fault occurred at a single cell,
because of this small decrease cannot confirm whether a
default has occurred or not at installation.
The standard current IS is equal to 90 % Imax with
Imax = max {I1, I2, I3}. According to this criterion, the fault
is confirmed in the system when a group of 18 cells
(82.7 % I1 = I2) or when a module is completely shorted
(I1 I2 = 80 %). In both cases the current string in fault I1 is
less than IS. On to less than 2/3U, U12 and U21 voltages are
higher than 2/3U, so the fault is located at the module
level (1, 1).
Third scenario. In this scenario, different shading
rates are applied on a cell module covering the cell
partially and completely. Shading of the PV cell greatly
affects the power output of the plant.
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Fig. 7. The simulated model under Matlab/Simulink environment

3.54
3.54
3.54
34.03
34.03
34.03
34.03
34.03

3.52
3.56
3.56
33.81
34.17
33.88
33.91
33.88

3.12
3.77
3.77
27.41
35.65
29.64
30.30
29.86

36 Cells

0
3.57
3.57
32.25
40.91
34.49
35.17
34

18 cells

1 cell

I1
I2
I3
U12
U21
U14
U23
2/3U

Open circuit

Normal state

Table 4
Scenarios 1 and 2
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

3.04
3.80
3.80
18.43
35.95
23.69
24.51
23.96
Table 5

1 cell shaded
at 50%

1 cell shaded at
100 %

3.54
3.54
3.54
34.03
34.03
34.03
34.03
34.03

1 cell shaded
at 30 %

I1
I2
I3
U12
U21
U14
U23
2/3U

1 cell shaded at
10 %

Normal state

Scenario 3
Scenario 3

34.59
34.38
34.47
34.41
34.17

34.2
35.06
34.42
34.84

34.29
34.63
34.6
35.28

33.83
36.25
34.28
35.6

According to the results of Table 5, the power is
reduced to 29 % of the real value when PV cell is
completely shaded.
When the shaded area of the cell is less than or equal
to 50 % of the total area, the fault cannot be confirmed
because of the value of the current I1 fault string exceeds
IS (I1> I2 90 %).
Electrical Engineering & Electromechanics, 2022, no. 5

In the case when a cell in a PV module is completely
shaded, 83 % I1 = I2, then the fault is confirmed. Because
of the value of U12 is greater than 2/3U and U21 is less
than 2/3U, IS is produced at the module level (3, 1).
The comparison between SP and BL configurations
can be summarized in Table 6.

I1, A
I2, A
I3, A
U12, V
U21, V

Table 6
Results of SP and BL configurations
Normal state
Open circuit
SP
BL
SP
BL
6.79
3.54
0
0
6.79
3.54
6.87
3.57
6.79
3.54
6.87
3.57
54.99
34.03
42.95
32.25
54.99
34.03
65.80
40.91

The voltage in the faulty string of BL configuration
is less than the voltage in SP configuration.
Conclusions.
In this paper, a new sensor placement combination
for the detection and isolation of faults in the photovoltaic
field and the simulation results for different types of faults
are presented.
The number of sensors required and the costs are
reduced significantly in this model compared to other
existing models.
The faults detection and isolation method developed
in this work is confirmed by three different scenarios by
showing how different faults affecting the photovoltaic
field such as short-circuit current, open circuit voltage,
partial and total shading can be presented.
This study opens many perspectives:
 applying this method to the real photovoltaic field;
 applying one structure for faults identification;
 for the diagnostic multi faults cumulated can be
expected.
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Method for assessing unevenness of cellulose insulation layers aging
of power transformers winding
Introduction. Improving the methods of estimating the insulation aging of the oil-immersed power transformer windings is an urgent
task for transformer condition monitoring systems. The scientific novelty of the work is to take into account the uneven distribution
of temperature and humidity along the vertical axis of the winding in modeling the aging of insulation and to develop methods for
determining the conditions under which the aging rate of insulation in the intermediate layer will exceed aging rate in the hottest
layer. The purpose of the work is to evaluate the wear unevenness of cellulose insulation based on modeling the distribution of
temperature and humidity along the vertical axis of the power transformer winding. Methods. The transformer winding is mentally
divided into horizontal layers of equal height, the reduction of service life is calculated in parallel for all horizontal layers. Layer
with the maximum degree of aging for the entire period of operation and storage of the transformer is recognized as determining the
reduction in the service life of the insulation of the transformer as a whole. A model of the interaction of winding layers is developed,
with determination of temperatures, humidity, relative rate of aging of each layer due to temperature and humidity as a function of
traditional design parameters such as load, cooling temperature, heat capacity and thermal resistance of transformer. The index of
exceeding the aging rate by the layered method in comparison with this rate for the hottest layer is offered. The method of genetic
algorithms determines the conditions for obtaining the maximum value of this index. Results. A computer model has been developed
to predict the aging of the cellulose insulation of transformer windings. According to the proposed method, a layer with significantly
shorter insulation aging time (in the example, time reduced by 39.18 %) than for the upper layer was determined, which confirms the
feasibility of layer-by-layer monitoring and modeling of insulation aging processes of power oil-immersed transformer windings.
References 25, tables 2, figures 4.
Key words: power oil-immersed transformer, cellulose insulation aging, computer model of layer-by-layer aging of winding
insulation.
Вступ. Вдосконалення методик оцінки старіння целюлозної ізоляції обмоток силового маслонаповненого трансформатора
є актуальним завданням для систем моніторингу стану трансформаторів. Наукова новизна роботи полягає в урахуванні
нерівномірності розподілів температури та вологості вздовж вертикальної осі обмотки при моделюванні процесів
старіння ізоляції та у розробці методики визначення умов, за яких швидкість зносу ізоляції у проміжному шарі буде
максимально перевищувати швидкість у найбільш нагрітому шарі обмотки. Метою роботи є оцінка нерівномірності зносу
целюлозної ізоляції на основі моделювання розподілу температури та вологості вздовж вертикальної осі обмотки силових
трансформаторів. Методи. Обмотка трансформатора подумки розділена на горизонтальні шари рівної висоти,
підрахунок скорочення строку служби виконується паралельно за усіма горизонтальними шарами, а шар, що має
максимальний ступінь старіння за весь період експлуатації та зберігання трансформатору визнається найбільш ресурс
витратним шаром, який визначає скорочення строку служби ізоляції трансформатора в цілому. Розроблена модель
взаємодії шарів обмотки, з визначенням температур, вологості, відносної швидкості старіння кожного шару внаслідок дії
температури та вологи як функції традиційних розрахункових параметрів, таких як навантаження, температура
охолодного середовища, теплоємність та тепловий опір трансформатора. Запропонований показник перевищення
швидкості скорочення строку служби пошаровим методом у порівнянні з цієї швидкістю для найбільш нагрітого шару.
Методом генетичних алгоритмів визначені умови для отримання максимального значення цього показника. Результати.
Розроблена комп’ютерна модель для прогнозування старіння целюлозної ізоляції обмоток. За запропонованою методикою
визначено найбільш ресурс витратний шар зі значно меншим часом старіння ізоляції (у прикладі час зменшено на 39,18 %),
ніж для верхнього шару, що підтверджує доцільність пошарового моніторингу та моделювання процесів старіння ізоляції
обмоток силового маслонаповненого трансформатора. Бібл. 25, табл. 2, рис. 4.
Ключові слова: силовий маслонаповнений трансформатор, старіння целюлозної ізоляції, комп’ютерна модель
пошарового старіння ізоляції обмоток.

Introduction. The issues of assessing the technical
condition of power transformers, including the aging of the
cellulose insulation of oil-immersed power transformer
windings, are invariably in the focus of research by the
world energy community [1, 2]. As is known [3], the
residual service life of cellulose insulation is determined by
the time during which the degree of polymerization of
cellulose molecules decreases to 250 units. In turn, the
aging rate depends on a number of operational factors, the
main of which is considered to be temperature.
The result of comparing the assessment of insulation
aging for a particular transformer with the assigned
resource determines the moment the transformer is
decommissioned and the probability of a transformer
failure when it continues to operate [4].
The state of oil-immersed power transformer
insulation is determined by the following methods: by

means of analyzing cellulose degree of polymerization
[3]; by indirect methods, for example, by the presence of
certain gases in transformer oil [5, 6]; by online
monitoring of operating conditions [7, 8]; based on the
statistics of transformer accidents [9]; by modeling the
reactions of the transformer to the predicted changes in
operating factors [10].
The advantage of the latter method for determining
the state of power transformers insulation is the ability to
take into account the predicted dynamics of external
operating factors. Therefore, this method is discussed in
more detail below.
Previous research. Modeling of cellulose insulation
aging includes modeling the thermodynamic and moisturedynamic processes in the transformer, as well as modeling
the effect of these processes on the insulation aging rate.
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Known thermodynamic models are built on the basis
of various differential equations of the heat balance of the
transformer, which use various transformer equivalent
circuits [11, 12]. Solutions of these equations are found
both by analytical methods [13] and by computer
simulation [11, 14-16].
Thermal modeling techniques are based on dynamic
analogies of electrical and thermal processes,
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Thermal
Hydraulic Network Model (THNM). Models based on the
first technique do not take into account the nonlinear
dependences of transformer thermal parameters. Models
based on the other mentioned techniques require large
computing resources and expensive commercial software
for implementation.
The basic model for assessing the rate of insulation
aging is the Montsinger equation [17], which determines
the instantaneous rate of relative thermal aging of the
insulation. Integration of this rate in a certain time interval
gives the value of thermal aging of the insulation in this
interval. The corresponding expression is called the
«aging integral». Over time, multipliers were added to the
aging integral, taking into account the influence on the
cellulose insulation aging rate of its humidity, as well as
the acid number of transformer oil [9, 11]. In other studies
[4], these factors are taken into account in the expression
of the aging rate through the values of the activation
energy E and the pre-exponential factor A, due to the
influence of humidity, acids, and oxidation.
There are studies in which the influence of the
humidity of cellulose insulation on the deterioration of its
technical condition is experimentally confirmed [18, 19].
At the same time, the known models of insulation
aging do not take into account the relationship between the
temperature and moisture distribution in the winding
insulation along its vertical axis. The intensity of transformer
insulation aging is determined by the hot-spot temperature
(HS) which is located in the upper part of the winding.
Accordingly, it is assumed that the greatest service life
reduction also occurs at the top of the transformer. On the
other hand, the aging rate of cellulose insulation, in addition
to temperature, is affected by the degree of cellulose
humidity and the oxidation of transformer oil. It is known
that the wettest spot, (WS) in an operating transformer is
located in the lower part of the winding.
In [20], the concept of the most resource
consumption spot (RCS) is introduced, it is shown that
this spot may not coincide with the HS and WS spots, can
change its position in the direction of the vertical axis of
the winding depending on the dynamics of the load
current of the transformer, humidity of cellulose
insulation and other factors.
During the simulation of temperature and humidity
distributions, the transformer winding with height H is
mentally divided into N layers of the same height, as it
shown in Fig. 1.
The number of layers is chosen in such a way that,
within each layer, changes in temperature and humidity
along the vertical axis of the winding can be neglected [20].
Winding layers are numbered from bottom to top. In
this case, the n-th layer number (1 ≤ n ≤ N) characterizes the
excess of the layer boundaries over the bottom of the

winding. The excess of the upper htn and lower hbn boundaries
of the n-th layer is determined by the expressions:
Hn
H (n  1)
htn 
hbn 
;
.
N
N
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Fig. 1. Structure of the winding layers

Thus, in the case of a change in the value of N (for
sufficiently large N), the excess of h will correspond to
another layer. For example, with H = 2 m and N = 10, the
point located at a height of 1.4 m lies on the boundary of
the seventh, and with N = 20, the 14th layer.
Due to the oppositely directed temperature and
humidity gradients in the layers, accelerated aging of the
different winding layers at different points in time is
possible.
Therefore, it is necessary to take into account the
aging rate of the insulation for each layer and, by
integration, determine the most aged layer since the
manufacture of the transformer. It can be assumed that the
aging of this layer determines the aging of the winding
insulation as a whole.
It should be noted that in the layered model given in
[16] there is no mechanism for the interaction of the
processes of dynamic redistribution of temperatures and
humidity of cellulose along the vertical axis of the
winding. This, in turn, does not allow performing
computer simulation of layer-by-layer aging of insulation
under non-stationary load conditions of the transformer.
The purpose of this work is to evaluate the aging
unevenness of cellulose insulation based on modeling the
distribution of temperature and humidity along the
vertical axis of the winding of power transformers.
The task of the work is to develop a computer
model for calculating the reduction in the service life of
winding insulation layers based on the current values of
the transformer load, ambient temperature, winding
humidity and thermodynamic parameters of the
transformer, as well as to develop a methodology for
determining conditions under which cellulose insulation
aging in the intermediate layer is greater than in the layer
with the hottest spot.
Layer-by-layer model of power oil-immersed
transformers cellulose insulation aging. To solve the set
tasks, a computer layer-by-layer thermo- and moisturedynamic model of the transformer is proposed. The
structure of the model is shown in Fig. 2. The model as a
whole and its elements are external models (black box
models), that is, models that establish the dependence of
outputs on inputs without detailing the physical processes
in the transformer and in its parts.

Fig. 2. Structural diagram of the layer-by-layer model of transformer winding insulation aging
(TDM – thermodynamic model; MDM – moisture dynamic model)

The model consists of the unit for the formation of
operating conditions, models of layers and units for
determining the layer-by-layer insulation aging.
The operating conditions formation unit sets the
values of the transformer load currents, the ambient
temperature and the amount of moisture penetrating into
the transformer tank. The layer model determines the
input power, temperature and absolute humidity in the
layer at the boundary of the «cellulose insulationtransformer oil» system. According to these data, the unit
for determining the layer-by-layer aging of the insulation
calculates the instantaneous rate of relative aging and the
value of the aging of the cellulose insulation in the layer
in accordance with the «aging integral» [4, 9-11].
Thus, the layer model consists of the input power
model, thermodynamic and moisture dynamic models.
The input power of the n-th layer is determined from
the expression [1]:
Pin I 2 Z  Pil
,
(1)

N
N
where Pin is the transformer power losses, W; I is the load
current, A; Z is the winding resistance, ; Pil is the
no-load loss, W; N is the number of layers.
The thermodynamic model of the n-th layer is based
on the heat balance equation in the winding cellulose
insulation layer immersed in transformer oil. In the
proposed model, the differential equation of the first
degree is chosen as the heat balance equation:
d n Pn in
1


 n  ( n 1) ,
(2)
dt
Cn Cn Rn

where θn, θ(n-1) is the temperature of the n-th, (n–1)-th
layer, С; dθn/dt is the time derivative of the temperature
of the n-th layer; Cn is the heat capacity of the n-th layer,
J/K; Rn is the thermal resistance of the n-th layer, K/W.
A feature of the thermodynamic model of each layer
is that it describes the thermal balance between the thermal
power that is released in the layer winding as a result of the
flow of load current and no-load losses and the thermal
power that is transmitted through the moving oil to the
overlying layers of the winding. Taking into account the
direction of oil movement in the transformer tank from
bottom to top, the thermal energy received by oil in the
lower layer is involved in heating all layers of the winding.
At the same time, the thermal energy released in the
intermediate layer does not participate in the heating of the
underlying layers of the winding. We also note that the oil
heated in the N-th (upper) layer enters the cooler inlet, in
which the oil temperature drops to the value θ0 and contacts
the lower layer of the winding.
To determine the values of parameters – heat
capacity Cn, and thermal resistance Rn of the n-th layer,
methods of comparing these parameters with the results of
thermal tests or transformer condition monitoring were
used [21].
The method takes into account the conditions (load
current, ambient temperature, cooling modes) and the
results (temperature of the upper layer of transformer oil,
thermal constant of the transformer) of thermal tests.
These parameters determine the requirements for the
coefficients of the computer model of the heat balance
equation of the transformer as a material point:
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Pn in 





d m Pm in
1


 m   a  ,
(3)
dt
Cm Cm Rm
where dθm/dt is the time derivative of the top oil temperature;
θm is the top-oil temperature, °C; θa is the ambient
temperature, °C; Pm in is the input thermal power (power
loss), W; Cn is the heat capacity of the transformer, J/K;
Rn – thermal resistance of the transformer, K/W.
The values of the equation coefficients of this model
are chosen experimentally to ensure that the simulation
results coincide, with a given accuracy, with the results of
thermal tests.
If during transformer operation the current value of
the thermal parameters changes over time, then it is
advisable to use condition monitoring data to determine
the thermal parameters. For this purpose, we substitute the
results of measuring the top-oil temperature and the
ambient temperature for two points in time into the heat
balance equations (3). Then we solve the resulting system
of algebraic equations with respect to the coefficients of
the original differential equation – the heat capacity and
thermal resistance of the transformer [21].
At the next stage, the equation (2) coefficients are
expressed in terms of the equation (3) coefficients. The
following assumptions are taken into account:
1. Top-oil temperatures in these models must be equal.
I.e. θm = θN.
2. The lower layer inlet receives oil from the cooler
outlet, which has a temperature o. The moisture content
of the oil in the cooler does not change.
3. The thermal resistance Rn of the section «cellulose
insulation-transformer oil» in the layer model is expressed
through the thermal resistance Rm of the transformer
model as a material point:
Rn  Rm ( N  1  n) / g ,
(4)
where (N+1–n) reflects the increase in thermal resistance
Rn relative to the resistance Rm; g is an empirical
coefficient that takes into account the decrease in the
thermal resistance of the «winding layer-transformer oil»
section of the layered model compared to the thermal
resistance of the «top oil layer-environment» section of
the «single point» model, which is used to adjust the
layered model.
As follows from (4), when n increases, Rn decreases
and, consequently, the dissipated power in the layer
increases. This leads to a decrease in the power going to
the heating of the layer substance and a decrease in the
layer temperature increment.
4. The heat capacity of the layer and the thermal power
that is released in the layer n is N times less than the
corresponding values of the transformer model as a
material point:
С
Сn  m ;
(5)
N
P
Pn in  m in .
(6)
N
After substituting expressions (4) – (6) in (2) we get:
d n Pm
Ng


 n   ( n 1) . (7)
dt
C m C m Rm ( N  1  n )
The temperature values θn of the n-th layer obtained
as a result of application in the layer model are used to

where СW(θn) is the limiting humidity of oil at the
temperature of the n-th layer, g/t; WM is the absolute
humidity of oil, taking into account the temperature of the
n-th layer, g/t.
The value of the absolute humidity of transformer
oil can be either determined by direct measurements or
obtained empirically (for example, a value corresponding
to a low degree of the oil humidity is taken). To take into
account the dynamics of humidity in the system
«cellulose insulation-transformer oil» due to changes in
the thermal regime of the transformer, a model is used in
the form of a state diagram [22]. This model is
characterized by three states – moisture transfer from
cellulose insulation to transformer oil, moisture transfer
from transformer oil to cellulose insulation and an
equilibrium state (is the initial one).
Thus, the moisture-dynamic model of the layer
determines the absolute humidity in the layer based on the
temperature value θn.
The oil at the outlet of the cooler has a moisture
vapor pressure corresponding to the temperature of the
upper layer. Therefore, moisture removed from the
cellulose insulation in the top layer is returned to the
cellulose insulation in the bottom layer. Similar processes
occur in other layers, which together form the distribution
of moisture along the vertical axis of the winding.
Simulation using the model on Fig. 2 was carried out
for the conditions given in [22]. The initial data for setting
up the model were the results of thermal tests of the
transformer АТДЦН100000/220/150. During these tests,
the transformer was placed in a climatic chamber, in
which the temperature was maintained at θa = 40 °C and
kept under a load of IL = 244 A in a certain cooling mode
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determine the absolute humidity, the rate of relative aging
of the insulation of this layer and determine the
temperature of the (n + 1)-th layer.
The moisture-dynamic model of the layer is based on
the well-known method for calculating the degree of
cellulose insulation humidity from the measured value of
the relative humidity of transformer oil [22]. The calculated
humidity of cellulose insulation of the n-th layer at a certain
point in time is determined from the expression:
k  aw  n
 B 
,
W (n)  Aw  e w n  p w
where W(n) is the calculated humidity of cellulose
insulation of the n-th layer, %; Aw, Bw, kw, aw are the
empirical coefficients [24]; n is the temperature of the
n-th layer of the transformer winding, (n = 1, N), С;
р is the partial pressure of water vapor, mmHg.
The value of the partial pressure of water vapor
depends on the relative humidity of the transformer oil in
the n-th layer at the corresponding temperature of this
layer [24]:
(8,0589  1729,9875 /( n  273,856))
,
p(n)   '10
where φ' is the relative humidity of oil at the temperature
of the n-th winding layer n, %.
Relative humidity at n is determined from the
expression [24]:
W
' M
C ( n ) ,

for a time significantly longer than its thermal constant. In
this case, the temperature θm of the upper oil layers was
constantly measured. According to the measurement data,
the temperature of the excess of the upper oil layers
Δθ = 40 °C and the thermal time constant τ = 2.4 hours
were established. Based on these data and the passport
value of the no-load loss parameter Pil, the coefficients
Cm, Rm of equation (3) were determined using the method
[21, 25]. To solve equation (3), a computer model was
used in the Simulink environment with the values of the
input variables corresponding to the conditions of the
thermal tests performed. The deviations of the values of τ
and Δθ obtained as a result of modeling from the results
of thermal tests do not exceed 5 %.
At the next stage, using this computer model, the
temperature of the upper oil layers was determined for the
conditions of the experiment with a layered model (Fig. 2):
the load current IL changed according to the profile shown
in Fig. 3, and the temperature θa is taken equal to 40 °C.
Further, the parameters of the layered model, in
particular, the coefficient g, were selected in such a way
(g = 11.11) that the temperature of the upper oil layers in
the layered model was equal to the corresponding
temperature of the original «one-point» model. After that,
the temperatures obtained in the course of modeling using
a layered model were used to determine the moisture
distributions and aging rates.

Fig. 3. Simulation results
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The moisture content of cellulose insulation was
calculated for the following initial data: Аw = 6.1; Bw = 0.04;
kw = 0.33; aw = 0.0033 (empirical coefficients correspond
to K-120 cable paper [24]). The mass of cellulose
insulation of the transformer is assumed to be 6 tons, the
mass of transformer oil is 47 tons. The graphs of changes
in the parameters of these processes obtained as a result of
modeling are shown in Fig. 3.
The steady-state values of temperatures, humidity,
rates of relative aging of cellulose insulation and the aging
itself in the layers of the model are given in Table 1.
Table 1
Layer
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Results of modeling by layers
Vθ
VW
θ(n), C W(n), %
91,10
0,846
0,4403
2,2545
89,90
0,877
0,4111
2,3912
88,86
0,913
0,3485
2,5588
86,55
0,980
0,2666
2,8323
83,23
1,089
0,1830
3,2981
78,80
1,250
0,1120
4,0648
73,27
1,480
0,0609
5,2739
66,61
1,800
0,0292
7,1129
58,82
2,237
0,0123
9,8245
49,97
2,800
0,0045 13,7142

Vθ VW
0,9927
0,9830
0,8917
0,7551
0,6036
0,4553
0,3212
0,2077
0,1208
0,0617

From the results obtained it follows:
 under these conditions, the most consumable
resource and the most heated is the upper layer of the
transformer winding;
 the increase in temperature and humidity from layer
to layer is not a constant value. That is, the functions θ(n)
and W(n) are non-linear.
The following notation is used: θmax = θ(N); θmin = θ(1);
∆θ = (θmax – θmin); Wmax = W(1); Wmin = W(10);
∆W = Wmax – Wmin.
Using the simulation results, the coefficients of
temperature change relative to the maximum values and
humidity relative to the minimum values in the winding
are calculated:
W (n)  Wmin

  ( n)
k (n)  max
; kW (n) 
.
W

The obtained dependencies kθ(n) and kW(n) are
approximated by polynomials of the third degree. These
polynomial functions and the resulting quality of
approximation are shown in Fig. 4. Approximation
quality was assessed using the determination coefficient
R2. The calculated values of R2 are close to 1, which
indicates a sufficient quality of the approximation.
Using the obtained dependences of the coefficients
kθ(n) and kW(n), the dependences of the temperature θ(n)
and humidity W(n) of the layer as a function of θmax, ∆θ,
Wmin, ∆W and n are obtained:
 (n)   max    k (n) ;
(8)
W (n)  Wmin  W  kW (n) .
(9)
When assessing the rate of relative aging of the
insulation, the hot-spot temperature of each layer was
used, which is determined by the expression:
 h (n)   (n)   h ,
(10)
where ∆θh is the temperature rise of the winding above the
oil temperature in this (n-th) layer, which, in accordance with
the recommendations of IEC [4], is assumed to be 22 °C for
all layers.
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VN V ( N )  VW ( N ) V ( N ) VW ( N )



,
Vn
V (n)  VW (n)
V (n) VW (n)

(19)

where
V ( N )

V (n)

2

( N  n )
6

;

(20)

1, 493





1, 493

 W (N ) 

 
 W ( n) 

. (21)
1, 493



Substituting (20, 21) into (19), taking into account
(8), (9) and approximation results in Fig. 4, we obtain:
V ( N )
2
V (n)

b
Fig. 4. Graphs of dependencies: a – kθ(n); b – kW(n)

( h ( n ) 98)
6
2

(11)

and humidity
1, 493

(  ( 0 ,0002 n 3  0 ,0166 n 2 - 0 ,268n  1,254)
6

; (22)

VW ( N )

VW (n)

The values of W(n) and θh(n) from expressions (9)
and (10) are substituted into the expressions for
determining the rates of relative insulation aging. As a
result of the action of temperature [6, 7]:

 W ( n) 

VW (n)  
.
(12)

 WBASE 
where WBASE is the base humidity of cellulose insulation, %.
The designation for the product of the relative rates
of thermal and moisture aging of insulation for layers
n and N has been introduced:
Vn  V (n)  VW (n) ;
(13)
VN  V ( N )  VW ( N ) .
(14)
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the proposed
method is based on the assumption that there is some nontop (n-th) layer with a higher insulation aging rate than in
the top layer (N-th). Without taking this fact into account,
we underestimate the intensity of insulation aging. Thus,
the conditions under which the resource is underestimated
are determined from the expressions:
VN  Vn
(15)
or
VN  Vn  0 .
(16)
In this case, it is assumed that VN and Vn are positive
and different from zero and infinity. The following index
is proposed:
V
F N .
(17)
Vn
Then condition (15) can be rewritten in the form:
F 1
(18)
Moreover, the greatest underestimation of the aging
intensity is achieved with a minimum index F.
Substituting expressions (11-14) into expression (17), we
obtain an expression for determining F:
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( n 98)
2 6

 W (N )

VW ( N )  WBASE

VW (n)  W (n)

 WBASE

a

V (n) 

( N 98)
2 6

1, 493 (23)





1




W
3
2
1

(

0
,
0014
n

0
,
0406
n

0
,
3975
n

1
,
357
)


 Wmin


Analysis of expressions (15) and (16) shows that:
V ( N )
V (N )
 1 and W
 1.
V (n)
VW ( n)
Therefore, the F index can be either less or greater
than 1. When F>1, the greatest insulation aging occurs in
the upper layer of the winding.
To determine the conditions under which Fmin is
achieved, the method of genetic algorithms [23] was
applied. In accordance with this method, expression (19),
taking into account expressions (22) and (23), is a fitness
function, the minimum of which is to be determined.
The search for Fmin was carried out using the ga
function from the MATLAB software package. The initial
restrictions on the input variables, the obtained value Fmin
of the value of the input parameters and the number of the
layer at which Fmin is reached are given in Table 2. This is
a method of finding a function extremum by directional
iteration of the values of the function arguments. Its
advantage is that it does not impose requirements on the
complexity of the function.
Table 2
The results of determining the indicator Fmin
Name, designation,
Value Fmin
Layer
unit measurements, Value range
for Fmin value number
variable type
Number of layers,
N=10
10
N, pieces, integer
Oil temperature range,
20<∆θ<60
20
∆θ, °C, real
Absolute humidity of
0,6182
8
the upper layer,
0,3<W(N)<1 0,3
W(N), %, real
Winding humidity
change range,
0<∆W<1,5
1,5
∆W, %, real
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- for thermally unimproved cellulose insulation;
- with the determination of the thermal wear rate
according to the Montsinger equation;
- taking into account the relationship of various factors
(temperature, humidity, and others) in the form of a product
of aging rates as a result of the action of one factor.
5. In the future, it is planned to obtain an analytical
expression for determining the index F for other
assessment options: aging of paper insulation with
improved thermal characteristics; determining the average
rate of aging as a function of the activation energy E and
the pre-exponential factor A; an additive form of the
relationship of average aging rates, taking into account
individual factors.
Conflict of interest. The authors declare no conflict
of interest.

As can be seen from Table 2, the value of the index
Fmin = 0,6182 obtained during the operation of the genetic
algorithm takes place for the eighth layer. From here,
according to expression (17):
Vn  VN / Fmin  1,6176 VN .
(24)
Thus, the adjusted value of the insulation aging rate
is 61.76 % higher than that calculated by the original
method. If we assume that the wear rates Vn, VN have a
constant value, then the service life of the insulation will
be reduced at these rates for different times. Wherein
Vnt1  VN t2 .
(25)
where t1, t2 are expected service life of cellulose
insulation of the n-th and upper (N-th) layers of the
winding, respectively, years.
Since for Fmin < 1 we have Vn > VN, then t1 < t2.
Then, taking into account (24) and (25), we have a
reduction in the service life:
t  (t2  t1)  t2 (1  Fmin ) .
(26)
Where does the relative reduction in service life,
expressed as a percentage, be defined as:
t / t 2 [%]  (t / t 2 ) 100%  (1  Fmin ) 100%. (27)
For example, with t2 = 10 years and Fmin = 0,6182
we get Δt = 3,918 years, t1 = 6.182 years, Δt/t2 [%] =
= 39,18 %. That is, the calculation of the resource
consumption time rate according to the proposed method
gives a significantly lower (in the example by 39,18 %)
residual insulation life.
Conclusions.
1. It has been established that the distribution in the
layers of the winding of the average values of temperature
and humidity of cellulose insulation in the direction of the
vertical axis of the winding is multidirectional. Therefore,
under certain conditions in which the insulation operates
(for example, at high absolute humidity, a large
temperature difference along the vertical axis of the
winding, etc.), it is possible that the aging rate of the
insulation under the action of temperature and moisture in
the intermediate horizontal layer of the winding exceeds
the aging rate in the layer with the most hot point, and as
a result, greater wear of the intermediate layer.
2. The index F is proposed for assessing the excess rate
of aging of cellulose insulation under the influence of
temperature and moisture.
3. Using the method of genetic algorithms, the
maximum excess of the rate of relative wear of insulation
in the intermediate layer Fmin was estimated under given
restrictions on the parameters of temperature and moisture
distribution, as well as the number of layers into which
the transformer winding is mentally divided.
4. The method for determining the dynamics of the
distribution of temperature and humidity along the
vertical axis of the winding has been improved with
experimentally obtained results of measurements of the
ambient temperature, load current and calculated values
of the thermophysical parameters of cellulose insulation,
which makes it possible to improve the accuracy of
assessing its technical condition.
5. The expressions obtained in the work for determining
the index F refer to one variant of estimates of the average
rate of relative wear of insulation from among those
presented in the known literature. Namely, ratings:
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Diagnosis and localization of fault for a neutral point clamped inverter
in wind energy conversion system using artificial neural network technique
Introduction. To attain high efficiency and reliability in the field of clean energy conversion, power electronics play a significant role in a
wide range of applications. More effort is being made to increase the dependability of power electronics systems. Purpose. In order to avoid
any undesirable effects or disturbances that negatively affect the continuity of service in the field of energy production, this research provides
a fault detection technique for insulated-gate bipolar transistor open-circuit faults in a three-level diode-clamped inverter of a wind energy
conversion system predicated on a doubly-fed induction generator. The novelty of the suggested work ensures the regulation of power
exchanged between the system and the grid without faults, advanced intelligence approaches based on a multilayer artificial neural network
are used to discover and locate this type of defect; the database is based on the module and phase angle of three-phase stator currents of
induction generators. The proposed methods are designed for the detection of one or two open-circuit faults in the power switches of the side
converter of a doubly-fed induction generator in a wind energy conversion system. Methods. In the proposed detection method, only the
three-phase stator current module and phase angle are used to identify the faulty switch. The primary goal of this fault diagnosis system is to
effectively detect and locate failures in one or even more neutral point clamped inverter switches. Practical value. The performance of the
controllers is evaluated under different operating conditions of the power system, and the reliability, feasibility, and effectiveness of the
proposed fault detection have been verified under various open-switch fault conditions. The diagnostic approach is also robust to transient
conditions posed by changes in load and speed. The proposed diagnostic technique's performance and effectiveness are both proven by
simulation in the SimPower /Simulink® MATLAB environment. References 31, tables 2, figures 7.
Key words: artificial neural network, insulated‐gate bipolar transistors, fault diagnosis technique, neutral point clamped
inverter, wind energy conversion system.
Вступ. Для досягнення високої ефективності та надійності у галузі чистого перетворення енергії силова електроніка відіграє
важливу роль у широкому спектрі застосування. Докладаються зусилля для підвищення надійності систем силової електроніки.
Мета. Щоб уникнути будь-яких небажаних ефектів або перешкод, що негативно впливають на безперервність роботи в галузі
виробництва енергії, у цьому дослідженні пропонується методика виявлення несправностей біполярних транзисторів із
ізольованим затвором при обриві ланцюга в трирівневому інверторі з діодною фіксацією системи перетворення енергії вітру, що
ґрунтується на асинхронному генераторі з подвійним живленням. Новизна запропонованої роботи забезпечує регулювання
потужності, що обмінюється між системою та мережею, без збоїв, для виявлення та локалізації цього типу дефекту
використовуються передові інтелектуальні підходи, засновані на багатошаровій штучній нейронній мережі; база даних
заснована на модулі та фазовому куті трифазних статорних струмів асинхронних генераторів. Запропоновані методи
призначені для виявлення одного або двох обривів у силових ключах бокового перетворювача асинхронного генератора подвійного
живлення у системі перетворення енергії вітру. Методи. У запропонованому методі виявлення для ідентифікації несправного
вимикача використовуються тільки трифазний модуль струму статора і фазовий кут. Основною метою цієї системи
діагностики несправностей є ефективне виявлення та локалізація відмов в одному або навіть кількох інверторних перемикачах з
фіксованою нейтральною точкою. Практична цінність. Робочі характеристики контролерів оцінюються за різних умов роботи
енергосистеми, а надійність, здійсненність та ефективність запропонованого виявлення несправностей були перевірені за різних
умов відмови розімкнутого вимикача. Діагностичний підхід також стійкий до перехідних станів, спричинених змінами
навантаження та швидкості. Продуктивність та ефективність запропонованого діагностичного методу підтверджені
моделюванням у середовищі SimPower/Simulink® MATLAB. Бібл. 31, табл. 2, рис. 7.
Ключові слова: штучна нейронна мережа, біполярні транзистори з ізольованим затвором, метод діагностики
несправностей, інвертор з фіксацією нейтралі, система перетворення енергії вітру.

Introduction. The latest global reports on the state
of wind energy in the world show that this energy has
become an important investment sector in major
industrialized countries. This is due to various factors
such as the significant drop in production costs and the
development of the field of power electronics that has
solved many problems regarding the quality of the energy
produced and the possibility of integrating this energy
into the grid [1].
The wind turbines are equipped with a double fed
induction generator (DFIG) to produce electricity at
variable speeds. It is connected to a multi-level inverter of
neutral point clamped (NPC) structure, to improve the
performance of this system.
During operation, NPC inverter faces various
constraints that can cause certain faults which is why
production lines must be equipped with efficient fault
detection and diagnostic systems, because any failure even
the most trivial, can lead to multiple mandatory damages.
The causes of IGBT failure in NPC inverters can be

classified into three categories: control faults, transient
operating regimes, in particular those concerning terminal
voltages, thermal overloads, and environmental conditions
of use [2]. The environmental conditions leading to IGBT
failure are mainly extreme ambient temperatures, humidity,
natural ionizing radiation, and mechanical vibration [3, 4].
Less frequently, contamination and dust are also sources of
IGBT malfunction.
A simple switch-open or circuit-open defect usually
results in the whole or partial loss of operation of one of
the IGBTs constituting the static converter it occurs due
to a gate failure or a break in a connecting wire in the
transistor, this break can be caused by thermal cycling or
a short circuit fault [5]. An open circuit (OC) fault is one
of the most prevalent faults of the IGBT in NPC inverter,
it is necessary to examine and fault diagnosis in the arm
of the inverter and detect it [6-8].
Recently, several methods for detecting faults in
power transformers have been developed to correspond to
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the diversity of problems encountered [9-17]. Park’s
vector-based methods [18-22] unfortunately require
complex pattern recognition algorithms. Voltage-based
methods require the use of additional sensors [23, 24];
The proposed diagnostic approach [25] is based on
analyzing the inverter’s output pole voltages and output
currents. In [26] utilized a diagnostic procedure based on
the phase current's instantaneous frequency after
analyzing it with the Hilbert transform. In [27, 28] an
artificial neural network (ANN) based multiple openswitch fault diagnostic approach was proposed. Using the
DC components and total harmonic distortion (THD) of
the stator currents, the 21 fault modes of multiple openswitch faults were localized. In this article, we focus on
sophisticated intelligent techniques based on ANN to
identify and detect these faults. We are interested in
intermittent faults of the open circuit type of IGBT in the
rotor side converter (RSC) to diagnose and locate them, to
avoid degradation of the performance in the wind energy
conversion system (WECS).
Topology of a three-level diode-clamped inverter
and fault detection method. Topology of an inverter.
Figure 1 depicts the NPC inverter topology [29, 30]. The
DC-link supply was shared by each phase of the inverter,
as indicated in Fig. 1. The common point of the series
capacitors is connected to the center of each phase. The
inverter is powering a three-phase load with an AC.
According to the DC-bus voltage, the output has 3 levels:
(–Vdc), 0, and (+Vdc).

Fig. 1. NPC inverter circuit

The working principle is shown in Table 1. The
converter should offer complementarities between both
the couples of switches (Si1, Si4) and (Si2, Si3) in obtaining
to get the appropriate 3-level voltages, where i denote the
indication of phase (i = A, B, C), and Vio is the phase-tofictive midway point value.
Table 1
The functioning principle for NPC inverter
Switching states

NPC inverter i-phase
Si1 Si2 Si3 Si4 Voltage

N

1

1

0

0

+Vdc/2

O

0

1

0

1

0

P

0

0

1

1

–Vdc/2

Table 1 depicts i-phase switching in Fig. 1 with
switching stages and output voltage levels.
To simplify the intricacy of the structure of a 3-level
inverter, each pair (transistor – diode) semiconductor is
marked by a single bidirectional switch Sa and can be seen
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that, the structure is symmetric. Figure 2 illustrated the
structure of a single leg, with an open circuit fault in Sa1.

Fig. 2. A single leg of a 3-level NPC inverter

The OC fault is influences by raising the oscillations
of the power signals and the deformity at the level of the
stator-phase current with the increase of their amplitudes.
In order to avoid these faults, which negatively affect the
work of the power conversion system, we must put in
place mechanisms to monitor and detect these faults in
order to avoid any disaster that may arise. Among the
detection techniques, we have presented in this work a
technique based on the neural network, which has shown
us a satisfactory performance.
Fault detection method. Diagnosis by neural
networks (NN) is a computational model whose design is
very schematically inspired by the functioning of real
human neurons, so the principle is inspired by biological
neurons, to identify faults in a system, the diagnosis
carried out by NN must have an adequate number of
examples of good functioning and defects to be able to
learn them. During the training phase, the features are
provided to the input network, and the output network
receives the required diagnosis [31].
Firstly, we apply a Fourier analysis technique to the
stator current properties presented in Fig. 3 in this model.
After the neuron network processes, the data, the system
monitors the phase angle and amplitude of the 3-phase
stator currents (ISabc), which will be the inputs to the NN;
the semi-faulty driver is recognized and identified by the
network. The selected features of each fault, which are
specified in the tabular form of samples to be
investigated, are used to extract features.
The currents
Isabc

1
0
1
0
1

Calculation of amplitude &
the phase-angle of Isabc

Function Fitting_NN

The inputs
of ANN
(|Isabc|,∟Isabc)

Fig. 3. The neuron network’s structure
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Simulation of system studies. In this work, for power
conditioning in the WECS applications, various topologies
of power converters have been suggested (Fig. 4). The
multilevel converters, particularly the NPC topology, are
widely utilized in the creation of high voltage and high
power, wind power plants because of their benefits, which
include the optimum waveform of the output voltage and a
reduction in overall harmonic distortion.

Fig. 4. Structure of the wind power conversion chain based on
DFIG with NPC structure of RSC

We simulate the wind energy conversion chain
(WECC) based on a DFIG on SimPower/Simulink®
MATLAB environment, as shown in Fig. 5. In which the
multilevel inverter of NPC structure is controlled with
indirect vector control of active and reactive powers.
Structure of ANN. The process of creating and
validating NNs is separated into 3 stages.
Inputs of the network. An ANN's inputs are the
two features of a 3-phase stator current (ISabc), resulting in
a total of 2 inputs to this network.
Outputs of the network. When a fault is detected, the
network displays a binary code. Any output relating to a
component’s failure. In our work, we have the following:
 the total outputs of the network are 12;
 Table 2 lists the numerous problems in the inverter’s
components, along with their related codes.
The system was able to assess circuit faults using a NN
to obtain fault codes for OC switches. The system was tested
using two inputs, the first representing the amplitude of stator
current and the second representing the phase angle.

Fig. 5. Model Simulink of WECS and fault diagnosis using neural network

The ANN in our case reached a value of 1.965610-20. The
goal error has been reached after just 470 of the 1000
epochs of the training parameter, and the regression figure
shows an acceptable regression (R equal to 1) among both
network outputs and network targets.

Mean Squared Error (mse)

Tests of ANN. The NN achieved higher learning
performance to discover the fault position in the circuit
after numerous tests; Fig. 6,a,b,c shows the training
performance, regression, and error histogram of the study.
To achieve and assess the NN learning and training
performance, we use the mean quadratic error (MQE).

a
b
c
Fig. 6. a – Training performance plot for the classifier; b – NN-training regression and c – error histogram
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Table 2
Neural network training data
Faulty switch
Normal

Training_data
ǀIabcǀ

∟Iabc

22.26 –0.01744

Output code of
neural network

Faulty switch

000000000000

Sc1

000000000001

Sc2

Training_data
∟Iabc

Output code of
neural network

45.52

–1.21

000100000000

45.91

–1.106

001000000000

ǀIabcǀ

Sa1

46

–0.3975

Sa2

47.46

1.233

000000000010

Sc3

51.17

23.51

010000000000

Sa3

47.05

2.59

000000000100

Sc4

47.93

0.3295

100000000000

Sa4

45.78

–0.2721

000000001000

Sa1 & Sa2

49.54

–1.683

000000000011

Sb1

45.69

0.3253

000000010000

Sa1 & Sb1

42.37

–0.2402

000000010001

Sb2

48.93

–0.9666

000000100000

Sa1 & Sc1

39.95

4.864

000100000001

Sb3

45.99

3.038

000001000000

Sa1 & Sb1 & Sc1

Sb4

49.12

2.8

000010000000

Checking the performance of the neural network.
We did tests for numerous sorts of operations, and the
results are displayed in Fig. 7. Once the ANN was
established and our learning had attained an acceptable
level, we made tests for various types of operations.

In healthy system

Sa1
Sa2
Sa3
Sa4
Sb1
Sb2
Sb3
Sb4
Sc1
Sc2
Sc3
Sc4

Sa1
Sa2
Sa3
Sa4
Sb1
Sb2
Sb3
Sb4
Sc1
Sc2
Sc3
Sc4

45.71 –0.02463

000100010001

processed this information, it recognizes and locates the
malfunctioning insulated-gate bipolar transistors.
A 3-phase neutral point clamped inverter monitoring
system is built using the stator current spectrum analysis
technique paired with the artificial neural network. Where
the suggested feature extraction is simple because it does
not require any complexity, and we proved that the
system's performance has vastly improved in terms of
accurately detecting faults; where the mean squared error
was approximately 1.965610-20, and training regression
was equal to 1 which indicates that the training
performance of the network was good, which facilitated
the rapid detection process. Therefore, the system is
capable of identifying the various operating causes of
neutral point clamped inverter (the healthy and the opencircuit faulty of insulated-gate bipolar transistors).
Conflict of interest. The authors declare that they
have no conflicts of interest.

Conclusion. This work proposes an open-switch
fault detection approach for a rotor side converter with a
neutral point clamped topology in a wind energy
conversion system; where a neural network was used to
obtain fault codes for open-circuit switches, the system
was able of analyzing circuit faults when tested with two
inputs, the first representing the current module and the
second representing the phase shift. Simulation in a
MATLAB environment was used to create open circuit
failures in one or more insulated-gate bipolar transistors.
The detection and diagnostic system monitor and records
the module and argument values of these currents, which
will be the neural network's inputs, after extracting the
three-phase stator currents for healthy and fault-free
functioning. After the neural network has trained and
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Development and validation of enhanced fuzzy logic controller and boost converter topologies
for a single phase grid system
Introduction. Solar photovoltaic system is one of the most essential and demanding renewable energy source in the current days, due to the
benefits of high efficiency, reduced cost, no pollution, and environment friendly characteristics. Here, the maximum power point tracking
controller has been implemented for obtaining an extreme power from the photovoltaic array. For this purpose, there are different controller
and converter strategies have been deployed in the conventional works. It includes perturb and observation, incremental conductance, fuzzy
logic systems, and hill climbing, and these techniques intend to extract the high amount of power from the solar systems under different
climatic conditions. Still, it limits with the issues like increased design complexity, high cost consumption, high harmonics, and increased time
consumption. The goal of this work is to deploy an improved controlling and converter topologies to regulate the output voltage and power fed
to the single phase grid systems. The novelty of the work aims to develop an enhanced fuzzy logic controller based maximum power point
tracking mechanism with the boost DC-DC converter topology for a single phase grid tied photovoltaic systems. Practical value. Also, the
higher order harmonics suppression and unbalanced current elimination are handled by the use of LCL filtering technique, which efficiently
reduces the harmonics in the output of inverter voltage and current. Moreover, it helps to obtain the reduced total harmonics distortion value
with improved accuracy and efficiency. Results. There are different performance indicators have been evaluated for validating the proposed
enhanced fuzzy logic controller–maximum power point tracking controlling technique. Moreover, the obtained results are compared with
some of the conventional controlling algorithms for proving the betterment of the proposed work. References 30, tables 5, figures 7.
Key words: photovoltaic systems, boost DC-DC converter, enhanced fuzzy logic controller, maximum power point tracking,
LCL filtering, pulse generation, single-phase grid system.
Вступ. Сонячна фотоелектрична система є одним з найбільш важливих та затребуваних відновлюваних джерел енергії в наші дні
завдяки перевагам високої ефективності, низької вартості, відсутності забруднення та екологічно безпечним характеристикам.
При цьому було реалізовано контролер стеження за точкою максимальної потужності для отримання екстремальної
потужності від фотогальванічної батареї. З цією метою у традиційних роботах використовуються різні стратегії контролерів
та перетворювачів. Це включає збурення та спостереження, інкрементну провідність, системи нечіткої логіки та сходження на
пагорб, і ці методи призначені для отримання великої кількості енергії із сонячних систем у різних кліматичних умовах. Тим не
менш, це обмежується такими проблемами, як підвищена складність конструкції, високі витрати, високі гармоніки та збільшення
витрат часу. Метою цієї роботи є розвиток вдосконаленого управління та топології перетворювача для регулювання вихідної
напруги та потужності, що подається до однофазних мережевих систем. Новизна роботи спрямована на розробку
вдосконаленого механізму відстеження точки максимальної потужності на основі контролера з нечіткою логікою з топологією
перетворювача постійного струму, що підвищує, для однофазних фотоелектричних систем, прив'язаних до мережі. Практична
цінність. Крім того, придушення гармонік вищих порядків та усунення незбалансованого струму здійснюється за допомогою
методу LCL-фільтрації, який ефективно зменшує гармоніку на виході інвертора напруги та струму. Крім того, це допомагає
отримати зменшене значення повного гармонійного спотворення з покращеною точністю та ефективністю. Результати.
Існують різні показники ефективності, які були оцінені для перевірки запропонованого покращеного контролера нечіткої логіки –
методу керування відстеженням точки максимальної потужності. Крім того, отримані результати порівнюються з деякими
звичайними алгоритмами контролю для доведення кращості запропонованої роботи. Бібл. 30, табл. 5, рис. 7.
Ключові слова: фотогальванічні системи, перетворювач постійного струму, що підвищує, удосконалений контролер з
нечіткою логікою, відстеження точки максимальної потужності, LCL-фільтрація, генерація імпульсів, однофазні
мережеві системи.

Introduction. Solar photovoltaic (PV) systems have
gained a significant attention [1, 2] in the recent days due
to their benefits of easy accessibility and availability.
Also, it has been widely applied in various application
sectors like residential, transportation, and construction.
Typically, the PV systems [3] can produce the required
amount of energy from solar for the grid connected
systems with the help of appropriate methodologies and
equipment. The important features of the solar PV
systems are cost efficiency, pollution free, maintenance
free, and high availability rate [4]. The major challenges
that are associated with the grid integrated PV systems [5]
can be categorized under the components of PV panel,
power converters, and grid system. In which, the
processes of optimization, voltage/current maintenance,
and panel monitoring are need to be highly concentrated
on the PV panel. Then, the efficiency, high reliability,
temperature measurement, communication, monitoring
and safety measures are need to be satisfied by the power
converter topologies. Moreover, the power quality
improvement, voltage level maintenance, and fault ride
through capability are the dependable factors of the

converter and controller topologies, and these factors
supports to obtain an improved system performance [6].
In the solar PV systems, the PV array can be categorized
with respect to the solar irradiation and temperature
measures. So, it required an operating point for extracting
the maximum power from the PV array that is represented
as an MPPT controller [7].
Then, it helps the PV arrays to obtain the maximum
efficiency under varying climatic conditions. Generally,
there are different types of maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) controlling techniques have been
utilized in the traditional works, which includes
incremental conductance (IC) [8], fuzzy controller [9],
perturb and observe (P&O) [10], and temperature gradient
[11]. Also, various power converter design topologies
have been utilized in the existing works [12] like buck
converter, bi-directional converter, SEPIC converter, and
Luo converter. But, these techniques limits with the issues
like increased circuit design complexity, high cost
consumption, reduced speed, and requires an accurate
model. Moreover, harmonics elimination and current
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balancing are also plays an important role in a single
phase grid integrated PV systems [13, 14]. The filtering
techniques can be used to suppress the level of harmonics
for improving both efficiency and system stability [15,
16]. Thus, the proposed work focused on the development
of an advanced controlling mechanism for a single phase
tied PV systems. The major objectives behind the
proposed work are as follows:
 to obtain the maximum power extraction from the
PV panels, the functionalities of an enhanced fuzzy logic
controller (EFLC) is incorporated with the MPPT
controlling technique;
 to improve the operating efficiency of the entire grid
system, the boost converter topology is utilized;
 to reduce the unbalanced current, and harmonics
distortion, a higher order LCL filtering technique is employed.
Related works. This sector reviews some of the
existing controlling techniques and converter topologies
related to the solar PV power generation and extraction.
Also, the working operations of the converter and
controller topologies have been discussed with its own
merits and demerits.
Podder, et al. [17] conducted an extensive review
about the MPPT methods used for generating the power
from solar PV systems. The different methods analyzed in
this work were P&O, IC, and hill climbing (HC). Also,
various types of DC-DC converter topologies such as buck,
boost, bidirectional, CUK, flyback, SEPIC and Zeta were
compared based on the measures of computation
performance, input current, and output voltage. From this
study, it was analyzed that the P&O was the most suitable
MPPT technique for solar PV systems due to the benefits
of simplicity and reduced cost consumption. Kumar, et al.
[18] deployed a neural network based controlling technique
for improving the performance of grid based solar PV
systems. The key factor of this work was to obtain the
maximum power extraction with increased utilization
factor and efficiency by using the HC-MPPT mechanism.
Still, this work failed to reduce the harmonics distortion for
obtaining the better performance rate. Basha and Rani [2]
analyzed the performance 5 different MPPT techniques
such as HC-FLC (fuzzy logic controller), ANFIS (adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system), PSO (particle swarm
optimization), ACS (adaptive cuckoo search), and P&O for
selecting the suitable technique to get an extreme power
extraction from PV systems. Here, it was stated that the
operating point estimation plays an essential role during
MPP extraction, which could be more helpful to reduce
both the operating and installation costs.
Venkatraman and John [19] intended to increase the
performance of MPPT with the use of buck converter
topology for PV charging system. Here, the P&O
algorithm has been utilized to reduce the settling time,
increase the bandwidth, and improve the tracking
performance. From the paper, it was perceived that the
P&O scheme offered the better results with minimum
possible updation. Keyrouz [20] aimed to gain the
maximum power obtainment from the solar PV systems
under varying temperature and irradiation values. For this
purpose, a machine learning technique, named as,
Bayesian function has been utilized to obtain global MPP
in a specified time. Moreover, the PID (proportional

integral derivative) controller was used to reduce the
overshoot and rise time with high tracking efficiency.
Priyadharshi, et al. [21] employed a hybrid Gravitational
Search Algorithm (GSA) – PSO technique for improving
the tracking performance of MPP. In this design, the
CUK-SEPIC converter was adopted to reduce the ripple
content and to obtain the optimum PV value. During
optimization, the processes of fitness evaluation, global
best solution estimation, and position updation have been
performed. The major benefit of this work was, it has the
ability to work under low sun isolation level with reduced
cost consumption.
Basha and Rani [22] suggested high step-up boost
converters for increasing the tracking efficiency of MPPT
controlling technique. In this work, there were different
MPPT techniques have been surveyed that includes
variable step size P&O, fractional open circuit voltage
(FOCV) and modified IC (MIC). Also, the working
descriptions of these mechanisms have been described
with its pros and cons. Hassan, et al. [23] recommended
an FLC controller and push-pull converter for optimizing
the output power of PV systems with increased gain
value. The work focused on tracking the power from PV
panels without any oscillations and noise with the help of
FLC MPPT mechanism. From this work, the importance
and benefits of using FLC mechanism in solar PV
systems have been studied. Li, et al. [24] implemented the
beta parameter based FLC mechanism for improving the
performance of MPP in solar PV systems. Here, the
number of fuzzy rules has been reduced for simplifying
the process of membership function generation. Rezk, et
al. [25] employed an adaptive FLC (AFLC) based
controller topology for obtaining an improved efficiency
of PV applications. This methodology was mainly
deployed to attain an accurate and optimum tracking
performance with reduced power fluctuations. The key
advantages of this controller were faster convergence,
high accuracy, and simplicity. Karafil, et al. [26] designed
a high frequency resonant converter design with the pulse
density modulation – MPPT mechanism for a single
phase grid based PV systems. In this controlling
algorithm, certain controlling pulses have been eliminated
with respect to the command sequences without any
deviation in the frequency value.
Sun, et al. [27] utilized an artificial neural network
(ANN) based controlling strategy for an efficient power
tracking from the PV array. The main scope of this work
was to ensure the factors of reliability, safety, improved
performance and controllability of a grid connected PV
systems. Here, some of the major requirements that could
be used for controlling the solar PV system have been
discussed, which includes:
1. Exact tracking of MPP under varying irradiance and
temperature measures.
2. Accurate locating of MPP.
3. Maintain the same MPP value under different
climatic conditions.
Bhattacharya, et al. [28] applied an advanced
controlling mechanism based on ANN algorithm for a
grid connected PV systems. In this work, the conventional
PI (proportional integral) controlling mechanism has been
replaced with the functionality of ANN algorithm. Then,
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it offered an improved system performance with
improved dynamic response and reduced settling time.
Rajput, et al. [29] suggested a second order filtering
technique for increasing the power extraction of single
phase grid associated PV systems. Here, a robust
controlling mechanism with the boost converter topology
has been implemented and validated under various power
quality enhancement features. Gomes, et al. [30]
implemented an LCL filtering technique for eliminating
the harmonic distortions in the grid connected voltage
source converters. Here, a detailed analysis about
harmonics elimination, and clear illustration about the
damping techniques were discussed.
From this study, the impact of different MPPT
controlling mechanisms, converter designs, and filtering
approaches were analyzed with its working definitions.
Then, it will be more helpful for selecting the suitable
approaches that are used for improving the overall
performance of solar PV systems.
EFLC-MPPT based controlling strategy. In this
segment, a clear description about the proposed EFLC
based MPPT mechanism is presented for a single phase
grid systems. The purpose of this paper is to extract the
maximum amount of power from the solar PV systems
under varying climatic conditions by implementing an
advanced converter and controlling techniques. Here, the
boost DC-DC converter has been utilized to increase the
efficacy of overall system performance. In addition to that,
the reactive power support and harmonics elimination are
also concentrated to provide the reliable output for the
single phase grid systems. For this purpose, the LCL
filtering technique is employed to decrease the harmonics
and unbalanced current in the grid systems. The block and
schematic representations of the proposed EFLC-MPPT
based controller design are presented in Fig. 1, 2
respectively, which comprises the following stages:

 power extraction using EFLC-MPPT;
 boost DC-DC converter design;
 LCL filtering.
The purpose of this work is to obtain the maximum
amount of energy from the solar panels by implementing
an advanced controlling and converter topologies.
Normally, the performance of entire power generation
system is highly depends on the controlling signals
generated by the controller. Here, the switching pulses
generated by the proposed EFLC-MPPT controlling
mechanism are fed to boost converter for operating the
switching components. When compared to the other
controlling models reviewed in the literature, the
proposed EFLC-MPPT integrated with boost topology
could efficiently produces the regulated output voltage
fed to single phase grid systems. Also, it suppresses the
harmonic contents by regulating the output of PV panels
with reduced loss of power.

Fig. 1. Block representation of EFLC-MPPT based controller design

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the EFLC-MPPT controller design

EFLC-MPPT based power extraction. At first, the
maximum power tracking from the PV panel is performed
by using the controlling technique. The essential part of
the PV system is PV array, which is used to generate the
required power from the solar. The MPPT controller has
been used to increase the amount of power generation
from PV array. Conventionally, there are different types
of MPPT techniques are available for power extraction, in

which the FLC is one of the extensively used controlling
mechanism due to the non-linear structure of the
converter. Also, it could act as a controller that helps to
obtain the requirements and specifications of the plants.
In this work, an EFLC based MPPT mechanism is
deployed for extracting the maximum power from the
solar PV systems with increased static and dynamic
performance. The typical illustration of the EFLC system
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is depicted in Fig. 3, which comprises the following
stages: fuzzification, inference rule generation, and
defuzzification. During fuzzification, the set of inputs like
temperature and irradiation are incorporated with the
stored membership function, which can be assigned to
each fuzzy input. Then, the rule evaluation process is
performed with the help of linguistic rules, which is used
to determine the control action with respect to the set of
input values. From the rule evaluation, the fuzzy output
can be obtained for each subsequent action. At last, the
expected output variable is computed based on the
isolation of the output fuzzy sets during defuzzification.

The P-V and I-V characteristics of the proposed
EFLC-MPPT controlling mechanism are depicted in
Fig. 4,a,b. These characteristics can be used to validate
the overall efficacy of the MPPT controlling technique.
Based on the I-V and P-V characteristics analysis, it is
evident that the EFLC-MPPT provides the better current
and power values with respect to different voltage levels.
PV output power P, W

PV voltage V, V

a
PV output current I, A

Fig. 3. Working strategy of fuzzy controller

Let consider the inputs as error (Er) and change of
error (CEr), which are represented as follows:
P x   PPV x  1
;
(1)
Er x   PV
VPV x   PPV x  1
CEr x   Er x   Er x  1 ;
(2)
where PPV(x) is the PV power; VPV(x) is the PV voltage;
PPV(x–1) and VPV(x–1) are the previous power and voltage
respectively.
Then, the rule generation process can be carried out
based on the Mamdani model. Here, the 5 set of rules
such Very Low (VL), Low (L), Very High (VH), High
(H), and Medium (M) have been generated with respect to
the error and change of error values as shown in Table 1.

PV voltage V, V

b
Fig. 4. P-V (a) and I-V (b) characteristics

Moreover, the key benefits of using ELFC-MPPT
controller are as follows:
 it has the ability to handle an inaccurate input;
 it does not require any exact mathematical model;
 it has a non-linearity structure;
 it helps to obtain the maximum power output under
different climatic conditions;
 it offers reduced complexity in design;
 it increased robustness.

Boost DC-DC converter design. Here, the boost DCDC converter is placed between the PV panel and grid
system for changing the output voltage with respect to the
maximum power point. The corresponding circuit model of
boost converter is represented in Fig. 5, which contains the
components of input source voltage Vin, inductor L, diode D,
switch Q, capacitor C, and output load. Based on the
requirement of output, the switch can be either opened or
closed, in which the output voltage is always greater than the
value of input voltage source. The main factor of using this
converter design is to increase the voltage level without use
of transformer. Also, it offers an increased efficiency with
the inclusion of single switching component.
The transfer function of the boost converter can be
illustrated as follows:
Vo = DcVPV,
(4)
where Vo is the output voltage; Dc is the duty cycle of the
control; VPV is the output voltage of PV array.
Based on the Kirchhoff’s voltage and current law,
the relationship between the input and output of boost
converter is illustrated as follows:
dI
L  o  VPV  VL ;
(5)
dt
dV
C  PV  I o  VL R ;
(6)
dt
where R is the resistance; L is an inductor; Io is the output
DC-DC current.
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Table 1

CEr
VL
L
M
H
VH

Er

VL
VH
H
H
H
H

Fuzzy rules generation
L
M
VH
H
H
H
H

H
H
N
L
L

H

VH

VL
VL
L
L
L

VL
L
L
VL
VL

After inference rules generation, the defuzzification
process can be applied to get the output that is denoted as
the duty cycle Dc, which is represented as follows:
n

  Dci   Dci

Dc  i 1 n

  Dci 

;

(3)

i 1

P, W

t, s

Ir, W/m2

a

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the circuit design

LCL filtering. The output of boost converter is
given to the filtering unit for removing the harmonics and
unbalanced current. Here, an LCL filtering technique is
mainly deployed to protect the gird system from
switching harmonics, and to obtain improved dynamic
performance. Moreover, it offers better decoupling
between the grid impedance and filtering with good ripple
attenuation. The LCL filter can be composed based on the
series connected L1 + R1, L2 + R2, and C + Rc components,
which helps to eliminate the injected harmonics on the
grid. The mathematical model of LCL filtering technique
can be illustrated as follows:
di1

 L1  dt  R1  i1  xi  xc  Rc  ic ;

dig

 R2  i2  xc  xg  Rc  ic ;
 L2 
(7)
dt

 dxc
 ic ;
C 
dt

i1  ig  ic .


Then, the resonant frequency is estimated as follows:
1
L1  L2
R fr 

,
(8)
2
L1  L2  C
where Rfr is the resonant frequency of filter; L1, L2 are the
inductors; R1, R2 are the resistors; C is the capacitor.
The key merits of using LCL filtering technique in this
design are efficient total harmonics distortion (THD)
elimination, high attenuation ability, and better system stability.
Results and discussion. The performance evaluation
of the proposed EFCL-MPPT controlling mechanism is done
in this sector with respect to different performance
indicators. This controlling system has been designed by
using the MATLAB/Simulink software, where the PV array
under irradiance of 1000 W/m2 and temperature of 25 C.
Simulation results. Figure 6 shows the output power
(a), irradiance (b) and temperature (c) analysis with respect
to varying time. In this simulation, the system is tested under
different irradiance levels of 800 W/m2, 400 W/m2, and 1000
W/m2. This results shows that the proposed EFLC-MPPT
technique efficiently tracks the maximum power of 200 W,
150 W, and 250 W respectively with the time of 5 ms.
Figure 7 shows the inverter output voltage (a) and
current (b) after eliminating the harmonics by using the
LCL filtering technique. To validate the output of inverter
voltage and current, the THD is estimated for the
proposed controlling mechanism.
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t, s

b
T, C

t, s

c
Fig. 6. Output power (a); irradiance (b); temperature (c)
V, V

t, s

a
I, A

t, s

b
Fig. 7. Inverter output voltage (a) and current (b)

Comparative analysis. Generally, the efficiency of
the filtering technique can be determined based on the
analysis of THD. Table 2 depicts the THD analysis of
existing and proposed techniques with respect to varying
irradiation (W/m2). In this work, an LCL filtering circuit
is implemented in this design for suppressing the high
order harmonics and unbalanced current in an efficient
manner. Based on the result outcomes, it is evident that
the proposed mechanism EFLC-MPPT with LCL filtering
could efficiently reduce the THD value, when compared
to the existing filtering technique.
Table 2
THD analysis
Irradiation Ir, W/m2
400 800 1000
Existing THD, %
1.72 1.95 2.14
Proposed THD, %
1.68 1.93 1.95

Table 3 compares the existing FLC, P&O and
proposed EFLC-MPPT controlling techniques with
Electrical Engineering & Electromechanics, 2022, no. 5

respect to the measures of input voltage Vin, input current
Iin, input power Pin, output voltage Vo, output current Io
and output power Po. Based on the comparative analysis,
it is proved that the EFLC-MPPT could offer an improved
results compared than the conventional techniques.
Table 3
Comparative analysis between existing and proposed controlling
techniques
Topologies
Vin, V Iin, A Pin, W Vo, V Io, A Po, W
Conventional FLC 12.08 1.03 12.44 24.6 0.485 11.93
Conventional P&O
8.5
2.5 21.25 31.30 0.622 19.3
EFLC-MPPT
12.08 2.932 59.94 35.42 2.785 166.9

Moreover, the proposed EFLC-MPPT technique
could efficiently extract the maximum power from the
solar PV systems by the use of boost converter and LCL
filtering components. Also, it helps to obtain an improved
performance rate of the single phase grid systems.
Table 4 shows the comparative analysis between the
existing and proposed MPPT controlling techniques under
varying irradiance measures such as 400 W/m2, 800 W/m2
and 1000 W/m2. The measures that have been compared
in this analysis are PV voltage VPV, duty cycle Dc, output
voltage Vo and output power Po. When compared to the
existing controlling techniques, the proposed EFLCMPPT technique provides improved results for the
varying irradiance measures.

Table 4
Comparative analysis between the existing and proposed MPPT mechanisms
under 800 w/m2 (0 to 0.6 s)
under 400 w/m2 (0.6 to 1.2 s)
under 1000 w/m2 (1.2 to 1.8 s)
MPPT method*
VPV, V Dc Vo, V Po, W VPV, V Dc Vo, V Po, W VPV, V VPV, V Dc Vo, V Po, W VPV, V
VSS-P&O
34.0 0.604 86.0 148.44
17.0 0.711 59.0 77.0 17.0
38
0.59 94 196.31 38
MIC
34.3 0.601 86.1 150.7
17.5
0.7 59.6 77.8 17.5
39.2 0.58 95.31 197.48 39.2
FOCV
33.8 0.62
89
155
17.0 0.715 59.8 78.0 17.0
39.28 0.59 96
197.5 39.28
FSS-RBFA
33.0 0.627 87.0 155.76
17.4 0.719 62 79.53 17.4
40.1 0.586 96.8 198.78 40.1
VSS-RBFA
34.2 0.609 87.5 156.5
18.5 0.72 66.4 79.6 18.5
39.8
0.6 100.5 200.2 39.8
AFLC
34.8 0.614 90.32 158.2
24.0 0.64 68.0 80.0 24.0
45.3 0.56 105 201.8 45.3
PSO
34.71 0.622 92.0 158.5
24.8 0.66 73.7 82.0 24.8
47.07 0.64 132 204.40 47.07
CS
37.27 0.59 93.17 161.73 25.76 0.65 73.89 82.2 25.76
47.54 0.65 138 205.18 47.54
Proposed EFLC-MPPT
39.28 0.55 94.23 162.35
26.2 0.59 74.2 83.5 26.2
48.20 0.62 139 206.25 48.20
*VSS-P&O – variable step size‐ perturb and observe; MIC – modified incremental conductance; FOCV – fractional open circuit
voltage; FSS-RBFA – fixed step size‐radial basis function algorithm; VSS-RBFA – variable step size‐radial basis function algorithm;
AFLC – adaptive fuzzy logic controller; PSO – particle swarm optimization; CS – cuckoo search; EFLC-MPPT – enhanced fuzzy
logic controller-maximum power point tracking.

Table 5 depicts the tracking time of the existing
P&O and IC, and proposed MPPT controlling
mechanisms. Typically, the tracking time is one of the
important measures to validate the tracking efficiency of
the controlling technique. Moreover, it is defined as how
much amount of time that the controller could take for
tracking the maximum power point from the PV panel.
From the results, it is evident that the proposed EFLCMPPT provides the reduced tracking time of 5 ms, when
compared to the other controlling techniques.
Table 5
Tracking time of existing and proposed MPPT techniques
MPPT mechanisms
Tracking time, s
P&O
0.3
IC
0.25
Proposed EFLC-MPPT
0.005

Conclusions. A new enhanced fuzzy logic controller
integrated with boost converter topology design is
implemented in this paper for obtaining an extreme power
extraction from the solar panels. Here, the boost DC-DC
converter is mainly used to increase the voltage level without
use of transformer. Also, the proposed controlling topology
intends to extract the power under varying climatic conditions
with increased accuracy. In addition to that, an LCL filtering
circuit is employed in the proposed design for suppressing the
harmonics and unbalanced current in the inverter output. The
major benefits of the proposed design are, it has the ability to
handle an inaccurate input and does not require any exact
mathematical model for controlling. During performance
evaluation, the controlling technique could be tested under
different irradiance values of 400 W/m2, 800 W/m2, and 1000
W/m2. Moreover, some of the traditional controlling
techniques are compared with the proposed controlling
mechanism based on the measures of harmonic distortions,
tracing time, PV output power, voltage, and current. Based on
Electrical Engineering & Electromechanics, 2022, no. 5

the comparative analysis, it is studied that the proposed
controlling technique offers an improved performance results
compared than the conventional techniques.
In future, this work can be extended by implementing
an optimization based controlling mechanism for a singlephase grid system.
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Solar flat plate collector enhanced by two reflectors: optimum tilts of reflectors
Introduction. In some solar concentrating system applications, in which the incoming sunlight is augmented by using commercial
flat plate reflectors placed on different sides of the planar collector, it is very important to choose the optimum tilts of boosters
(attached edge-to-edge on the top and bottom sides of the solar collector) for each month, to enhance their received solar irradiation
over the year in the southern Algeria. The novelty of the proposed work consists of the development of a novel mathematical model in
which the reference of the reflector’s tilt angles is the collector plane, and optimal tilts are optimized on the average day of each
month. Purpose. This paper proposes a novel analytical model of two identical planer reflectors, placed on the top and bottom of a
latitude tilted flat plate solar collector, for optimizing their optimal inclination angles during the daytime throughout the year in
Ouargla city, southeast of Algeria. Methods. Optimal tilt angles of reflectors were obtained by searching for the optimum captured
solar irradiation on the collector’s surface from each reflector in the representative day of each month of the year. After that, the
obtained tilts were used for calculating incoming solar irradiation on the received area and comparing them to the solar collector
without reflectors. Results. The findings of this paper showed that the reflector’s inclination angles were variable from one month to
another in which the upper reflector’s tilts reached its maximum in June and minimum in December, contrarily for the lower
reflector. Again, an increase of 28.05 % in the daily received solar irradiation on the collector surface with reflectors compared to
the conventional one. References 17, table 1, figures 4.
Key words: booster reflectors, flat plate collector, optimum tilts, solar irradiation.
Вступ. У деяких сонячних концентруючих системах, в яких сонячне світло, що падає, посилюється за рахунок використання
комерційних плоских відбивачів, розміщених по різні сторони плоского колектора, дуже важливо вибрати оптимальні нахили
підсилювачів (прикріплених кромкою до кромки зверху). і нижні сторони сонячного колектора для кожного місяця, щоб збільшити
одержуване ними сонячне випромінювання протягом року в південному Алжирі. Новизна запропонованої роботи полягає у
розробці нової математичної моделі, в якій еталоном кутів нахилу рефлектора є площина колектора, а оптимальні нахили
оптимізуються у середній день кожного місяця. Мета. У цій статті пропонується нова аналітична модель двох ідентичних
плоских відбивачів, розміщених зверху та знизу плоского сонячного колектора з нахилом по широті, для оптимізації їх
оптимальних кутів нахилу вдень протягом року у місті Уаргла, на південний схід від Алжиру. Методи. Оптимальні кути нахилу
рефлекторів були отримані шляхом пошуку оптимального сонячного випромінювання на поверхню колектора від кожного
рефлектора в репрезентативні дні кожного місяця року. Після цього отримані нахили використовувалися для розрахунку сонячної
радіації на отриману площу і порівняння їх з сонячним колектором без відбивачів. Результати цієї статті показали, що кути
нахилу рефлектора змінювалися від місяця до місяця, коли нахил верхнього рефлектора досягав максимуму в червні і мінімуму в
грудні, на відміну від нижнього рефлектора. Знову ж таки, збільшення на 28,05 % щоденно одержуваного сонячного
випромінювання на поверхню колектора з відбивачами порівняно зі звичайним. Бібл. 17, табл. 1, рис. 4.
Ключові слова: підсилювачі відбивачі, плоский колектор, оптимальні нахили, сонячне випромінювання.

Introduction. In recent years, the use of solar
energy has become persistent all over the world, which
has attached significant efforts. So, for the no-tracking flat
plate solar collector, augmenting solar-gain using booster
reflectors is a key area of interest in the context of
reducing the cost factor of the system. Moreover, it is an
economical solution for enhancing the output of solar
collectors, which is strongly influenced by the amount of
received solar irradiation [1-4]. For that, many reports
about the effect of adding multi-reflectors on different
sides of a flat plate solar collector on the received solar
irradiation have been presented. Garg et al. [5] studied the
maximization of the solar energy received by the collector
attached to two mirrors at their top and bottom sides.
Bhowmik et al. [6] examined two mirrors on the right and
left sides of the solar collector and their effects on the
power output of the whole system. They obtained that the
average energy yield was about 10-19.84 % in the
summer period and 10-13.23 % in the winter. Huang et al.
[7] experimented with the effect of top-bottom side
mirrors on photovoltaic panel power output. They found
that the PV power generation was increased by about
23 % compared to the panel without mirrors. Bahaidarah
et al. [8] investigated the performance of the V-trough PV
system. They obtained that the power output was
enhanced by 34.6 % on March 13th and by 37 % on
September 16th. Baig et al. [9] analyzed and experimented

with the seasonally tracked V-Trough PV/T system in
India. They observed an average augmentation of 35 % in
the electrical power output from the V-Trough PV/T
system as compared to the conventional one. Kostić et al.
[10] examined the influence of the position of reflectors
made of aluminum sheet on the thermal efficiency of a
solar thermal collector. They have found that the
reflectors made of aluminum sheet have a positive effect
on the thermal efficiency of the PV/T system. An energy
gain of about 35-44 % has been attained in this study [10].
Rahman et al. [11] examined the performance
enhancement of a PV solar system by mirror reflection.
They achieved an average increase of around 25 % in
short-circuit current, as high as the sun tracking, can be
obtained. Bione et al. [12] compared the performance of
PV water pumping systems driven by fixed, tracking, and
V-Trough generators. They realized a cost reduction of
19 % for the tracking system and a reduction of 48 % for
the concentrating system compared to the static
configuration. Tabet et al. [13] optimized tilts of reflectors
placed in left-right sides of PV/T collector. They obtained
an increase of about 23 % in received solar irradiation on
the collector’s surface by using reflectors compared to the
conventional one.
Those boosters must be tilted at their optimal
inclination angle to capture more incoming sunlight
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during the whole year, which is the aim of this paper,
where an optimization tilt of two flat plate reflectors,
placed on the top-bottom sides of a fixed solar collector in
the southeast of Algeria [14], will be exposed.
2. Method.
2.1. Description of the system. In order to enhance
incoming sunlight, the south-oriented solar collector with
a tilt angle equal to the latitude of the Ouargla region
(β = 31° 57' N fixed over the year) in the southeast of
Algeria , is attached to two identical reflectors (on the top
side tilted at α1 from collector plane and on the bottom
side inclined at α2 from collector plane as illustrated in
Fig. 1), which have the same dimensions as the solar
collector, for constructing a V-Trough concentrator.
a

b
top

sun

αs

Table 1

sun

α1

solar
collector

solar
collector

αs

αs

South

bottom

South

a
b
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the solar collector with:
(a) top and (b) bottom reflectors

2.2. Mathematical model. The total received solar
irradiation by the collector surface Itot,col is estimated
using Capderou’s model [15], and is equal to the sum of
solar irradiation on its surface without reflectors Inet,col
(Inet,col is equal to the sum of the direct solar irradiation
Idir,col, solar irradiation diffused from the sky Isky,col, and
the reflected solar irradiation from the ground Igr,col) and
the sum of the reflected solar irradiation from the top
reflector Irefl,1 and the bottom one Irefl,2, which are
calculated by using the following expressions:
Itot,col = Inet,col + Irefls,col ,
(1)
Inet,col = Idir,col + Isky,col + Igr,col ,
(2)
Idir,col = Idir,hcos(θ),
(3)
where Idir,h is the direct solar irradiation on a horizontal plane
and θ is the angle of incidence of the beam irradiation.
The αs and δs are the sun’s altitude and declination
angles, which can be calculated using the expressions [16]:
αs = arcsin[cos(δs)cos(ωs)cos(ϕ) + sin(δs)sin(ϕ)], (4)
(5)
δs = 23.45sin[(360(Nj ‒ 121))/365],
where ωs is the hour angle of the sun; ϕ is the longitude of
the localization; Nj is day of the year.
The sun’s azimuth angle γs can be found using [16]:
γs = arcsin[(cos(δs)cos(ωs))/cos(αs)],
(6)
where Irefls,col is the sum of the reflected solar irradiation
from 2 reflectors and given by:
Irefls,col = Irefl,1 + Irefl,2,
(7)
Irefl,1 = ρIdir,hsin(2α1+αs+β‒180°)sin(180°‒(αs+α1+β)), (8)
(9)
Irefl,2 = ρIdir,hsin(2α2‒αs‒β)sin(αs‒α2+β),
where ρ is the reflector’s reflectance.
The solar irradiation diffused from the sky Isky,col and
the reflected solar irradiation from the ground Igr,col are
given by:
Isky,col = Idir,h(1 + cos(β))/2,
(10)
(11)
Igr,col = ρgrIdir,h(1 ‒ cos(β))/2,
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where Idir,h is the diffuse solar irradiation on a horizontal
plane; Itot,h is the global solar irradiation on a horizontal
plane; ρgr is the reflectance of the ground.
2.3. Simulation procedure. The previous equations
have been implemented in a MATLAB program.
Irefl,i (i = 1 and 2) have been measured for different values
of αi (i = 1 and 2) varied from 0° to 90° in each perfect
day of the month (Table 1). The optimal tilt angles of
reflectors αopt,i (i = 1 and 2), corresponds to the optimum
of Irefl,i (i = 1 and 2) over the perfect day of each month.
This procedure has been repeated for all average days of
months [17].
3. Results and discussion. The optimal inclination
angles of reflectors αopt,i (i = 1 and 2) are achieved by
searching the maximum of the reflected solar irradiation
from each booster alone Irefl,i (i = 1 and 2) described in (8)
and (9), for the average day of each month (Table 1).
Average days of months [17]
Date
Perfect Day Number
17 January
17
16 February
47
16 March
75
15 April
105
15 May
135
11 June
162
16 July
198
16 August
228
15 September
258
15 October
288
14 November
318
10 December
344

Figure 2 shows the variation of the reflected solar
irradiation from each reflector on the solar collector
surface in the average day of December (December 10th),
as a function of local time and angles αi (i = 1 and 2).
Irefl,1 (W/m2)

a
Irefl,2 (W/m2)

b
Fig. 2. Variation of reflected solar irradiation from
(a) top and (b) bottom reflectors on December 10th.
1 – optimal tilts; 2 – optimal reflected solar irradiation
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For the top side reflector (Fig. 2,a), to obtain the
maximum reflected solar irradiation from this booster in
December, it must be tilted at 51° from the collector plan,
which is the optimum tilt of the top reflector in this month.
Similarly, for the bottom reflector (Fig. 2,b), the
optimal inclination angle in December for this reflector is
83° calculated from the receiver plan.
Doing the same steps for the other months, the
obtained results are presented in Fig. 3.

irradiation is examined. The principal results obtained in
this paper are:
 the quantity of solar irradiation reflected from the
top side reflector can be increased by tilting this booster
forward during the summer and backward during the
winter, in contrast to the bottom reflectors.
 Due to the difference in the sun's altitude angle, the
optimal tilts of the top and bottom reflectors were
observed to fluctuate significantly from month to month.
 The model described in this work can be utilized
anywhere for all solar applications with the exception of
photovoltaic applications that do not require cooling,
particularly during the hot months of April to August in
hot climates.
Conflict of interest. The authors declare that they
have no conflicts of interest.

4. Conclusions.
In this paper, optimal tilt angles of two flat plate
reflectors, attached edge to edge on the top and bottom
sides of a solar collector, are optimized. The impact of
adding reflectors on the amount of incoming solar
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Fig. 3. Annual variation of optimal tilts of:
(1) top and (2) bottom reflectors

Figure 3 shows the annual variation of optimal tilt
angles of reflectors, as a function of the day number of the
year. opt,1 achieved a maximum in June (83°) and a
minimum in December (51°). Furthermore, opt,2 touched its
uppermost in December (83°) and lowermost in June (51°).
Figure 4 illustrates the annual variation of the
reflected solar irradiation from the top and bottom
reflectors as a function of local time and days number of
the year. Irefl,1 take a minimum in the summer period and a
maximum in spring and autumn. On the other hand, Irefl,2
extended their superior in the summer months when the
sun will be at its highest, and inferior in winter when it
will be at its lowest.
Irefl,1 (W/m2)

a
Irefl,2 (W/m2)

b
Fig. 4. Annual variation of the reflected solar irradiation
from the (a) top and (b) bottom reflectors
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Approximate method for calculating the magnetic field of 330-750 kV high-voltage power line
in maintenance area under voltage
Problem. In order to organize effective protection of working personnel from the action of strong electromagnetic influence when
performing work on live high-voltage power lines (HVPL), the existing methods of calculating the magnetic field (MF) need to be
developed in the direction of their simplification during operational use. Goal. The purpose of the work is to develop an approximate
method and a simplified methodology for calculating the magnetic field flux density near the surface of the 330-750 kV HVPL wires
for the prompt determination of the safe distance of the working personnel to the surface of the HVPL wires at the current value of
their operating current. Methodology. A new approximate method of calculating the flux density of the MF in the area of work on
live HVPL based on the Biot-Savart law and determining the maximum values of the flux density of the MF on the axes of symmetry
N of the suspension of N wires, which are decisive for the protection of working personnel, is proposed. Results. Exceeding the
maximum acceptable level of the MF for individual power lines at their nominal currents, adopted in the European Union, and the
need to implement measures to reduce MF were revealed. Originality. It is shown that the distribution of the 330-750 kV HVPL near
N of its split wires with an error of no more than 2.5 % can be determined by the current of only one of the phases of the HVPL. This
distribution of MF, which is uneven, is determined by the order of axial symmetry N with the maximum values of the flux density of
the MF lying on the axes of symmetry N of the suspension of the phase wires. Practical value. The development of an approximate
method and a simplified methodology for calculating the flux density of the MF near the surface of the wires of 330-750 kV HVPL,
which allows you to quickly, without the use of a computer, calculate the safe distance to the wires of a specific HVPL at the current
value of its operating current, as well as determine the necessary measures for the protection of personnel from the MF, which can
be implemented either by physically limiting the minimum distance from the worker's body to the surface of the wires to a dangerous
one, or by necessary reduction of the HVPL operating current during repair work. Verification. An experimental verification of the
proposed method and methodology was carried out on a laboratory installation with a mock-up of a phase of a 330 kV HVPL from
AC 400 type wires at 1500 A current, which confirmed the correctness of the proposed calculation relationships. References 30,
figures 9.
Key words: high-voltage power line, live-line maintenance, magnetic field near wires, calculation method.
Проблема. Для організації ефективного захисту робочого персоналу від дії сильного електромагнітного впливу при
виконанні робіт на високовольтних лініях електропередачі (ЛЕП) під напругою, потребують розвитку існуючі методи
розрахунку магнітного поля (МП) в напрямі їх спрощення при оперативному використанні. Мета. Метою роботи є
розробка наближеного методу та спрощеної методики розрахунку індукції магнітного поля поблизу поверхні проводів ЛЕП
330-750 кВ для оперативного визначення безпечної дистанції робочого персоналу до поверхні проводів ЛЕП при поточному
значенні їх робочого струму. Методологія. Запропоновано новий наближений метод розрахунку індукції МП в зоні
виконання робіт на ЛЕП під напругою, що ґрунтується на законі Біо-Савара, та визначенні максимальних значень індукції
МП ЛЕП на осях симетрії N підвісу N проводів, що є визначальними для захисту робочого персоналу. Результати. Виявлено
перевищення прийнятого в Євросоюзі гранично допустимого рівня МП для окремих ЛЕП при їх номінальних струмах, та
необхідність реалізації заходів із зменшення МП. Оригінальність. Показано, що розподіл МП ЛЕП 330-750 кВ поблизу N її
розщеплених проводів з похибкою не більш 2,5 % може визначатися за МП тільки однієї із фаз ЛЕП. Цей розподіл МП, що є
нерівномірним, визначається порядком осьової симетрії N з максимальними значеннями індукції магнітного поля, що
лежать на осях симетрії N підвісу проводів фаз. Практична цінність. Виконана розробка наближеного методу і
спрощеної методики розрахунку індукції магнітного поля поблизу поверхні проводів високовольтної ЛЕП 330-750 кВ, що
дозволяють оперативно, без використання комп’ютера, розраховувати безпечну відстань до проводів конкретної ЛЕП при
поточному значенні її робочого струму, а також визначати необхідні заходи із захисту персоналу від МП, які можуть
бути реалізовані або шляхом фізичного обмеження мінімальної відстані від тіла робітника до поверхні проводів до
небезпечної, або необхідного зменшення робочого струму ЛЕП на час ремонтних робіт. Верифікація. Здійснено
експериментальну перевірку запропонованих метода та методики на лабораторній установці з макетом фази ЛЕП 330 кВ
із проводів типу АС 400 при струмі 1500 А, яка підтвердила коректність запропонованих розрахункових співвідношень.
Бібл. 30, рис. 9.
Ключові слова: високовольтна лінія електропередачі, роботи без зняття напруги, магнітне поле поблизу проводів,
метод розрахунку.

Introduction. One of the effective ways of
increasing the profitability of main power networks is to
carry out the repair work on overhead power lines (PLs)
of ultra-high voltage under working voltage [1-6]. This
allows to preserve the power supply of consumers during
the repair period. However, when organizing such works,
which are carried out in Ukraine by the staff of the
National Energy Company NPC Ukrenergo near power
lines (Fig. 1), there is a problem of protecting personnel
from the action of a strong electromagnetic field of power
frequency, which is characterized by the current values of
the strength E of the electric field (EF) and the flux

density B of the magnetic field (MF) and can reach a
dangerous level [7, 8].
At present, the problem of personnel protection from
the EF is practically solved with the help of special
shielding protective suits (Fig. 1) made of electrically
conductive material [9-13]. But these suits do not shield
the MF [14, 15]. The known methods for passive and
active shielding of the PL’s MF used to reduce it in
residential and public buildings [16-20] also cannot
be applied near PLs’ wires, as they require a significant
amount of free space for placing shielding elements,
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distance of working personnel to the surface of PL’s wires
at the current value of their operating current.
Design of 330-750 kV power lines. The analysis of
the geometric dimensions of the suspension of wires of
real 330-750 kV PLs [2, 30] shows that their phases are
performed by split into N  (2-5) wires, the axes of which
lie at the vertices of regular symmetrical polygons (Fig. 2)
with the radius of the circumscribed circle R.

Fig. 1. Execution of repair works by NPC «Ukrenergo»
on the 330 kV power line under voltage

which is not near PL’s wires. Therefore, the protection of
personnel from the PL’s MF near its wires, which is
potential [21, 22] and decreases when moving away from
the PL, can be carried out in the traditional way – distance
protection [19] by introducing a safe distance between the
wires and the worker's body. Such distance should ensure
that the flux density of the MF on the worker's body falls
to the maximum permissible level (6 mT), which is
regulated by the requirements of the European Union
[7, 8]. To determine this safe distance, it is necessary to
quickly, in the field, after receiving data on the current
load of the PL, perform calculations of the flux density of
the MF in the working area of the PL (Fig. 1). The
working zone is formed at a distance of 2 mm to L mm
from the surface of the PL’s wires. Here, 2 mm is the
thickness of the protective suit, which limits the minimum
distance between the wire and the worker's body when
he/she touches the wire, and L is the safe distance at
which the flux density of the PL’s MF is guaranteed to
fall to the maximum permissible level.
However, the known methods of calculating MF,
near PL’s wires [23-27], are based on numerical
calculations that are quite difficult for the practical use
and require the use of the computer special code. This
makes it difficult to perform an operational determination
in the field of the flux density of the MF near the PL’s
wire, which is necessary for the organization of safe work
of personnel from point of view of the MF when
performing repair work on the PL under load under
voltage. Analytical methods based on Biot-Savart law
[21, 22, 28] are more acceptable for operational
calculation of the MF of the PL. But these methods are
justified only for calculating the MF at a significant
distance from the PL, which exceeds the interphase
distance between its wires [21, 22, 29]. In addition, the
specified methods do not take into account such a feature
of the design of the phase wires of the 330-750 kV PL’s
wires as their splitting, which is essential for the
calculation of the MF [2, 3, 30] and also require the use of
a computer. Thus, the known methods of calculating MF
near 330-750 kV PL’s wires need to be developed.
The goal of the work is to develop an approximate
method and a simplified technique for calculating the flux
density of the magnetic field near the surface of 330-750 kV
PL’s wires for operational determination of the safe
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a

b

c
Fig. 2. Design of the suspension of the wires of the 330-750 kV
PLs working in Ukraine

As follows from Fig. 2, diameters d of the PL’s
wires of 27-31 mm is an order of magnitude smaller than
the distance D of 0.4-0.6 m between split phase wires
and the interphase distance of 8.4-18.5 m. This makes it
possible to ignore the non-uniformity of the current
density in the wires caused by the proximity effect when
calculating the MF, and to successfully use the
analytical method [22] for the approximate calculation
of the MF’s flux density of the PL at observation points
P (Fig. 3), which are located near the surface of the
wires (lr  (0.002-500 mm).
Method of calculation of the MF. We substantiate
the possibility of performing the calculation of the flux
density of the MF when placing the observation point P
(Fig. 3) near the surface of the PL’s wires, based on the
use of the method proposed by the authors in [22, 29],
which is based on the Biot-Savart law and has undergone
thorough experimental verification.

Fig. 3. Coordinates of the location of the wires of the PL’s
phases and observation point P on the example of a 750 kV PL
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We perform the analysis on a plane oriented normal
to the direction of the PL’s axis direction for the
suspension of wires in accordance with Fig. 4 with typical
assumptions [21, 22] about potentiality and planeparallelism of the PL’s MF. These assumptions must be
supplemented with the provisions that the currents in the
split wires of the individual phases of the PL are identical,
have a uniform density, and the wires are made of a
homogeneous material and have the correct right shape
with diameter d.

Then, according to [22, 29], the effective values of
the components of the MF’s flux density vector of each
phase A,B,C at the observation point P (Fig. 3) when
the phases of the power line are split into N wires can be
calculated as:
y P  y , n
 I N
, (1)
Bx, , n P   0 
2 N n 1 xP  x , n 2  y P  y , n 2



b

c
d
Fig. 4. Geometry of the suspension of the phase wires of the
330-750 kV PLs
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where I is the phase current of the PL; xP, yP are the
coordinates of the observation point P; x,n, y,n are the
coordinates of the intersection of the axes of the wires of
n phases A,B,C of the plane, perpendicular to the axis
of the PL, Bd(P) is the module of the MF’s flux density
vector at the point P.
The results of the calculation of the magnetic flux
density distribution of phase A of the PL according to
(1)-(3) at different N (Fig. 2) and nominal current are
presented in Fig. 5. The distribution of the MF for other
phases of the PL is identical.

a
b
c
Fig. 5. Distribution of the MF’s flux density near phase wires of different PLs in a plane normal to its axis

The analysis of the nature of the distribution of the
MF’s flux density (Fig. 5) shows that it is irregular and has
zones with maximum values that coincide with the

directions e (Fig. 4, 5), which are determined by the order
of axial symmetry of N wires of the PL’s phase. Therefore,
it is proposed to calculate the MF on the axes of symmetry

under the conditions P  e , which correspond to the worst
cases for the working personnel with the maximum values
of the MF’s flux density and at the same time make it
possible to significantly simplify the calculation.
Figure 6 presents the results of the calculation
according to (1)-(3) of the flux density of the MF phases
of different PLs at nominal currents and remote
observation points from the surface of the wires by
distance lr. As follows from Fig. 6, at nominal currents,
the flux density of the MF at the minimum distance from
P to the wires (2 mm) ranges from 11.4 mT for 330 kV
PL to 6.4 mT for 750 kV PL and exceeds the maximum
permissible level of 6 mT in 1.9-1 .07 times.
Electrical Engineering & Electromechanics, 2022, no. 5

B, µT
Maximum permissible
level according to the
norms of the EU

1
2
3

lr, m
Fig. 6. Dependence of maximum values of the MF’s flux density
of different PLs on the distance lr to the surface of their wires
(1 – PL 330, N=2, In=1.7 kA; 2 – PL 750, N=4, In=2 kA;
3 – PL 750, N=5, In=2 kA)
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For the worst case (for 330 kV PL, Fig. 2,a), the flux
density of the MF drops to the maximum permissible
level only at lr = 17 mm, which indicates the need to limit
the working distance by 15 mm, or to reduce the load of
the PL and its operating current accordingly to 0.52 from
the nominal. Here, the working zone L of the PL in the
calculation can be limited to a distance of lr = 20 mm, at
which the mutual influence of the MF from the currents of
different phases of the PL can be neglected. Then the
calculation of the maximum values of the flux density of
the MF near the PL’s wires can be performed for one
phase and according to (1)-(3) will be described by the
following relationships:

(4)
P  e , x p  xn 2  y p  yn 2  R ,



 

 I
Bmax x, n P   0
2 N
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0 I
2 N
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xP  xn
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 xn 2   y P  yn 2
 xn 2   y P  yn 2

Bmax x P 2  Bmax y P 2 ,

(7)

where e is the vector the direction of which coincides
with one of the N axes of symmetry of split PL’s wires.
Here, the relative error of the calculation when using
(4)-(7), which do not take into account the mutual
influence of the MF from the currents of different phases
of the PL compared to the calculation based on (1)-(3),
does not exceed 2.5 % (Fig. 7) and is quite acceptable for
approximate calculation.
δ, %
N=2

N=5

N=4
N=3

lr , m
Fig. 7. Calculated by (4)-(7) and (1)-(3) the relative error of
calculation of the MF of different PLs near wires of one phase
without taking into account the influence of the MF from
currents of other phases (N  2-5)

To further simplify the calculation, we transform the
ratios (4)-(7), moving from the coordinates of the location
of the wires xP, yP, xn, yn to the geometric parameters
of the suspension of the wires R, D and the distance l
(Fig. 2-4) and obtain the following simplified calculation
relations for different N:
 l  R 
,
(8)
BN  2 l   I  0
2 l l  2 R 
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D
; l is the distance from the axis of
2 sin  N 
the wire to the point of observation Р.
The obtained calculation relationships (4)-(11) are
the scientific basis for a simplified calculation method and
allow to quickly, with the help of a calculator, calculate
the maximum values of the magnetic flux density of the
PL for the current values of the load current as a function
of the distance l to the PL’s wires, taking into account the
geometry of their suspension.
Thus, on the basis of the above analysis, an
approximate calculation method (4)-(7) and a simplified
calculation technique (8)-(11) built on its basis can be
proposed for the operational determination of the flux
density of the MF in the area of performance of works on
live PL, which is based on the Biot-Savart law and
determining the maximum values of flux density for any
of the phases lying on the axes of symmetry of the
suspension of the split wires and determining the safe
distance to the wires of a specific PL at the current value
of its operating current.
The use of the proposed method and technique
allows to quickly determine specific measures to protect
personnel from the MF when performing work under
voltage, which can be implemented either by limiting the
minimum distance from the worker's body to the wires
(installation of capes or mats of the required thickness on
the PL’s wires in the working area), or a corresponding
reduction in the operating current of the PL for the period
of repair works.
Experimental verification of the proposed
method and calculation technique. The experimental
verification of the proposed calculation relationships
(8)-(12) was carried out on an experimental installation
with a laboratory model of a phase of the 330 kV PL
(Fig. 8), which was created at the magnetomeasuring
stand of the magnetodynamic complex of the Department
of Magnetism of Technical Objects of the Institute of
A.M. Pidhornyi Institute of Mechanical Engineering
Problems of the National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine.
The model is made on the basis of 2 PL’s wires of
AC 400 type with d = 28 mm and length of 5 m and their
arrangement according to Fig. 2,a. The experimental
installation allows to carry out research with current in
each wire from 100 to 750 A (200-1500 A per phase).
A three-phase induction regulator of the IR62 type
where R 
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(Pn = 30 kVA, Un = 22-382 V), loaded on two step-down
single-phase transformers of the OSU-80/0.5 type
(Pn =100 kVA, Un = 12.2 V, In = 8140 A), which are
connected to the corresponding wires of the laboratory
installation, was used as a regulated power source. The
MF’s flux density was measured by a Gaussmeter 410
type magnetometer with a special sensor positioning
system (Fig. 8), and the current in the model wires was
measured using TNFP3000/5 A type current transformers
and E526 type ammeters.

Fig. 8. Experimental installation with a laboratory model of a
330 kV PL’s phase and a magnetometer sensor positioning
device

The results of the experimental studies are presented
in Fig. 9 and confirm the coincidence of the results of the
calculation and the experiment at nominal current in the
wires of 500-750 A with a spread of no more than 10 %,
which is quite acceptable for a physical experiment.
B, µT
calculation

I=750 А

experiment
I=500 А
I=250 А
I=100 А

lr, mm

Fig. 9. Results of measuring the flux density of the MF
on the laboratory model of the phase of the PL 330 (Fig. 8)
at lr = 0.002-0.150 m and currents in wires of 100-750 A
and their comparison with the calculation
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This spread is mainly related to the imperfection of
the AC 400 type wire (it is made of twisted cores, see
Fig. 8) and requires further analysis. When the current
decreases, the error increases which is associated with an
increase in the influence of interference from the power
supply cables of the model (Fig. 8).
Conclusions.
1. An analysis of the geometric dimensions of the
suspension of wires of typical 330-750 kV PLs was
performed, based on which it was shown that for the
approximate calculation of the magnetic flux density near
their wires, an analytical method based on the Biot-Savart
law can be used with the determination of the magnetic
field only for one of its phases, without taking into
account the influence of the magnetic field of the currents
of other phases, which allows to simplify the calculation
with a limited error not exceeding 2.5 %.
2. The calculation of the magnetic flux density near the
wires of operating overhead power lines 330-750 kV was
carried out at their nominal currents, which showed an
excess of the maximum permissible magnetic flux density
level adopted in the European Union (6 mT) for 330 kV
power lines with N=2 (at distance from the surface of the
wires of 17 mm) and 750 kV with N=4 (at distance of
3 mm) and the need to take measures to reduce the
magnetic field acting on personnel when performing live
work.
3. An approximate method of calculating the magnetic
flux density near the surface of N the split wires of the
phases of the 330-750 kV power lines, the axes of which
lie at the vertices of symmetric polygons with the order of
symmetry N, is proposed, which is based on determining
only the maximum values of the magnetic flux density
lying on the axes of symmetry of N suspension of wires
and are decisive for the organization of protection of
working personnel from the action of the magnetic field.
The method allows to significantly simplify the
calculation, performing it only for the axes of symmetry,
and not for the entire space.
4. On the basis of the proposed approximate method, a
simplified technique of calculating the magnetic field has
been developed, which can be implemented without the
use of a computer, which allows in the field to quickly
calculate the safe distance to the wires of the specific
power line at the current value of its operating current and
to determine the measures necessary to protect personnel
from the MF when performing live work, which can be
implemented either by physically limiting the distance
from the worker's body to the surface of the wires to a
dangerous distance, or by necessary reducing the
operating current of the power line during repair work.
5. Experimental verification of the proposed
approximate method and the simplified technique of
calculating the magnetic field based on it was carried out
on a laboratory installation with a phase model of a
330 kV power line made of wires of the AC 400 type at
nominal current of 1500 A (750 A per wire). The
experiment confirmed the coincidence of the results of the
calculation and the experiment with an acceptable error
for engineering calculations of no more than 10 %, and
the correctness of the proposed calculation method, as
well as the feasibility of developing on their basis
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